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Dankwoord
‘God save the queen — Sex Pistols (1977)
In oktober 1996 ben ik als student m ijn afstudeerstage begonnen op de afdeling Moleeuul­
en Laserfysica aan de Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen. A ansluitend volgde een aanstel­
ling als onderzoeker in opleiding (oio) op hetzelfde onderzoek. Van dit onderzoek was het 
uiteindelijke doel om via opwekking van vacuum -ultraviolet licht (vuv) met een Nd:YAG- 
laser gedesorbeerde polycyclische arom atische koolwaterstoffen (p a k s )  naar hoge Ryd- 
berg toestanden te exciteren, om vervolgens vanuit die toestanden de ultraviolet spectra 
te m eten van de ionen van deze p a k s .  Deze spectra w erden -  en worden nog steeds - 
door astrofysici in verband gebracht met de Diffuse Interstellaire Banden (d ib s )  die in 
absorptie worden waargenomen in spectra van interstellaire objecten.
Zover is het nooit gekomen. Kort na m ijn aanstelling als oio diende de mogelijkheid 
zich aan het laboratorium  inclusief lasers en m eetapparatuur te verhuizen naar het FOM- 
instituut voor Plasmafysica Rijnhuizen in Nieuwegein, waar een krachtige en afstem bare 
infraroodlaser beschikbaar was om onderzoek mee te verrichten. Het accent van het 
onderzoek kwam daarm ee te liggen op de infrarood spectra van p a k  ionen. Ook deze 
spectra zijn zeer gewild bij astrofysici, die ze in verband brengen met em issiebanden in 
het infrarood van interstellaire objecten.
Van dit onderzoek zijn de resultaten weergegeven in het proefschrift dat voor je  ligt.
Onderzoek zoals beschreven in dit proefschrift kun je  niet alleen verrichten. Zowel bij 
de opbouw, het onderhoud, de metingen en de interpretatie van de metingen zijn door 
de jaren  heen veel m ensen betrokken geweest. Een aantal van deze m ensen wil ik in het 
bijzonder noemen.
Allereerst Gerard, die zich ruim  vijf jaar heeft ingezet als begeleider zowel bij de afstu­
deerstage als het promotiewerk. Van hem  was het idee om p a k s  te gaan onderzoeken met 
de bundelopstelling toen ik aanklopte voor een aftudeeronderwerp. Iwan heeft zich naast 
zijn prom otiewerk ingezet om mij de opstelling onder de knie te leren krijgen. Verder 
waren w aren er natuurlijk Esther, Dorien, Bernard, Stefan, Rik en Chris op de studen­
tenkam er en een aantal van hen ook nog later als promovendus.
En daar w aren natuurlijk Rudy en Giel. Rudy altijd paraat met wéér nieuwe details over 
wéér een andere, vaak op de één of andere manier bizarre, film. Giel de echte all-rounder 
m et zijn ervaring in zéér verschillende gebieden van de molecuul en laserfysica, een bron 
van wetenschappelijke kennis, weet inmiddels ook: ‘Why is beer wet?’.
Na de verhuizing van de m eetopstelling naar Nieuwegein kreeg ik meer te maken met 
Gert, die daar groepsleider van de Moleculaire Dynamica groep werd. Het eerste half jaar 
bestond die groep eigenlijk alleen u it Gerard, Gert, André en mezelf. Dit betekende hard 
werken en veel m eten om maar geen bundeltijd  ongebruikt te laten. Veel p izza’s eten 
ook, trouwens. Hierdoor was er vaak niet veel tijd  om de meetgegevens uit te werken en 
te interpreteren.
Met de kom st van Deniz, Britta, Rob in het jaar daarna werd de druk wat van de ke­
tel genomen. Nog later voegden zich Joost en Jos bij de groep. Deniz richtte zich als
prom ovendus met zijn onderzoek vooral op m etaal-carbide clusters, dat zijn molecu­
len/kristallen die vooral uit metaal—atom en en koolstof bestaan. Britta, als post-doc, 
startte  haar onderzoek naar i r  desorptie van kleine moleculen. Rob, als student, mat 
met mijn opstelling de eerste, zeer verrassende, benzeen ionen ir  spectra, en samen met 
Karen de pyrazine spectra. Als prom ovendus meet hij nu met pum p-probe technieken 
vooral aan aniline. Joost, als mijn opvolger op de opstelling, houdt zich bezig met het 
onderzoek op die andere baby-PAK: benzeen. Jos is inmiddels als post-doc alweer een 
aantal jaar de spectra van warme PAK-ionen aan het m eten middels foto-fragm entatie 
technieken. Al deze m edewerkers bedankt voor de (on)zinnige discussies en de sam en­
werking op het lab!
De Russiche inbreng van Andrey en Boris, die tussendoor ook korte tijd w erkzaam  zijn ge­
weest mogen niet ongeroem d blijven. Andrey, als experimentator, heeft ruim  een jaar op 
het lab gewerkt. Boris, als theoreet, is regelmatig een aantal m aanden aanwezig om m id­
dels berekeningen het experimentele werk te ondersteunen. B q p h c  h  A h ^ p e h ,  c i t a c h b o
3A  X Q P Q IU E E  B PE M H , IIP Q B E flE H H Q E  B B A IU EH  JIA B Q PA TQ PH H !
Zonder goede technische ondersteuning zijn wetenschappelijke experimenten, zoals ge­
presenteerd  in dit proefschrift, niet mogelijk. Daarvoor wil ik expliciet Cor, Chris, en 
met nadruk André bedanken. Cor en Chris zijn vooral in de eerste anderhalf jaar vaste 
bronnen van informatie en hulp geweest bij technische en elektronika problemen. André 
is vooral in de periode kort na de verhuizing naar Nieuwegein zeer waardevol gebleken 
bij het heropbouwen van de opstelling aldaar. Weliswaar nog zonder gepulste elektrische 
velden en met maar één gepulste u v  laser w erden binnen twee weken na de verhuizing 
de eerste aniline spectra al gem eten met één kleuren r e m p i .  Een prestatie van formaat! 
Uiteraard w ordt ook de vaste f e l i x  staf van harte bedankt. Guido, Lex, Peter, Wim, René, 
Theo, voor het operationeel houden van de vrije-elektronen laser, de technische onder­
steuning op het lab, het m eedenken tijdens de experimenten, ook als die uitliepen tot ver 
na m iddernacht, en het optreden als operator, bedankt!
De secretariële ondersteuning van Magda was natuurlijk ook niet mis. Naast alle papier­
werk rond inschrijvingen bij congressen, publiceren van artikelen, promotie, enz., was er 
tussen de bedrijven door ook altijd wel tijd voor een praatje, als ik weer eens voor de 
prin ter stond te w achten op m ’n uitdraaien.
Voor het veelal nuttige com m entaar op het m anuscript van dit proefschrift -  of delen 
daarvan -  wil ik Gerard, Gert, Jos, Giel, Lex, Titus, en de leden van de m anuscriptcom ­
missie, Lou, Xander en Dave bedanken.
Natuurlijk heb ik met veel meer m ensen te m aken gehad in de afgelopen jaren. Hoewel 
vaak m inder intensief dan de hier boven genoemde personen, hebben ook zij bijgedragen 
aan een leuke tijd op de afdeling, en in Nieuwegein. Al deze mensen, ook bedankt!
Tenslotte, m ’n paranimfen, Bas, ‘the Imaginary’, en Titus, ‘the Hallucinatory’, bedankt.
Nijmegen, 6 m aart 2002
The ‘Stichting voor Fundamenteel Onderzoek der Materie (f o m )’ is gratefully acknowledged in 
providing the required beam time on f e l i x  and for the skillful assistance by the f e l ix  staff.
This research is part of the research program of f o m  and is in part financially supported by the 
Council for Chemical Sciences, both of which are financially supported by the ‘Nederlandse 
Organisatie voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek (n w o )’.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
l Introduction
1 -1 Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons & 
the Unidentified InfraRed bands
The ability of carbon atoms to synthesize to form  complex and large organic com pounds 
is unique. This property of carbon has been exploited widely by nature and, for instance, 
forms the basis for life as we know it. Consequently, the chemical evolution from carbon 
atom s to  large organic structures is under intense study in many fields of scientific re­
search. In the last decades evidence for the existence of large organic structures in the 
interstellar medium  has been found by observations of interstellar environments.
This thesis deals with the infrared ( i r )  spectra of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons 
(p a h s ) ,  in particular their cations. P a h s  are believed to  give rise to interstellar spec­
troscopic phenom ena like the Diffuse Interstellar Bands (d ib s )  [62,72,113] and, particu­
larly relevant for the research presented  in this thesis, the Unidentified InfraRed bands 
( u i r s )  [6, 7, 54,109,164]. Many theories concerning the origin of these bands have been 
proposed in the last decades, including hypotheses based on i r  em ission of carbonaceaus 
particles.
In the next paragraphs the reader is briefly introduced to the developm ents during the 
last two decades that have led to the presently widely accepted opinion that at least parts 
of the u i r  spectrum  originate from  gas phase p a h  molecules.
I  - I  - I  D is c o v e r y  o f  th e  u i r s
In the early 1970s Gillet, Forrest, and Merrill [54] discovered in the 8—13 ¡jm spectra of 
the planetary nebulae n g c  7027, bd+30°3639, and n g c  6572 a remarkably strong and 
broad em ission feature at 11.3 m. The relation of the observed em ission feature with 
the continuum  (baseline) radiation led to the tentative idea that the carrier of this fea­
ture could be mineral carbonates, such as MgC03 or CaC03. These species show similarly 
shaped spectral features at 11.3 m together with an increasing emissivity toward 8 m, 
as in the spectra of the interstellar objects observed. Although the 11.3 /jm structure 
appeared to be a remarkable feature, it was not immediately recognized as an im portant 
discovery.
That opinion changed gradually when more and more observations of the 11.3 m struc­
ture, and other i r  em ission structures appearing at 3.29, 6.2, and 8.7 ¿¡m, all closely 
related to the 11.3 m feature, became available. These bands were found to be asso­
ciated w ith a large num ber of celestial objects, like Hn regions, planetary and reflection
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F ig u r e  i - i ,  The i r  emission spectrum  o f  the planetary nebula n g c  7027, as seen with the 
Short-W avelength Spectrometer on-board the Infrared Space Observatory. The broad structures, 
detected against a gradually increasing background, are assigned to vibrational transitions in p a i is .  
Sharp features, attributed to atomic fine-structure transitions, Hi recombination lines, and transitions 
in H-2 , are plotted in gray. (Beintema et al., r e f [171; Peelers, re f 11371)
nebulae, and stellar and extra-galactic objects. Nowadays, over twenty distinct spectral 
features in the 3 — 13 m range are typified as u ir s .  A typical u i r  dom inated i r  spec­
trum, is displayed in figure 1-1, which has been adapted from  ref. [17J. In this graph the 
i r  em ission spectrum  towards the reflection nebula n g c  7 0 2 7  has been recorded with the 
Short Wavelength Spectrometer on-board the Infrared Space Observatory.
The wide range of objects, representing a wide range of interstellar environments, in com­
bination with the strong and broad em ission bands observed, indicates that a stable and 
ubiquitously present species m ust be accounting for the appearance of these u i r s .  It has 
also been recognized that such widely existent species would likely play an im portant 
role in the chemical evolution of (inter)stellar environments.
1-1 -2  Into carbon
In the mid 1970s the suggestion that u i r s  might arise from  carbonates was abandoned, 
because observations did not reveal features at 7 ¡urn and in between 28 and 35 m, where 
carbonates show structures. In search for a better explanation for the u i r s ,  in the late 
1970s and early 1980s the first models involving i r  em ission from  interstellar grains were 
proposed. In these models molecules em bedded in grains [4,5j, or side groups attached 
to (carbon)grains [41J, were held responsible for the i r  em ission observed. Heating of the 
molecules or side groups on the grains, causing i r  fluorescence, could then be explained 
by grain-grain collisions or by absorption of uv photons. On the other hand, also m od­
els based on i r  emission by small carbon rich grains themselves were made subject of
research. In particular those consisting of a substantial am ount of molecules containing 
hydrocarbons w ith conjugated bonds.
It has been known for a long time, for instance by analysis of meteorites, that these 
carbonaceous m aterials in the condensed phase exist in space. Carbon chains, small aro­
matic molecules and metal carbides are form ed in the outflows of red giant carbon stars 
and in protoplanetary nebulae, which has been corroborated via recent observations [25] 
and laboratory experim ents [69]. As tem perature decreases w ith increasing distance to 
the star, molecules may condense to carbonaceous grains or may form  free, larger carbon 
bearing molecules such as p a h s .
The condensed material has already been in the focus of astro-spectroscopists since 
the discovery of the 220 nm  u v  hum p in the interstellar extinction curve [169] in the 
mid 1960s. Around this wavelength a broad peak of increased extinction of radiation 
is observed that has been thought to originate from  graphitic and carbonaceous grains 
[170,193], and more specifically, from hydrocarbon com ponents having conjugated dou­
ble bonds [152]. Experiments on quenched carbonaceous composites (QCC) showed that 
in the i r  spectra of these carbonaceous m aterials m atches w ith parts of the u i r  spectrum  
are present [131-133,153-156]. Grains com posed of this m aterial can possibly account 
for parts of the u i r  spectrum, and are still subject to study to date.
1-1 -3  Excitation-émission mechanism
A major problem  to be addressed is the excitation m echanism that provides the nec­
essary heating of the interstellar particles and gives rise to the u i r s .  The observation of 
pronounced bands on top of a continuum, and the close relation of the i r  emission bands 
to the presence of u v  radiation suggests infrared fluorescence following absorption of u v  
photons.
In the 1980s the excitation mechanism providing pathways for i r  em ission has been stud­
ied thoroughly [164]. Close inspection of the spatial and spectral distribution of radiation 
em itted by the reflection nebulae n g c  2023, 2068, and 7023 showed that the i r  spectra of 
these nebulae could not be explained by reflection of light of the central star, nor by ra­
diative equilibrium emission by dust particles. Some argum ents for this conclusion were 
the lack of polarization (expected for reflected light), the observed spectral band struc­
ture, the observed higher i r  brightness than expected for reflected light of the central 
source, and the observation of an i r  continuum  suggesting a black body tem perature of 
1 000 K, where m uch lower equilibrium tem peratures are expected.
Therefore, the mechanism proposed was not based on particles in radiative equilibrium 
with the environment but was based on small grains or molecules, which are transiently 
heated by photon absorption. For small grains, having a small heat capacity, absorption 
of a single u v  photon is sufficient to raise its tem perature to around 1 000 K for a fraction 
of a second. This tem perature is similar to that indicated by the i r  continuum  observed 
in the planetary nebulae. Fluorescence via the particle’s fundam ental1 vibrational transi­
tions then accounts for the i r  em ission observed.
1 Which is here defined as a transition between two states of the same vibrational normal
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mode, with an energy transfer of one vibrational quantum.
The applicability of this mechanism depends on the uv  photon density, the m ean particle 
size, and the particle density all of which m ust be in agreement with the observed values 
for these quantities in the interstellar environment. Because fluorescence in the i r  takes 
place on time scales of milliseconds through fractions of seconds, the particle density 
should be low enough that mean free path  lengths are long enough to prevent efficient 
collisional relaxation. Also, the uv  photon density has to be low enough that the particle 
has enough time to cool down between two u v  photon absorptions, i.e., it is transiently 
heated and resides m ost of its life in the ground state. In figure 1-2 an im pression of a 
grain’s tem perature as a function of time is shown.
In this figure uv  photons are absorbed by a grain, w ith a typical u v  cross-section of 
1CH5 — 1CH7 cm2. The absorption rate of one per hour then implies a u v  photon  density 
of 10 — 1 000 cm4 , respectively. Emission of i r  light takes place on time scales of less 
than  a second. With u v  photon energies of around hv  -8 0  000 c n r1 around 10 — 100 
i r  photons are emitted, de­
pending on the com petition 
with possible fragm entation or 
ionization. The observed neb­
u la ’s i r  color tem perature of 
r ~ l  000 K, then allows grain 
sizes up to several Angstroms, 
i.e., very m uch the size of a (or 
a few) molecule(s), as possible 
carriers for the u i r s .
The presence of u i r s  in the 
spectra of a wide range of 
interstellar objects, some of 
which bearing very harsh  envi­
ronm ents, together w ith the suggested relation with conjugated carbon bonds, and the 
small particle sizes deduced, ask for stable species to carry the bands. In 1984 a spe­
cial class of molecules, satisfying these conditions, was brought to the interest of astro- 
spectroscopists [109]. In their paper Léger and Puget propose that transiently heated 
free p a h  molecules sizing around -5 0  carbon atom s rather than small carbon grains are 
good candidate carriers for the u i r s ,  which is supported  by com parison of observed band 
structures w ith calculated bands of small neutral hydrogenated p a h s .
1-1-4  Free polycyclic arom atic hydrocarbons
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons are molecules mainly consisting of carbon atom s and 
hydrogen atom s (‘hydrocarbons’). Pa h s  have a geometry essentially consisting of several 
pentagonal and /o r hexagonal building blocks (‘polycyclic’). Many p a h s  give off a ghastly 
smell, from  which the indication ‘arom atic’ originates. P a h s  can be highly carcinogenic, 
and appear in large am ounts in, for instance, com bustion products of organic fuels. 
Scientifically, aromatic molecules have to satisfy Hückel’s ‘4n+2 rule for arom aticity’ sta t­
ing that: ‘those monocyclic coplanar systems o f  trigonally hybridized atoms which contain
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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time
F ig u r e  1 - 2 ,  An interstellar grain is transiently heated to 
-1  000 K, and cools down in a fraction of a second (inset). With 
the uv  absorption rate much smaller than the rate of ir emis­
sion, and a typical environmental temperature of -  50 K, the 
molecule(s) of the grain are in radiative equilibrium with the 
interstellar medium for the most of their lifetimes.
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(4n+2) T r-e le c tro n s  will p o sse s s  r e la tiv e  e le c tro n ic  s ta b i l i ty ' [158]. However, for the p u r­
pose of this thesis the définition of a p a h  is applied more loosely. In principle every 
molecule containing one or more five- or six-m em bered rings w ith conjugated bonds is 
considered a p a h .  Instead of hydrogen, side groups like m ethyl- or am ino-groups are 
allowed. Also some carbon atom s may be replaced with other atoms, such as oxygen or 
nitrogen.
With uv  cross-sections on the order of -1CH8 cm2 per carbon atom  in the 90 — 300 nm 
region, m ost p a h s  absorb strongly in a broad uv  range. This strong absorption is a t­
tributed to i t*  and cr* transitions [7,150]. Free p a h s  are known to be m oderately 
to well photo-stable in their neutral and singly (cat)ionized states. High internal energies 
are needed to destruct p a h s  [70,91,92,104,105], therefore, photo-excited neutral and 
singly ionized p a h s  of any size prefer to relax via i r  emission. The occurring fragm en­
tation relaxation often involves loss of hydrogen atom s and /o r side groups only. Recent 
experim ents on 23 different p a h s  have shown that dehydrogenation is a general relax­
ation pathway for p a h s .  [47] The conjugated bonds of the carbon skeleton are normally 
left undam aged. However, localization or delocalization of electrons may occur after frag­
m entation and /o r ionization. Hence, the conjugated character of the bonds may change. 
For the group of p a h s  studied, it has been observed that among the small p a h s  u v  photo­
stable species exist.
Considering the interstellar u v  photon densities of typical u i r  bearing objects, such as 
planetary and reflection nebulae, and Hn regions, it is assum ed that it takes p a h s  of 
around ~ 50 carbon atom s to reach stability against u v  absorption [2,3, 7] which is in 
agreement with the ideas presented in ref. [109]. The interstellar uv  fluxes imply that 
besides neutral and fully hydrogenated p a h s ,  also substantial am ounts of p a h s  m ust be 
present in ionized and /o r dehydrogenated forms in the interstellar p a h  blend. For these 
photo-stable p a h s ,  accum ulation to the abundances needed for a solid explanation of the 
appearance of u i r s  is satisfied.
Within the 3 — 13 #jm region, the fundam ental i r  wavelengths are at almost equal po­
sitions for m ost m em bers of the PAH-family. In the longer wavelength region, molecule 
specific bands appear, with positions differing m uch more between the individual mem ­
bers. Therefore, the general idea behind the PAH-hypothesis is that the blend of gas 
phase p a h s  is excited by u v  photons and subsequently emits via the fundam ental i r  
wavelengths of the different p a h s  in the mixture. In the short wavelength region, where 
the u i r s  are observed, the em ission via fundam entals adds up  to broad and strong bands, 
whereas for the long wavelengths the emission is more or less sm eared out to a contin­
uum  (see e.g. [80]).
Large differences in i r  band intensities occur between fully hydrogenated and partly hy­
drogenated p a h s ,  and between m em bers in different ionization states. Thus, a lot of 
freedom  is provided to model the u i r  spectrum  w ith spectra of p a h s  in different ioniza­
tion and hydrogenation states. The actual interstellar environm ental conditions finally 
determ ine the relative abundances of the p a h s  in all these different hydrogenation and 
ionization states, and, therefore, determ ine the constitution of the interstellar p a h  blend. 
The deduction that interstellar p a h s  likely exist in their cationic and partly dehydro-
genated form s has led to the idea that u i r s  are predom inantly carried by p a h s  in these 
states [6], which is for instance concluded from  com parison of the relative intensities of 
the u i r s  corresponding to C—H bending and stretching modes to those corresponding to 
C—C bending and stretching modes. A comprehensive paper on the p a h  hypothesis has 
been published by Allamandola ef al. in 1989 (ref. [7]). To validate this p a h  hypothesis, 
m easurem ents of the i r  optical param eters of neutral and ionic p a h s  under astrophysi- 
cally relevant conditions, were asked for. From these param eters refinement of the p a h  
hypothesis and possible assignm ent of the u i r s  to classes of p a h s  is expected.
1 -2 Vibrational spectroscopy of p a h s
The ultim ate experim ents should involve a laboratory dem onstration of the interstellar 
u v  excitation and i r  emission mechanism. In an ‘ideal’ experim ent p a h s  are brought in 
the gas phase, subsequently cooled to interstellar tem peratures of several tens of Kelvins, 
kept in a collision free environment, and are irradiated w ith u v  photons after which the 
i r  photons em itted are detected w ith spectral resolution. Due to the fairly long i r  fluores­
cence lifetimes, on the order of fractions of a second, and the small am ount of molecules 
that can be sim ultaneously brought under interstellar conditions, experim ents like these 
are very difficult to conduct. Only w ith the use of an extremely sensitive cryogenic i r  
detector, capable of detecting single, spectrally resolved, i r  photons, it has been possi­
ble to record the i r  em ission spectra of several u v  excited neutral p a h s ,  sizing up  to 
coronene [29,30]. More recently, the i r  em ission spectrum  of the warm  pyrene cation 
has been recorded this way [96]. These studies confirm the widely accepted assum p­
tion that neutral p a h s  of small and m oderate sizes can at best make a minor contribu­
tion to the u i r s  [6, 7]. Large neutral p a h s  and cationic p a h s  still rem ain viable candi­
dates [34,78,174],
Other m ethods used  to obtain i r  spectral data of p a h s  are based on absorption rather 
than  emission of i r  photons. Although the i r  absorption spectrum  of a cold p a h  is not 
trivially the same as the i r  em ission spectrum  of a transiently heated, rotationally and 
electronically cold, and vibrationally hot p a h ,  these absorption spectra still hold im por­
tan t inform ation on fundam ental i r  optical properties like positions and (relative) inten­
sities of fundam ental i r  modes. Knowledge of these properties can be used  to improve 
i r  emission models.
1-2-1 Matrix-isolation spectroscopy
In the last decade a comprehensive database of i r  spectra of p a h s  and their cations 
has been constructed via m atrix-isolation (m i) spectroscopy [12,53,78-85,174-180,187]. 
In this method, neutral p a h s  are deposited in noble gas m atrices w ith tem peratures of 
T ~ 10—20 K, and their direct i r  absorption spectrum  is recorded w ith a Fourier trans­
form  i r  spectrom eter. Obviously, interaction between p a h  molecules and the noble gas 
atom s of the m atrix cannot be avoided. Electronic bands show severe shifts of several 
tens to hundreds of wavenum bers [110], and rotational m otions are strongly suppressed.
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However, it is unknow n how vibrational modes are affected by the matrix. Amplitudes 
of vibrational modes are normally very small, thus, it is assum ed that norm al m odes are 
only slightly affected by the matrix, and therefore, are representative for the gas phase vi­
brational modes. However, possible coupling of low-frequency fundam ental m odes with 
lattice vibrations cannot be ruled out.
Recording the p a h  cationic i r  spectrum  is accomplished by in situ photolysis of neutral 
molecules using a uv-ligh t source. Typically, a fraction of up  to 10% of the neutral p a h s  
can be ionized. The lack of species selectivity in m i experim ents implies that the i r  spec­
trum  recorded is the sum  of all species deposited in the matrix. Particularly confusion 
with residual neutral p a h  bands normally lying close to the cationic p a h  bands and with 
much more intensity, thus shielding the cation bands, is a serious lim itation of m i spec­
troscopy of cations. This makes the spectra difficult to interpret and call for extensive 
correlation m easurem ents.
Another potential problem  of m i spectroscopy applied to ions is photo-fragm entation 
of neutral or cationic species present in the matrix, yielding confusing spectral features, 
correlated with the u v  irradiation.
To distinguish p a h  cation bands a variety of m ethods is used. Enhancement in the p res­
ence of an electron acceptor, correlation w ith known uv/v isual band intensities, correla­
tion in the growth and evolution of the i r  bands under photolysis, correlation of band 
intensities w ith ionization efficiency, and com parison to theory are im portant ways to 
determ ine the cationic spectrum. These lim itations of m i spectroscopy make it highly de­
sirable to exploit a species selective detection scheme, whereas it would also be preferred 
to conduct the i r  spectroscopy of cooled p a h s  in the gas phase.
A typical instrum ent used  in such experim ents is a supersonic molecular je t apparatus. 
The internal energy of the gas phase sample species in a je t is cooled to ro-vibrational 
tem peratures of several tens of Kelvins, which are comparable to those in the interstel­
lar environment. The supersonic expansion also strongly reduces the velocity spread of 
the molecules, thus, reducing the kinetic gas tem perature. Consequently, the collision 
rates of molecules in the beam  are severely reduced. Thus, the je t environment is ideally 
suited to  attach this. On the experimental time scale, which normally extends over sev­
eral hundreds of microseconds, an essentially collision free environment is created. In 
the last few decades a large am ount of vibrational spectroscopic data of neutral and ion­
ized species has been collected using molecular jets. However, reports on true i r  spectra 
of aromatic molecules and ions in a molecular je t are scarce, mainly due to the relatively 
small populations of cold species that can be generated in such jets, together w ith a lack 
of bright and tunable light sources in the i r  wavelength range.
I -2-2 Gas-phase vibrational spectroscopy o f  low density species
Over the last few years a variety of experimental detection schemes have been dem on­
strated  to determ ine vibrational spectra of low density, cold, gas-phase molecules with 
a sensitivity and a species selectivity that is substantially better than  obtainable in con­
ventional direct absorption spectroscopy. Vibrational spectra of jet-cooled benzene have 
been obtained in an i r - u v  double resonance depletion scheme [129,130]. Since then, this
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scheme has been exploited and developed further by others using either ion-detection 
[145,146,182] or fluorescence detection [44,190]. Apart from  using direct i r  absorption 
m ethods, stim ulated Raman pum ping has been used  in com bination with u v  laser based 
detection schemes to probe vibrational levels in jet-cooled molecules as well [45,48,61]. 
Rather than measuring the i r  transitions in depletion, selective background-free de­
tection of iR-laser excited levels using non-resonant ionization has been dem onstrated 
[89,127,147]. In com parison to  depletion spectroscopy the latter m ethod has the advan­
tage that it has an intrinsically better signal-to-noise ratio ( s n r )  in the spectrum, but it is 
less obvious how the observed i r  line intensities in the spectrum  reflect the i r  absorption 
intensities as additional m ode-selectivity is present in the detection step. Vibrational 
spectra have also been recorded via iR-laser induced m ulti-photon dissociation (m pd), 
although the spectra thus obtained are often lim ited to the narrow line-tuning range of 
the CO and C 02 lasers employed for these studies. More versatile is a double resonance 
m p d  scheme in which for instance an intense C 02 laser or a u v  laser induces selective 
dissociation of iR-laser excited vibrational levels, followed by chemi-luminescence, laser 
induced fluorescence ( l i f )  or resonance enhanced m ulti-photon ionization ( re m p i)  de­
tection of the dissociation products [22,75,165,197]. For molecules in which ionization 
com petes favorably with fragmentation, such as fullerenes, various clusters of transition- 
m etal atoms, and m etal-carbide clusters, i r - r e m p i  is a viable m ethod to  record i r  spec­
tra [64-69].
To extract accurate inform ation on the vibrational frequencies of ionic species, the de­
tection of threshold-electrons, as in the zero kinetic energy (z e k e )  electron spectroscopy 
scheme [116,117], and the detection of the corresponding ions, as in the m ass-analyzed 
threshold ionization ( m a t i )  scheme [199], have proven to  be extremely useful. In both  
the z e k e  and the m a t i  detection schemes transitions are made from  vibrational levels in 
the neutral molecule to vibrational levels in the ion. However, to enable a direct com par­
ison with theoretical calculations and to  aid in the assignm ent of the vibrational modes, 
it is preferred to m easure directly the i r  absorption spectrum  of the ion. A clever ex­
tension of the m a t i  scheme, in which an additional laser is used  to induce a transition 
between Rydberg-series converging to various bound levels in the ion [183] approaches 
this goal [51]. The i r  spectra of warm trapped gas phase p a h  cations, prepared via non­
resonant m ulti-(uv)-photon ionization of room tem perature neutral species, have been 
retrieved via i r  induced photo-fragm entation [47,124-126]. Absorption spectra of such 
species, as well the emission spectra [96] of warm p a h  cations, likely reflect the emission 
spectra of transiently heated  interstellar p a h  cations.
To end up, for weakly bound ionic complexes the i r  spectra can be m easured using 
photo-induced vibrational pre-dissociation spectroscopy [121-123]. This is the m ethod 
used  for the m ajority of experim ents presented in this thesis.
1-2 -3  Photo-induced cluster dissociation spectroscopy
The first experim ents of i r  photo-induced cluster dissociation spectroscopy were con­
ducted in the mid 1980s [121]. In these experim ents protonated hydrogen clusters 
(H3 -(H>)n) were irradiated with i r  light. The i r  transitions of the parent cluster were
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detected by loss of a H2 unit after absorbing resonant i r  photons. In follow up  exper­
iments also the spectra of H30 +-(H20)n-(H2)n clusters were recorded [122]. This early- 
work mainly focused on the i r  spectroscopy of the clusters, and not on that of the bare 
ions. Intensities and line positions of the cluster change significantly between clusters 
of different sizes, due to strong interaction of H2 and H20  molecules with the small 
ionic core. Experiments w ith larger neutral and ionic moieties, such as C6H6-(H20)n [145], 
CH ,C.\H ' H • [37], and C6H50H +-(H20)n [97] already show much smaller line shifts. Ul­
timately, in experim ents w ith large molecules, such as aromatic species, clustered with 
noble gas atoms, vibrational line shifts and intensity changes become alm ost negligi­
ble [38, 52]. For instance, spectroscopy of anthracene and anthracene-A r in the neu­
tral Si state using laser induced fluorescence spectroscopy [71], or naphthalene and 
naphthalene-A r [189] in its ionic ground state using z e k e  spectroscopy, showed that 
line shifts are normally lim ited to a few wavenumbers, and intensities mimic those of the 
bare species. This is also indicated by the fairly small line shifts and intensity changes 
between data recorded via cluster dissociation of the aniline-Ar, naphthalene-Ar, and 
phenanthrene-A r cluster cations com pared to  observed spectra of the m atrix-isolated 
bare cation equivalents [53,139-141].
Only in exceptional cases, if individual m odes are unusually strongly coupled to the Van 
der Waals vibrational modes, anom alous shifts are observed [32]. The largest known shift 
of 26.5 c n r1 is observed in the 16a2 overtone, which is observed at 380 cm4 , in aniline-Ar. 
From these experim ents it is also known that anomalous shifts depend strongly on the 
type of noble gas atom, and therefore, can be revealed by observing spectra using differ­
ent noble gases.
The steadily increasing i r  spectral database dem onstrates that the photo-induced clus­
ter dissociation spectroscopy m ethod is a powerful m ethod to retrieve i r  spectral data of 
bare neutral and cationic jet-cooled p a h s  [38,52,139-141,149,159].
In m ost i r  studies reported to date in which tunable i r  light is used, the region from 
about 3 fjm  to shorter wavelengths is explored, thus covering the spectral region of the 
hydrogen-stretching m otions and of the m -active combination bands. To be able to ex­
plore the region of heavy-atom  motion, a widely tunable light source at longer wave­
lengths is required. The perform ance characteristics of free-electron lasers ( f e l s ) ,  in 
term s of light intensity and wavelength tunability, make them  well-suited for this p u r­
pose. In particular, when such a light source is combined w ith a ‘standard’ molecular 
beam  machine, a unique spectrom eter results.
In this system  high laser fluences together w ith relatively small populations of sample 
molecules and short experimental time scales make direct absorption m ethods unfavor­
able. Instead, sophisticated detection m ethods taking advantage of the inherently high 
sensitivity of ion counting are applied to retrieve molecular vibrational spectra. In this 
thesis i r  spectra obtained with this spectrom eter setup via photo-induced cluster disso­
ciation are presented for the aniline neutral and cation, the naphthalene cation, and the 
phenanthrene neutral2 and cation3 .
2A1so via IR-UV-REMPI.
3A1so via m a t i.
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1-3 Molecular vibrations
Summarized from: Born and Heisenberg, 1924; Born and Oppenheimer, 1927; Pauling and Bright Wilson, 1935; Herzberg, 
1945; Whittaker, 1952; Bright Wilson el al, 1955; Schiff, 1955; Karplus and Porter, 1970; Harris and Bertolucci, 1978; Gold­
stein, 1981; Steinfeld, 1986; Cornwell, 1989; Sakurai, 1994; Hollas, 1998;
In this section terminology often used  in molecular spectroscopy is briefly explained. To 
guarantee the readability no explicit reference is made for inform ation extracted from 
the literature m entioned above. The consulted works in principle cover this introduction. 
For a more extensive description of the topics discussed the above m entioned works and 
references therein are recom m ended for further reading.
This section starts from  the molecular symmetry mathematically described by group the­
ory which is used to give a description of a classical vibrating N-particle system. This 
classical model is then used  as the basis for the quantum  mechanical model describing 
an N -atom  molecule.
This introduction in the field of molecular spectroscopy has the objective to  give the 
reader some insight in the basic assum ptions and approxim ations that are necessarily 
adopted in order to yield a practicable m athem atical model of a ‘vibrating molecule’, 
which subsequently can be related to infrared spectra observed in experiments.
1-3-1 Sym metric displacements
Consider an arbitrary configuration of N  particles in three dim ensional space. Some of 
them  may be labeled as equivalent particles. Mathematically, the symmetry of this config­
uration is described by a point group, i.e. a group that leaves at least one point invariant 
to all group operations. The position vector of the kth particle is described by its three 
(generalized) coordinates:
yielding a total of 3N  independent coordinates.
If there exists a coordinate transform ation r  causing a one to one m apping for each of 
the system ’s position vectors onto that of an equivalent particle, like:
then this transform ation is considered a symmetry transform ation. After application of 
such a transform ation, the system ’s configuration rem ains apparently unchanged. The 
collection of all different symmetry transform ations form the point group representing 
the system ’s symmetry, and is referred to as the invariance group, g, of the configura­
tion. The operator R(T) can be represented by an element of the group SO(3)u-SO(3), 
i.e., it can be either a proper rotation (R(T) eSO (3)), or it can be an im proper rotation 
(R (D e-50(3)).
A hypothetical small deviation from  the original configuration can be described by the 
3N-dimensional displacem ent representation: rD(T). This displacem ent representation
(1-1 )
r£) = R(T)|rf>, (1-2 )
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can be specified as the tensor product of the three dim ensional vector representation 
R(D, describing the rotations of each displacem ent vector relative to its corresponding 
original position vector, w ith the N  dimensional perm utation representation p(T), de­
scribing the perm utation of the particles:
Generally, rD is reducible and can be brought into the direct sum  of the irreducible repre­
sentations (irreps) rp of g  by a unitary transform ation U, for all T eg:
with p running over the irreps of g, and n p the multiplicity of the irrep rp. Accordingly, 
r'D(T) is block-diagonal, and for each rp an n px d p-dim ensional sym m etry-adapted or­
thonorm al basis exists, denoting dv the dim ension of irrep rp. The 3N  dimensional vector 
space in which the displacem ents take place can thus be divided into subspaces describ­
ing displacem ents characterized by particular irreps of g. Starting from  an arbitrarily
chosen orthonorm al basis t lv, ).....|v3JV>}, a symmetry adapted basis can be constructed
(and therefore, a m atrix representation of U), for instance, by application of projection 
operators on the basis vectors |vn).
Let |q) e R3iV be the vector:
with (q3k-2, <?3k-i > <?3k) the com ponents of |5r|>, describing the change in the position vector 
of the kth particle. Then, application of the transform ation U yields the displacement 
vector |Q) e C 3N:
its com ponents being determ ined by the 3N  symmetry coordinates Qn and characterized 
by the irreps of g.
It follows that a small and arbitrary displacem ent from  the original configuration can 
be described as the sum of norm al displacem ents along each symmetry coordinate, and 
transform s according to the irreps of the subspaces in which they take place.
1 -3 -2  Classical small oscillations 
The Lagrangian in harmonic approximation
In classical mechanics the dynamics of the m ulti-particle system, described by 3N  gener­
alized coordinates rk, are determ ined by the equation of motion, which can be generated
rD(T) = p(T) ® R(T), (1-3)
with the perm utation m atrices defined as:
p(T)ki
1, if jrf ) -> |r|) by T, and
0, in other cases.
(1-4)
r D(T) = UfrD(T)U= X © « PF(T), (1-5)
p
N
Q) — 3^k-2 Ivsk-a) © i?3k-l. |V3k-| ) © i?3klV3k), ( 1-6 )
k=l.
Q) = U+ |q>, (1-7)
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from  the system ’s Lagrangian £ = T  -  "V like:
d t  drk drk
It is assum ed that these coordinates do not involve time explicitly, and "V and T  represent 
the system ’s potential and kinetic energies, respectively.
In this case, the kinetic energy is generally expressed like:
l 3N l 
T  = = £  T n fkf x^ T  = -< r|T |r> , (1-9)
k,l=]
with r u a function depending on the 3N  generalized coordinates. With respect to Carte­
sian coordinates, and by virtue of its symmetry, r u reduces to , jm kmiSu, i.e., the square- 
root of the product of the m asses of particles which position vectors depend on the kth 
and ith coordinate, respectively. Further, is the Kronecker delta symbol. In this coor­
dinate system, the kinetic energy tensor T is diagonal, w ith the m asses of the particles 
on its diagonal. The vector |r) is regarded as an element of a 3N-dimensional real vector 
space, with its dual representative being (r|. Consequently, the map T  is a positive defi­
nite quadratic form.
With a few assum ptions, the potential energy map "V can be brought into a similar shape 
as the kinetic energy in eq. (1-9). With I 7 brought to this shape, an analytical solution 
for the equation of m otion can be derived, as will be shown in the following sections. 
From this analytical solution insight in the dynamics around equilibrium configurations 
is obtained.
Suppose that each particle interacts w ith each other particle via a central potential like 
vki = v ( |r |- r f |) .  The potential energy of the system  then reads:
1=2k<l
following the symmetry of the invariance group, and is a function of the N {N -l) /2  in­
terparticle distances, described by the 3N  coordinates rn. In a fixed configuration, per­
m utation of equivalent particles does not change the value of "V. If also studying small 
displacem ents of the particles, the orientations of these displacem ents become relevant. 
Then, upon perm utation, the perm uted displacem ents have to follow appropriate rota­
tions. It is not difficult to understand  that these rotations and perm utations are equiva­
lent w ith those of g, and therefore, g  is also the invariance group of "V.
In a dynamical system  the extrema of "V are of particular interest because they give rise 
to equilibrium configurations. To describe the system ’s dynamics near such equilibria it 
is convenient to approxim ate "V with its kth order Taylor polynomial expanded around the 
equilibrium under study:
k
V  V V ^  X  1)1 V , l " K
m=0
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with Dm'V(re) symbolizing the collection of m th order derivative terms, evaluated in the 
equilibrium. This polynomial exists if the kth order derivative of "V exists, though, it need 
not be a good approxim ation4 for y.
In case the Taylor expansion yields a good approxim ation for the potential energy map,
i.e., the series converges to the actual potential energy function with increasing k, the 
physically interesting part is described by the term s with m >  2. The first term  (m = 0) 
adds an arbitrary constant to the potential, which can be taken zero w ithout loss of 
generality. The second term  (m = i) vanishes, as a consequence of its evaluation in an ex­
tremum. Furthermore, for those potentials which have a dom inant quadratic (m = 2) term  
an analytical solution for the equation of m otion can be derived systematically, provided 
that displacem ents rem ain small. It should be stressed that in general the second order 
term s do not have to be dom inant5 .
By virtue of eq. (1-11), w ith m 2 the potential energy reduces to:
with |u) = |r - r e) e R3iv. Obviously, the force tensor F is a symmetric and real, and thus 
intrinsically an Hermitian, tensor and can be represented by the 3Nx3N  force matrix. 
Using |r) = |u), the Lagrangian in harmonic approxim ation is expressed as the sum  of two 
quadratic forms, of which at least one positive definite:
In this expression for the Lagrangian T and F can be diagonalized simultaneously. If ex­
pressing |u) w ith respect to Cartesian coordinates, T is already diagonal. Furthermore, the 
structure of eq. (1-9) suggests a transform ation to m ass-w eighted coordinates, defined 
like:
By this transform ation, which can be regarded as an axis scaling, the elliptical symmetry 
of the kinetic energy tensor is lifted to spherical symmetry, i.e., the kinetic energy tensor 
T is brought to  unity. The vector |u) transform s to the vector |x). Importantly, the invari­
ance group of y  rem ains unaltered. This group is determ ined by the invariance group of
4For example, the one dimensional potential:
is smooth and infinitively differentiable for «  > 0, however, all its derivatives vanish if 
evaluated at the origin. Thus, its Taylor series around the origin is identically zero and 
yields a very poor approximation of "V (x). Potential energy maps behaving like this might 
exist.
5Obviously, if a potential follows a y ( x )  = fix4 behavior, all terms of its Taylor expansion 
vanish except the fourth order term.
(1-12 )
£ =  |((ù |T |ù > -(u |F |u  » . (1-13)
x k EE MkA/íñk- (1-14)
exp (-x  “ ) if x  * 0,
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the set of equivalent particles exhibiting the lowest symmetry of all sets of equivalent par­
ticles of the configuration. As a consequence of their equivalence the particles have the 
same  mass, therefore, the subset of coordinates {x a }, belonging to equivalent particles, 
scales uniformly. The relative coordinates rem ain unchanged, resulting in an unaltered 
invariance group for this particular collection of particles, and thus, for the configuration 
as a whole. As a direct result, the force tensor has to transform : F—- f .
Subsequent to the transform ation to m ass-w eighted coordinates an orthogonal coordi­
nate transform ation S can be applied to  diagonalize the real and symmetric force tensor:
Fa = S^F'S,
(1-15)
JX> = S+|x).
In fact, this transform ation describes merely a rotation in RiN, therefore it is not changing 
the (now spherical symmetric) kinetic energy part of the Lagrangian.
With T brought to unity and F diagonalized the Lagrangian is left:
-j -j 3 N  3 N
£  = -  ({X|X) -  <X|FA|X)) = - £  (<Xk|Xk) -  (Xk|Ak|Xk)) £  (*! A X ) , (1-16)
k = i  k = i
where |xk) and xk) are the new orthonorm al basis vectors after the transform ations, and 
Ak the kth eigenvalue of FA, which is real because F is Hermitian. Finally, {Xk} are the new 
coordinates, by convention referred to  as norm al coordinates.
Characterization of the eigenvalues of the force tensor
It has been noted already that for every symmetry transform ation T of the invariance 
group g, the potential energy map Y  rem ains invariant, Le., if expressing Y  in m ass- 
weighted coordinates: 'V(x)='V(x') if |x ')= rD(T)|x). Hence, the force m atrix follows:
rD(T)F' = FTD(T). (1-17)
Application of the unitary transform ation u  of eq. (1-5) yields f ' ^ u+f 'u , which is not 
necessarily real anymore. The real vector |x) transform s to: |Q) = u t |x), w ith |Q) the 
displacem ent vector in  symmetry coordinates. Reminding eq. (1-15), the relation between 
symmetry coordinates and norm al coordinates is given by: |X) =S+U|Q).
Reading eq. (1-17) and by virtue of Schur’s Lemma6 , the force m atrix F" can be brought 
to block diagonal form  by a subsequent orthogonal transform ation P:
F = P ^ 'P  = £ © d pP. d-18)
P
Here, dp is the dim ension of the pth irrep of <j, and P  an n px n p Hermitian matrix, with n p 
the multiplicity of the p th irrep appearing in the reduction of r D.
As a consequence of the similarity transform ations u  and P, this complex block diago­
nal representation of the force tensor has the same set of eigenvalues {Ak} as the real 
representation F. Thus, from  the structure of eq. (1-18) it is concluded that:
'’Schur’s Lemma states: Let T and T  be two irreducible representations of a group Q, 
of dimensions d and d ’, respectively. Suppose there exists a dxd '  matrix A such that: 
r(D A = A T (r), for all T eg .  Then either A=0, or d = d’ and |A|*0.
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1. each eigenvalue of F can be characterized with an irrep of <j, and,
2. each eigenvalue Aj of F characterized with the pth irrep is <ip-fold degenerate.
Solutions to the equation of motion
The equation of m otion is generated by substitution of eq. (1-16) in eq. (1-8):
d d£ d£ - . v  A
d i W k ^ d x k - Xk +  A k X k - ° ’ (1~19)
yielding 3N  independent differential equations, one for each coordinate x k.
Solutions to this type of differential equations are generally of the form:
Ak *  0 : Xk(t) = A ^ ' J 1k +
■ (Ak,Bk e  €), (1-20)
A.. 0 : Xk(t) = A kt + Bk,
provided that x k(t) is real, thus describing physically acceptable solutions.
Inspection of the eigenvalues Ak, and keeping in m ind that in the harmonic approxim ation 
V7 = Z k Akx k (t) /2, shows that a negative Ak describes a m otion along the norm al coordinate 
x k around an unstable equilibrium, i.e., the potential energy of the configuration decreases 
with increasing |x k|. In this case the absolute value of coordinate x k becomes infinitively 
large w ith increasing time, thus violating the assum ption that coordinates m ust rem ain 
small if using the harmonic approximation. Therefore, the system ’s dynamical behavior 
should be in terpreted  directly from  Y  instead of from V.
A value for Ak > 0 can be associated with an increase of potential energy with increasing 
x k, and therefore describes a m otion along the A..-axis around a stable equilibrium of the 
configuration. Particularly, this motion, described by eq. (1-20), is of the form:
Xk(t) = Ckcos(coki + a k), (Ck,cxk e t ,  and: cok = (1-21)
describing an harm onic oscillation around the origin, along the norm al coordinate x k, and 
is thus regarded a normal vibration of the configuration.
If Ak = 0, the potential energy rem ains unchanged w ith increasing |x k|. It is seen that 
the second order derivative of Y  w ith respect to the norm al coordinate x k vanishes in 
the origin. In the harmonic approxim ation any further inform ation of the higher order 
derivatives of Y  is lost, therefore in this approxim ation the system ’s dynamical behavior 
cannot be determ ined unambiguously. More inform ation about the actual shape of Y  
around the origin is necessary, like indicated in the examples in the footnotes of page 25.
Zero eigenvalue modes
It has been seen that values Ak < 0 refer to unstable equilibria of the configuration, whereas 
values Ak>0 refer to its stable equilibria. For values Ak = 0 the configuration’s stability is 
undeterm ined. The system  can be bound or unbound. A bound system  is, for example, 
given by a two body Keplerian system, in which two particles are gravitationally bound
27
and rotating around their center of mass. If this m otion is exactly circular it can be re­
garded as a rigid body ro tation  around the center of mass. In essence, as a consequence 
of the central nature of the gravitational interaction the potential energy map rotates sim­
ilarly w ith the rotating particles. From this example it can be understood that rigid body 
m otions generally yield no change in  potential energy if the interaction between particles 
is central in nature and the only interaction present. Therefore, rigid body m otions yield 
zero eigenvalues, independently of the actual shape of the potential energy map "V. 
Mathematically it can be shown that eigenvectors of the force m atrix associated with rigid 
body m otions exist, and that they yield zero eigenvalues. For a system in equilibrium with 
no external potential present, no residual force and torque exists. In the harm onic ap­
proximation, using m ass-w eighted Cartesian coordinates {xn} for the displacements, the 
force parallel to each unit vector |xm) is identified with:
r,\ __  1 7. v v __  __
- — V w v|xm> = -  X  a p qVwvFpQ|xm) = X  x PVwvFpm|xm>. (1-22)
O X m 2  O X m p = 1
In order to satisfy the zero force and zero torque conditions, for all values of xp with 
p = i ...... 3N, essentially the eigenvalue relations:
F l^oi) = ACrt Ic i^) — 0, <= Ic«) = v m i. Xii.!V),
- . . _ _ (1-23)
F |d a ) = All . d,y) = 0 , <= |d a ) = X k = l  ^ 3 k - a l ^ - 3 k - j s )  ~ ^ k - ^ j l x s k - o i ) ,
with, «=0,1,2, £> = (a+2)mod3, and = are met.
Thus, w ith |ca ) * |o>, three eigenvectors with zero eigenvalues are related to the zero 
force condition. These eigenvectors are provided by three columns of the m atrix rep ­
resentation of S, transform ing the set of m ass-w eighted coordinates {x n} to the set of 
norm al coordinates {Xn}. Hence, using eq. (1-14), three norm al coordinates are generated 
by the three eigenvectors |ca ):
N
X a = (cffl |x) = £  m ku 3k-„ . (1-24)
k=l
Definition of the configuration’s origin in its equilibrium center of mass, and with M the 
system ’s total mass, it appears that {Xa /M{ merely describes the center of m ass motion. 
Therefore, with no external forces present, three zero eigenvalues are associated with this 
specific rigid body motion.
Analogously, it is found that if Id«) * |o) three eigenvectors are associated w ith rigid body 
rotations. Assuming small displacements, the relevant norm al coordinates are connected 
to the system s angular m om entum  like:
N
\XUX2,X3) = X w t k l i i x r k ) .  (1-25)
k=l
Exceptional cases are described where one or three vectors Id«) vanish. This is the case if 
the configuration is linear, and for two of three values of « in  eq. (1-23) the coordinates 
i'^fk-«} may be chosen zero for each k. In analogy, for a one particle system  all three
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equilibrium coordinates may be chosen zero, thus yielding zero eigenvectors associated 
with rigid body rotations.
Summarizing, it is found that in any case at least three eigenvalues of the force m atrix are 
identically zero. If the system  consists of m ultiple particles at least five eigenvalues are 
identically zero, and in general, if the configuration is non-linear, at least six eigenvalues 
are identically zero.
In order to determ ine the total num ber of zero eigenvalues exact knowledge of "V is 
needed. Only if for each norm al coordinate, not associated w ith rigid body rotations 
or translations, the second order derivative w ith respect to this coordinate is positive 
around the equilibrium, the harmonic approxim ation can be successfully applied. In 
this case, in a m ulti-particle configuration, the approxim ated potential energy m ap V is 
essentially positive definite with a total num ber of positive eigenvalues of 3N-6  (for linear 
configurations 3JV-5), and w ith each positive eigenvalue describing a norm al vibration.
1 -3 -3  Small oscillations in quantum mechanical system s
In quantum  mechanics, the system ’s dynamical behavior is derived from its Hamiltonian. 
The standard procedure to obtain this Hamiltonian is to construct the classical Hamilto­
nian and replace the appearing coordinates by linear operators.
Assuming a conservative potential y  and generalized coordinates {rn} not explicitly in­
volving time, in classical m echanics the Hamiltonian is generated from  the Lagrangian 
£ via a Legendre transform ation:
with {pn\ the conjugate momenta. Clearly, under the conditions given, this functional 
represents the sum  of the system ’s potential and kinetic energy: =T+y.
Using m ass-w eighted coordinates the classical Hamiltonian transform s into the quantum  
mechanical Hamiltonian operator by substitution of {rn} and {pn}  by the sets of linear op­
erators {Xn} and {Pn}, w ith the operators satisfying com m utation relations: [xk,P|] = ih5ki, 
and with solutions of the eigenvalue equation: j f |Y )  = £|Y), describing the dynamical be­
havior of the system.
In Schrodinger’s wave-equation picture, substitution of {Pn} -  {(h/i)d/3Xn} represents 
this eigenvalue equation like:
with the state of the configuration represented by its w ave-function Y.
With a kinetic energy part of spherical symmetry the invariance group of the Hamiltonian 
is determ ined by the invariance group of Y;Xi. In the Heisenberg m atrix-representation 
the Hamiltonian is represented by a m atrix with elements:
:)l £  ■ Y  PkA, W ith: p k = — .or kk=1 
(1-26)
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with {|Yn)} a complete set of basis vectors defining a Hilbert space VH w ith |Y) e v H. In this 
m atrix representation, analogous to the characterization of the eigenvalues of the force 
tensor, described by eqs. (1-17)—(1-18), it can be understood  that the energy eigenvalues 
E and eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian are characterized by the irreps of its invariance 
group.
Applying the harm onic approxim ation to eq. (1-27) the vibrational w ave-equation of an 
¿v-particle system, for instance that of a molecule, is yielded:
( I -» )
where Ev are the vibrational energy eigenvalues.
This partial differential equation describes a collection of 3N  decoupled harm onic oscil­
lators, each w ith eigenvalue £„k — n k being the occupation number. The solution to this 
equation can be obtained analytically by separation of variables. Writing:
Y„k(Xk) = N nke-'2«24 Hnk(aX k), (1-30)
with Hnk (Q the n^h-order Hermite polynomial in  the coordinate £, and N„k a norm aliza­
tion constant, such that: <Y„k|Ym,) = 5ki5„kmi. Then, the vibrational wavefunction of the 
3N-particle system  reads:
3 ,V  3 ,V
T  = n  Y„k(Xk), with eigenvalue: Ev = £  Enk, and each: Enk = h v k
k = i  k = i
the oscillation frequency of the fcth norm al vibration being vk. It is clearly seen that the 
vibrational ground state, Le., the state w ith each nk = 0, m ust be represented  by the totally 
symmetric irrep of the invariance group, due to the squared appearance of all norm al 
coordinates.
The molecular norm al m odes obtained in the classical harmonic oscillator model can be 
used  as a representation of the quantum -m echanical model, thus, the energy eigenvalues 
can be associated w ith the classical norm al modes. However, in the quantum -m echanical 
model the w ave-functions obtained give rise to probability distributions of the molecular 
geometry. Particularly for the lowly excited vibrational modes, these distributions differ 
m uch from  the distribution expected for a classically vibrating m ulti-particle system. 
Molecules do not ‘vibrate’ like their classical representatives.
1-3-4  Infrared spectroscopy
Dipole transitions: the semi-classical approach
In molecular infrared spectroscopy the absorption or emission of light by the molecular 
chrom ophore is studied. In order to absorb or emit light, the molecule undergoes a tran ­
sition between two energy states given by the eigenvalues of eq. (1-27). In the infrared 
region, these transitions usually are transitions between the energy levels of (normal) vi­
brations, and are related to a change in the electric dipole m om ent ¡j ~ec of the molecule. 
The contribution of higher order pole m om ents or the magnetic m om ent to the absorbed
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( n k + - J ,  (1-31)
or em itted radiation is normally small, and can be neglected in the infrared region. 
Electric dipole transitions are the im portant transitions in the regime where the optical 
wavelength Aopt is m uch larger than the molecular dim ension Amol, Le., the dim ension in 
which the molecular wavefunction significantly differs from  zero. For infrared radiation 
with wavelengths of 3/jm and larger, the wavelength region corresponding to fundam en­
tal molecular vibrations, this condition is readily satisfied.
Interaction of a charged particle with electro magnetic radiation
Consider the Hamiltonian of a particle w ith charge q, tim e-dependently perturbed  by a 
plane electro-m agnetic wave:
M ( t )  = J { 0 + Ô J{(t) = t ^ - ’v ‘ + V(r) t t -  *AV • VA) + ^ - A 2 + <?i>, (1-32) ¿m ¿m ¿m
where the electro magnetic field is described by the vector potential A(r, t) and the scalar 
potential *(r, t), both  represented  by sinusoidal functions. Under the Coulomb gauge 
(VA=0) the interesting part of (t) is given by7 :
H (r ,t )  = —  AV. (1-33)me
With the optical wavelength m uch longer than the particle’s dimensions, A can be taken 
constant: A«A0. Subsequently, first order perturbation theory yields the transition prob­
ability T3bs(v) for absorption of a photon at wavenumber v, thus inducing the transition 
n~~m between the mutually orthogonal m  and n  states:
y abs(v) ~ ^ ^ - |{ n |i? A 0V |m ) |2 ~ i(v ) |A 0-<n|£?r|TO>|2, (1-34)
the latter step following from  the Heisenberg equation of motion. The intensity of radi­
ation v is proportional to the energy density, l ( v)  ~ E(v) = hvn(v ) ,  with n(v) the density 
of photons w ith wavenumber v.
The quantity qr=iu, appearing in the m atrix-elem ent, is recognized as the dipole m om ent 
operator for the particle, therefore, transitions under the regime assum ed are referred to 
as dipole transitions. The appearance of A0 in the m atrix-elem ent implies a dependence 
on the polarization state of the photons. In molecular m -spectroscopy, which is mainly 
determ ined by the molecular vibrational states, dipole transitions play a prom inent role. 
The transitions then take place between the eigenstates of the unperturbed system, with 
the molecular electric dipole operator /jmoi represented by:
^moi ~~ ^  ern + ^  eZmRm |i. ■ | i ;. , , (1-35)
n m
with the first sum m ation running over the num ber of electrons, and the second sum ­
m ation running over the num ber of nuclei, each nucleus carrying a charge of qnuc=eZm. 
Unfortunately, the bound system  of charged particles, which the molecular electrons and
7Which can be verified by using the vector identity: V (u<//) = u( V<//) + ( Vu)<//.
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nuclei essentially are, yields a complex Hamiltonian, which is practically unsolvable. In 
the case of studying molecular vibrations an im portant approxim ation usually m ade is 
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, in  which the m otions of the molecular nuclei are 
regarded decoupled from  the m otions of the molecular electrons.
Born-Oppenheimer approximation
In 1927 Max Born and Robert Oppenheimer published their quantitative argum ents for 
the assum ption that the molecular w ave-function can be split into an electronic, vibra­
tional and rotational factor. In an earlier attem pt Born and Heisenberg showed in 1924 
that an expansion of the Hamiltonian function (in the old quantum  theory) in term s of the 
param eter A=-Jm/M (m  the electron m ass and M the m ean nuclear mass) already yields a 
separation of the vibrational, rotational, and the electronic energy contributions. In par­
ticular, the second order correction yielded the vibrational and rotational energies, which 
was unfortunately inconsistent with empirically observed band structures. Together with 
Oppenheimer, Born succeeded the exercise by using an expansion of the Hamiltonian op­
erator, wavefunctions, and energy eigenvalues in term s of the param eter x= i/mjM. In 
this expansion, in zeroth order, the molecular wavefunction is split into an electronic, 
vibrational, and ro tational/translational factor. The electronic energy eigenvalue is then 
com puted from  the zeroth  order expansion of the Hamiltonian. Subsequently, the vibra­
tional and rotational energy eigenvalues are com puted from  the second order and the 
fourth  order expansion of the Hamiltonian, respectively.
According to Born and Oppenheimer the molecular Hamiltonian of a non-linear molecule 
consisting of N  nuclei and M electrons is expressed as:
w ith H0 representing the electron kinetic energy and the potential energy, depending on 
3M m om enta and pm and spatial coordinates rm of the electrons, and 3N-6  independent 
internuclear distances gn and 6 coordinates «n -  conveniently the center of m ass coordi­
nates and the Euler angles -  which determ ine the m olecule’s position and orientation in 
the laboratory frame.
The term  x4Hi represents the kinetic energy of the nuclei, depending on 3N  nuclear linear 
m om enta P3k. The N  weight factors /jk=M/Mk (with Mk the m ass of nucleus k) correct for 
the explicit appearance of the param eter x.
The Hamiltonian M , the wavefunctions Y, and the energy eigenvalues £ are expanded in 
power series of x by replacem ent of gn w ith <g+x£m describing small variations x£ around 
a fixed nuclear distance ge. In fact, this limits the -  until here arbitrarily chosen - system 
of electrons and nuclei to a bound system  with an almost fixed nuclear configuration: a 
molecule. Subsequent differentiation with respect to x splits Hi in:
M  = H0{pm,r m, Çn, a n) + x H , (1-36)
Here, for instance, 3ai= 3/3«j. Thus, the expansions are yielded:
3T = Hi,® + x H f + x2 ( i f f  + ) +
_ . . .  + xp ( H f + 4 pc2)+ 4 pa3) + His,4') + . . .  3g
Y = Y{0) + xY{1) + x2lF{2) + ...
E = Ei0> + xE{'> + xzE{2> + . . . .
In these expressions: Yi0)=Y(gn), Y(1,= ^  E  £nOgnY), and Y (2> = j, ZCn£mO|ngmY), etcetera. 
Substitution of the above -  exact -  expressions in the Schrödinger equation, and com par­
ing term s of equal power in x yields a solution of the molecular Hamiltonian. The fourth 
order Born-Oppenheimer approximation, i.e., considering all term s up  to p=4, yields the 
the factorization of the zeroth order wavefunction:
'C t  = 4 > X  ■ (1-39)
where pr  is the ro tational/translational wavefunction, depending on the six coordinates 
{«n{, which can be trivially factorized into the translational and rotational wavefunc- 
tions via separation of variables with respect to the center of m ass coordinates and the 
Euler angles. Therefore, the factor t  will be om itted from  here, x  is the vibrational 
wavefunction depending on the coordinates {£n}, and is after transform ation to norm al 
coordinates equivalent to T  in eq. (1-31). 4> is the electronic wavefunction depending on 
the electronic coordinates {rm{ for a fixed set of nuclear coordinates {gn{ and {«n{. The 
subscripts e, v, r, and t represent the electronic, vibrational, rotational, and translational 
quantum  num bers, respectively. A sketch of this factorization is given below.
The leading term  of eq. (1-38) yields 4>f’ via substitution of x=0:
( i f f  -  Em)Y w> = 0. (1-40)
The eigenvalues {£e)}(gn, «n){ are dependent on the nuclear coordinates. From the first 
order solution of eq. (1-38), obtained from:
( H f  -  f«»)Y0) = (Eil> -  i f (i)1))'Fi0\  (1-41)
Born and Oppenheimer have shown that for assum ed small deviations x£ around a fixed 
value ge the first order term  in the eigenvalue expansion necessarily m ust satisfy:
= 0 -  f - 0 ,  (1-42)
thus the values ge m ust be chosen such that the electronic energy is minimized, in order 
to describe a stable molecule. This suggests that the functions {£e)}(gn, «n){ can be used 
as the potential energy operator for the nuclear m otions in each electronic state. Such an 
operator is conveniently referred to as an a d ia b a tic  p o te n t ia l
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Further inspection of eq. (1-38) yields the second order perturbation via:
(H f  -  Em)W(z> =(E(Z> -  H f  -  f f g )  (xp )m 4>m ~~
-H$> ( (XP)i0)<Piv + (XP)ir,<Pi0)■) (1-43)
From the orthogonality of 4>m it can be derived that H f>+H('> = \  £ Ç nÇm(d§nSm£) which 
gives rise to the vibrational wave equation:
+ |  I  ^  ¿ ¡ r  ~ fia) XP = °- (1“44)
Thus it is yielded that the vibrational m otions of the nuclei are described by the second 
order solution of eq. (1-38).
Further separation of the rotational wavefunction from  the ro-vibrational wavefunction is 
accomplished via inspection of the th ird  and fourth  order perturbation  term s of eq. (1-38). 
A m ore detailed description goes beyond the scope of this thesis. The result of this in­
spection is that the th ird  order contribution to the energy eigenvalue vanishes by virtue 
of symmetry, and the rotational contribution to this energy is given by the fourth  order 
perturbation:
ƒ-. E ^  + x2E(2)j + x E ] . (1-45)
electronic vibrational rotational
The wavefunction Y(® = 4>{0>xi0>pi0> is factorized, making it possible to solve the Hamilto­
nian for each of the three basic ‘m otions’ separately. To study coupling effects, higher 
order term s of eq. (1-38) need inspection.
Sym m etry  selection rules
In order to absorb a photon the transition probability given in  eq. (1-34) should differ 
from  zero. In general it is a difficult task to determ ine these probabilities. An excep­
tion exists for symmetry forbidden transitions, Le., transitions with a probability equal to 
zero as a consequence of the molecular symmetry. In search for such symmetry forbid­
den transitions the Wigner-Eckart theorem  has proven to be a powerful tool.
The Wigner-Eckart theorem  states: if the irreps rs and rr, of dim ensions ds and dr, respec­
tively, characterize the sets of eigenstates |sn) (n = l ...... ds) and \rm) (m = l ....... dr), and
if ru of dim ension <iu characterizes a set of irreducible tensor operators JA* w = i ..... dm
then the m atrix elements can be w ritten like:
Hsu
(rm \J{" \sn }  = X ( s n ' ,u w \ r m )* J A ^ s, (1-46)
a=l
with (sn;uw\rm)*  being complex conjugated Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, the constants 
j2l™s represent a set of reduced m atrix-elem ents, and n^u the multiplicity of rr in the re­
duction of F ® r u. The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients form a unitary m atrix with an arbitrary 
phase-factor, thus asking for the adoption of some convention in order to be explicitly
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and uniquely defined. In m any cases the phase factor is simply set to exp (ito) = i. From 
eq. (1-46) it is understood that transitions are forbidden by symmetry if either n rm=0 or 
(sn;uu>\rm)3 = 0 for all a = l ...... n rsu. Note that the condition on (sn ;uw \rm )3 is equiva­
lent to the condition that the totally symmetric irrep, ¡.e.,with character x = i for all group 
operations, m ust appear in the reduction in order to yield an allowed transition.
In the study of m ulti-atom ic molecular systems fortunately the multiplicity is in many 
cases lim ited to values of n rm = 0 or n rm = i, therefore, the index a is often omitted. If the 
multiplicity equals one, the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients can be explicitly calculated like:
, , x 2 ^ ( 1 ^ ) *
( s n \ u w \ r m )  = , =, (1-47)
IJL V  rs r u (Tr "1 * yjdr ¿ ' ‘-(XdLpp'-Lgg)
where the sum m ations run  over all group elements. Further, the indices «, p, and 8 are 
fixed and can be chosen arbitrarily w ith the restriction that the denom inator of eq. (1-47) 
m ust differ from  zero.
To find the symmetrically forbidden electric dipole transitions between the initial eigen­
states |Yje''''r> and the final eigenstates |Yfe,'''r> the m atrix element <YR.},r|^moilYRj'r> has to  be 
evaluated. The molecular dipole m om ent operator #jmol being a vector operator transform s 
with the vector representation R(D analogously to eq. (1-2). The representations of the 
three irreducible tensor com ponents follow from  the reduction of the vector representa­
tion into the irreps of the invariance group: if  R r n i i ..r  ® r° ® r +1, w ith the possibility
that two, or even all three, irreps, appearing in the reduction, are equivalent. With the 
irreps of the Hamiltonian eigenstates in principle known, the symmetrically forbidden 
transitions can be calculated via eqs. (1-46) and (1-47).
Microwave, infrared, and ultraviolet transitions
Application of the Born-Oppenheimer approxim ation and separation of the molecular 
dipole operator into an electron dependent part and a nucleus dependent part allow for 
a separation of the transition m atrix element like:
<YSr|#imol|’*£"> -  (Y |.f|Y ^){^ '|{Y fr |/jnuc|Yir) | ^ )  + {Y|.f|#i e|Y|,i){^ '|Y j''){Yfr| ^ ) ( (1-48)
noting that in the Born-Oppenheimer approxim ation the nuclear coordinates are regarded 
as fixed param eters in the electronic states. The first term  on the right of eq. (1-48) de­
term ines the rotational and vibrational spectra of the molecule. Assuming the rotational 
and the vibrational states of the molecule decoupled, the vibrational spectrum  can be 
treated  separately from  the rotational spectrum.
To show this, the molecular dipole m om ent w ith respect to the laboratory frame is 
expressed by M, and is related to the dipole m om ent w ith respect to the molecular 
fixed frame via n = Q(t)M, w ith Q(t) the transform ation tensor depending on the tim e- 
dependent Euler angles. Obviously, the molecular norm al modes, determ ined by the nor­
mal coordinates, are described in the molecular fixed frame, whereas, the molecular ro­
tation is described in the laboratory frame. In the Born-Oppenheimer approxim ation to 
zeroth order, the molecular state is described by eq. (1-39), where the rotational states
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are independent of the internuclear coordinates {£n} as long as the final electronic state 
is equal to the initial electronic state. On the other hand, the vibrational states are inde­
pendent of the Euler angles, thus, the first term  on the right of eq. (1-48) yields:
After separating the dipole m om ent Mnuc into a norm al coordinate independent and a 
norm al coordinate dependent part like Mnuc = Mnuc,0 + Mnuc(X), it is clear from  the or­
thonorm ality of the electronic, vibrational, and rotational eigenstates that pure rotational 
transitions are possible only if the coordinate independent part of the molecular nuclear 
dipole operator is non-zero: Mnuc,0 * o. It is also seen that only by virtue of a non­
vanishing coordinate dependent part, Mnuc(X) * o, vibrational transitions occur.
The energies involved in pure rotational transitions are covered by photons from  the far 
m  to microwave range of the electro magnetic spectrum , whereas, vibrational transitions 
occur at photon  energies represented by the near ir  to far m part of the spectrum. There­
fore, rotational transitions and vibrational transitions are referred to as microwave and 
i r  transitions, respectively.
The second term  on the right of eq. (1-48) dom inates the electronic spectrum  of the 
molecule. In this case the initial and final electronic states differ. In general, such an elec­
tronic transition causes a substantial change of the m olecule’s geometry. The vibrational 
and rotational states, which depend on the nuclear coordinates, are thus intrinsically 
different in the final state if com pared to those in the initial state. Particularly, the vibra­
tional wavefunctions of the initial state are not orthonorm al to those of the final state. 
The transition energy for this type of transitions is normally carried by photons in the 
u v  to the near i r  range of the electro magnetic spectrum , and thus, these transitions are 
known as uv-transitions.
Within the scope of this thesis the microwave transitions play no role at all however, 
u v  and i r  transitions are very im portant. Uv transitions are used  to prepare the initial 
states from  which i r  transitions are induced, and from  which states subsequently the i r  
spectrum  is recorded. It will be seen that these spectra are not always well described 
by the m athem atical m odel explained in  this section. D istortions of the potential energy 
surface due to anharmonicity, in the case of the aniline tunnel mode, or, in the case of 
the phenanthrene cation, resulting from  a breakdown of the Born-Oppenheimer approx­
im ation due to a low lying electronic state, which cannot be treated decoupled from  the 
vibrational states, show significantly different i r  spectra than expected from  this ‘simple’ 
model, thereby implicitly validating the i r  spectroscopic m easurem ents conducted.
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2-1 Free-Electron Laser
Consulted literature: Jackson, 1975; Milonnj, 1988; Yariv, 1989; Oepts, 1995; Knippels, 1995; Demtroder, 1996; Knippels, 
1996; Eecen, 1996;
Light amplification by stim ulated em ission of radiation (laser) is a principle discovered 
by Einstein in 1916. Although it took until 1960 (Maiman) to construct a laser apparatus 
(often simply called a ‘laser’) it was all the time already widely recognized that its inven­
tion would represent a m ajor scientific and technological leap.
Nowadays lasers of all types are commonly used  tools in physics laboratories, in industry, 
and in daily life. In molecular physics experim ents the bright and near-m onochrom atic 
output of a laser yields rich opportunities to conduct spectroscopic experim ents on 
species in well defined quantum  states.
In particular, in the experim ents presented in this thesis three types of lasers have been 
used: 1) Nd:YAG-laser pum ped dye laser combination, providing tunable u v  radiation, 
2) 1 ./Arl /Krl -excimer laser providing fixed frequency very bright u v  and vacuum  u v  ra­
diation; these lasers are used  as preparation and /o r detection laser, operating on an 
essentially fixed wavenumber.
The th ird  type of laser is a free-electron laser providing tunable i r  radiation. With this 
laser the i r  transitions in the species under study are induced. This free-electron laser 
( f e l )  is certainly the largest, m ost exotic, m ost expensive, and least available type of laser 
used. Besides, the f e l  principle can be explained on basis of classical (non quantum - 
mechanical) theories in contrary to the well known laser principle applied in the other, 
more convenient, laser types, which is based on population inversion between bound 
quantum  states. A brief description of the non-conform al f e l  principle is given in the 
following sections.
2-1 -1 Generation o f  laser radiation in a free-electron laser 
Solving the electron equation of motion
The basic setup for a f e l  is depicted in figure 2-1. The incoming plane electro magnetic 
wave is amplified by interaction w ith free (unbound) relativistic electrons moving with 
velocity v in a spatially periodic static magnetic field Bw, the ‘wiggler field’. The shape 
of the wiggler field determ ines the polarization state of the f e l  output. For instance, a
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F ig u r e  2 -1 , 1'ypically, in a f e l  electrons move with a highly relativistic velocity through a periodic 
magnetic field. The radiation emitted due to the Lorentz force acting on the electrons is captured in 
the f e l  cavity and is amplified by newly injected electrons.
helical wiggler field given by:
Bw = Bw(cos(kwx )y  + sin(fcwx )z ), (2-1)
gives rise to circularly polarized radiation. In this relation the wiggler field period follows 
from  Aw = 2rr/few. Linearly polarized radiation is produced by adding phase shifts « and p 
with «+0 = ± tt/2 to the argum ents of the cosine and sine, respectively.
According to the equations:
Fw = mc(yP + y$)  = ^e(E + c& x B), ^
m c2y = -cefi-E,
where p = v /c  and y = 1 / ( 1 — i 1 2, the wiggler field exerts a Lorentz force Fw on the elec­
tron, giving rise to em ission of radiation. The work on the electron done by the electric 
field E is given by integration over the second equation. For clarity, m  and c represent the 
electrons rest-m ass and the photon velocity in vacuum, respectively.
To induce a change in y, the electric field m ust have a com ponent parallel to the m otion 
of the electron. In particular, the field of the incoming plane electro magnetic wave ex­
changes energy with the wiggling electron. This interaction results in amplification of an 
electro magnetic wave propagating along the electron beam  axis.
The electric field com ponent of the incoming wave being very weak, the electron’s trajec­
tory is in very good approxim ation determ ined by the wiggler field alone. In this approx­
imation, with 1 >x«c, the electron velocity yields after integration of eq. (2- 2 ):
Kc Kc
v  = i \x  + —- cos(fcwx )y  + — - sin(kwx )z . (2-3)
y y
The dimensionless wiggler param eter K is given by K=eBw/k wmc. Using the definition of 
y and eq. (2-3), the x-com ponent of the electron velocity is expressed in first order Taylor 
approximation:
provided that y / K »  1 , a condition easily m et in the case of a relativistic electron. Note 
that in the case of a linear wiggler field v - v - v 2 -  cos2ikwx) ,  implying a weight factor of 
(cos2(kwx)> = l/2  preceding the K2 term  in eq. (2-4).
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Synchronicity
In agreem ent w ith Maxwellian electro magnetic theory, the relativistic electron, while be­
ing accelerated by the Lorentz force, emits polarized radiation reflecting the wiggler field 
polarization. This spontaneous radiation covers the full electro magnetic spectrum, thus 
providing the incoming plane electro magnetic wave that is drawn in figure 2-1. At low 
intensity, the interaction of this wave w ith the electron only slightly perturbs its zeroth 
order orbit, which follows from  eqs. (2-1) through (2-4). With weak electric and magnetic 
field com ponents, this orbit is described as discussed in  the previous section. Still, the 
plane wave interacts w ith the electron, yielding small deviations in its orbit that provide 
the basis for laser operation.
Assume a circularly polarized plane electro magnetic wave, w ith wavevector k = 2rr/A, 
angular frequency tv = kc, am plitude E0, and phase-shift $ with respect to x  = 0, which 
propagates along the x-axis. The work rate of the wave on the electron is given by the 
second equation of eq. (2- 2), explicitly yielding for y:
e£oK sin (2_5)
ym c
The phase 4> is expressed as 4> = (k + k „ )x -tv t + $. The electron either absorbs (y>0) or 
delivers (y<0) energy to the electro magnetic field depending on the value of 4>. From 
the time derivative of eq. (2-4) it is seen that the electron velocity along the x-axis also 
changes with changing y /y 3, which is not expected from  the Lorentz force in the zeroth 
order approximation.
From eqs. (2-2) and (2-5) the electron experiences an effective electric field EXi<,a along the 
x-axis, giving rise to an electron potential energy function, the ponderom otive potential:
eE0K 
£xy(fc+ fcw)Vpm = -  a „,1,°, ,, , COS <p. (2-6)
This wave propagates with a phase velocity of vpm = co/(k+kw) < c  in  the laboratory frame. 
For an electron initially injected with the energy ym c2, the ponderom otive wave averages 
out to zero if y <k ysyn or y »  ysyn, where ysyn is the energy of a synchronous electron, 
Le., that of an electron moving w ith vK = vpm. Electrons with energies near ysyn effectively 
interact w ith the wave. In particular, for electrons w ith velocity equal to the wave phase 
velocity at first sight the phase 4> is constant. From eq. (2-4) and vx=vpm synchronicity is 
achieved for k values fulfilling:
1 (1+K2)
k ~ 2K y 2 ' ( ”7)
It follows that for each com bination of electron energy (£ ~ y) and magnetic field ampli­
tude (By,~K) a specific synchronized wavelength of the optical radiation A~i/fc exists. It 
is this wavelength that will be selectively amplified by the f e l .
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From the velocity vK = vpm = ie/ik+ kK) it 
is further derived that, for this value 
of k, the electrons, traveling with speed 
vx, are overtaken by the light wave by 
a length of exactly A in a time interval 
t =vJ A k . This condition is visualized in 
figure 2- 2 . A  ¿ T V  1
ih e  oft set in the phase 4> in eq. (2 j), FlG1JRE 2_2_ coherent amplification o f radiation is
given by <f>, is im portant to understand  accomplished i f  the emitting electrons are overtaken 
how a bunch of electrons, initially in- by exactly an optical wavelength per wiggler period. 
jected with random  phases relative to the ponderom otive wave, yields coherent radia­
tion. Shortly, due to interaction with the wiggler field the electrons are bunched in a way 
that the phase-spread is reduced. Thus, the em itted radiation will be in-phase for the 
electrons in that bunch. Besides, the off-set yields a way to derive the gain curve of a 
f e l  without the use of quantum  mechanics. This description of electron bunching and 
derivation of the gain curve is very m athem atical and not so illustrative .1 . Therefore, it 
is not included in this thesis. However, with the use of a little quantum  theory a more 
illustrative derivation of the gain curve is possible, which is sketched in the next section.
In the previous section it has been explained that for each different given initial electron 
energy a different wavelength of spontaneously em itted radiation is synchronous. Sim­
ilarly to active mode locking applied in laser resonators [351, it can be understood that 
coherent amplification of the light wave, while passing the wiggler field, fields a spectral 
intensity distribution of:
with t  = 2rriV /kwi'ei and Q =ik+kK)vK- ie  for electrons injected with velocity vx and N  the 
num ber of wiggler periods.
The gain m echanism  is provided by the difference between the dispersion relations of the 
electron and that of the em itted or absorbed light. Simultaneous conservation of energy 
and of m om entum  in the periodic wiggler field is achieved under condition of:
With the dispersion curve of electro magnetic radiation hto = hkc differing from  the elec­
tron  dispersion curve £ei = c^m2c2+pli;] obviously an allowed photon absorption m ust 
occur for a different and larger photon energy than that of an allowed photon emission.
1 See for instance ref. [196J
Gain
ApKel = ±h  (k+nkw), n = 0 , ±1, ± 2 ....... (2-9)
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Figure 2 - 3 . I'he fee gain as a func­
tion o f the modulation frequency. Res­
onantly moving electrons are represented 
with Q t  = 0. Gain is achieved for electrons 
initially moving slightly faster than reso­
nance.
From the definition of i2 and the shape of 
eq. (2- 8) it is derived that the gain ginr),  de­
fined as the difference between the rate of em it­
ted photons and that of absorbed photons reads:
^  tii(Q ) 2 -  2 c o s i iT  -  iiT S in fiT
d(QT) ~ - 1 a F ---------------- u F p ------------- '
(2 - 1 0 )
which function is shown in figure 2-3. From the 
curve it is inferred that electrons at synchronic- 
ity, i.e„ if n  = 0, do not contribute to the ampli­
fication. Further, maximum gain is achieved at 
Q t « 2 .6, corresponding to electrons with an en­
ergy Of }’«}’syn(l + .2/IV).
2-1 -2  The Free-Electron Laser for  Infrared experim ents:  f e l t x
The experim ents presented  in this thesis have been conducted with the user facility 
‘Free-Electron Laser for Infrared experim ents’ f e l i x  [99 ,100 ,119 ,2001  at the fom  Insti­
tute for Plasmaphysics in Nieuwegein, the Netherlands. The setup of f e l i x  is depicted in 
figure 2-4.
With a length of over 22 m eters, f e l i x  is not exactly a table-top laser system. In f e l i x  
electrons are accelerated to relativistic speeds by linear accelerators ( l in a c s )  and subse­
quently injected in the cavities of either f e l I  or fe l2 ,  in order to generate i r  radiation in 
the 40—400 cm 1 region or in the 300—2 000 cm 1 region, respectively. Apart from  these 
wavenumber ranges, also the third order harm onic ou tput of the f e l  can be used, thus 
extending the experimentally observable range to the blue2 .
The wiggler field is provided by a sequence of alternating magnetic north  and south poles 
(undulator), analogous to the situation depicted in figure 2- 1 , yielding a linearly polarized 
magnetic field. Therefore, the f e l  output is also linearly polarized, normally to an am ount 
of >99%. The laser output consists of i r  pulses, each with a typical energy of several tens 
of milli-joules, and a typical length of several m icro-seconds, with a variable repetition 
rate of at maximum 10 Hz.
Each of these so-called ‘m acro-pulses’ has a substructure of ‘m icro-pulses’ directly re­
flecting the pattern  of the electron bunches traveling through the FEL-cavity. The tem po­
ral separation of these bunches can be set to either 1 ns (~ 1 GHz), or 25 ns (~ 40 MHz). 
With the macropulse energy distributed among the micropulses the high peak intensities 
in these micropulses allow for non-linear i r  spectroscopy. The spectral width of a single 
micropulse is alm ost transform  limited, i.e„ the product of pulse duration and spectral 
w idth is close to the m inim um  given by the Heisenberg uncertainty' relation.
2 See for instance ref. [10].
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F i g u r e  2- 4 . Upper panel: schematic picture o f the f e l i x  setup. Electrons are accelerated with linear 
accelerators ( l i n a c s )  and fed into the f e l  am ties in which radiation is generated and amplified. 
Lower panel: Actual setup o f f e l i x .  in the foreground the undulator o f  f e l 2  is shown. Via the white 
tank and the vacuum tubes the i r  laser beam is transported to the user stations, in the background 
a similar tank for f e l I  is visible.
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MACROPULSE In figure 2-5 the pulsed structure of the 
f e l i x  output is displayed schematically. 
The micropulse duration can be varied 
from  6 to 100  optical cycles, correspond­
ing to a relative spectral w idth of 7 — .4% 
fw hm  of the central frequency. Thus, 
with the num ber of optical cycles set to 
it, the relative spectral w idth Av is a con­
stant C:
F ig u r e  2-5, temporal structure o f the optical f e l i x  
output. Macropulses o f microsecond duration, con­
sisting o f repetitive picosecond length micropulses, 
are generated at a repetition rate o f up to ten cycles 
per second.
11A Av 
AvAt = A v —  ~ —  = C, 
c v
(2- 11 )
which is typically set to C~.5% for the 
experiments presented  in this thesis. 
Wavelength tuning is accomplished by 
either changing the electron beam  energy, thereby changing y, or by changing the ver­
tical distance between the undulator magnets, yielding a change of the magnetic field 
strength, and therefore, the wiggler param eter K. Normally, this latter procedure is fol­
lowed to make wavelength scans. With a small scan step size it takes only a fraction of 
a second to change the ou tput wavelength. However, the scan window is lim ited by the 
m inimum and the maximum gap attainable between the undulator magnets. Therefore, 
to switch between different scan windows the electron beam  energy is changed, which is 
in that case a time consum ing operation.
For instance, when using fe l2  with a fixed beam  energy, wavelength intervals of around 
10 /jm are covered for scanning by solely changing the magnetic field strength. Wavelength 
calibration takes place via a built in spectrometer.
During operation, besides the i r  radiation the electron beam  generates a high level of 
ionizing radiation. Therefore the f e l  is set up in a shielded bunker, below ground level. 
Via a remarkably stable system  of vacuum tubes and beam  line optics, the i r  output is 
transported  over tens of m eters to the laboratories located in other parts of the building.
2-2 Jet-cooling Mass-spectrometer
A standard molecular beam  setup is used to generate a supersonic molecular jet, contain­
ing gas phase neutral p a h s  as well as their Van der Waals clusters. The molecules are 
resonantly excited to specific electronically excited states using u v  photons generated 
with a Nd:YAG-pumped dye laser system. From these states i r  spectroscopy is conducted 
using the output of the fel. A comprehensive description of the molecular beam  spec­
trom eter is given in refs, f 18,191.
2-2 -1  The laser sys tem
The Spectra Physics p d l2  and p d l3  pulsed dye lasers are separately pum ped by the fre­
quency doubled outputs (532 nm) of a Spectra Physics g c r -1 1  Nd:YAG laser and that
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F ig u r e  2-6 , Molecular beam spectrometer used to record spectra o f jet-cooled species as is done in 
the experiments presented in this thesis. The excitation and ionization wavelengths and the pulse 
energies are those used for ionizing phenanthrene-Ar. Counterpropagating to the u v  beams is the 
FELIX i r  beam.
of a Spectra Physics g c r -1 5 0  Nd:YAG laser, respectively. The dye laser fundam entals 
are frequency doubled by k d p  crystals. One of these crystals is m ounted in a Spectra 
Physics Wavelength Extender (wex) which keeps track of the crystal's phase-m atching an­
gle, while scanning the dye laser fundam ental wavenumber via feedback of the generated 
u v  power. Before being coupled into the molecular beam  apparatus the u v  laser beams 
are co-aligned using a beam  combiner. This combiner is chosen such that it substantially 
reflects one of the two u v  wavelengths and sim ultaneously has a sufficient transparency 
for the other u v  wavelength. Therefore, the nature of the combiner depends on the spe­
cific molecular system studied, and can be anything varying from  a quartz plate (in the 
case of aniline) to a 355 11111 n d :y a g  m irror (in the case of phenanthrene). Counterprop­
agating to the dye laser beam s the i r  f e l i x  beam  enters the molecular beam  setup via a 
vacuum line. In figure 2-6 a scheme of the laser setup used is depicted.
2 - 2 - 2  The molecular beam  appara tus
The molecular beam  is generated using a pulsed supersonic valve (R.M. Jordan Co.). The 
p a h  of in terest is put in the sample com partm ent of this valve which is kept at a species
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p h e n a n th r e n e  
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e x tr a c t e d  io n s  
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specific tem perature, ranging from 
slightly higher than room tem per­
ature3 (aniline) to 75 °C (phenan­
threne) to provide a sufficient va­
por pressure. Predominantly, argon 
at a stagnation pressure of 2.5 bar, 
i.e.,against the vacuum, is used as 
carrier gas and is blended with the 
p a h  vapor in the sample com part­
ment. Instead of argon, also other
F i g u r e  2- 7, In the T O F -se fw p  used P A H -,4 r  dusters, e .g ., noble gases, particu larly  neon  and
the mcp-detector. The recorded flight-times indicate the in g as-p u lses  w ith a duration  of
vacuum  o f 10 e Torr. In th is  expansion  the  in te rnal energy of the  sam ple m olecules is 
tran sfe rred  to  the  carrier gas atom s, yielding m olecules in the ir vibronic g round  s ta tes 
[111]. The very low  in ternal energy left in the  m olecules allows for fo rm ation  o f weakly 
bound  PAH-Ar Van der Waals clusters, w hich are explicitly used in the  stud ies p resen ted  
in th is  thesis. U pon en tering  the  differentially  pum ped  tim e-o f-fligh t (t o f ) d e tec tion  un it 
the  m olecular beam  is skim m ed by a s lit-sk im m cr around  4 cm dow nstream  the  pulsed 
valve. The background  p ressu re  in the TOF-unit is kep t at - 1 0  7 Torr, providing essen ­
tially collision free conditions.
The TO F-detector used is a o rthogonal linear W ilcy-McLarcn type TOF-setup [194], as d e ­
picted in figure 2-7. At the  crossing  p o in t o f the m utually  orthogonal m olecular beam  
axis, the laser beam  axis, and th e  t o f  d r if t- tu b e  axis, in betw een  the  low er of th ree  grids 
o f the  t o f  ex traction  unit, the  species o f in te rest is excited and ionized by the  dye-lasers 
using tw o-co lor reso n an t enhanced  m u lti-p h o to n  ion ization  (u  + 1' )-rem pi) via a selected 
in te rm ed ia te  electronic state . N orm ally the  s, - S 0 vib ration less tran sitio n  is used in  the 
excitation  step.
When ionization takes place the electric potentials of the two lower grids are kept equal 
(around 3 kV), yielding field-free ionization conditions. Several microseconds after the 
ionization application of an additional 400 V pulse extracts the ions to the region in be­
tween the upper two grids where they are further accelerated by a K -3 kV/cm electric 
field.
The two independently tunable electric fields applied in this configuration have the ad­
vantage of an improved m ass-resolution, compared to  a setup using a single electric field. 
Besides setting of the flight time of ions starting from the molecular beam axis, it pro­
vides the possibility for a first order correction of flight tim es for ions starting off the 
molecular beam axis. Thus, the spread in flight times at detection can be minimized. In 
general, applications of more independently tunable fields add higher order corrections
JDue to the high currents (3 — 4 kA) needed for repeatedly opening and closing the valve, 
the operational temperature of the valve is around 35 °C when the heater is switched off 
and if the valve is mounted in vacuum.
mass/charge ratios o f the species detected. around  50 ¡j s  and expanded in to  a
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to the flight times of off-axis ions, as is applied for instance in the reflectron used  in the 
experim ents in refs. [64,69], yielding further im provem ent of the m ass-resolution.
In the time lag focusing setup used, the flight time tt of an ionized species with m ass m  
and charge q is proportional to:
The ions are detected using a m icro-channel-plate (m c p )  detector m ounted at the end of 
a 60 cm t o f  drift-tube. Particularly, while feeding the detector signal to a 10 bit digital 
oscilloscope (LeCroy 9430), m ass-selective detection with a m ass-resolution of around 
m /A m ~ 2 0 0  can be achieved. The signals are stored on a personal com puter that is also 
used  to control the wavelength scanning of f e l i x .
As a dem onstration of the species selective detection attained while using the Van der 
Waals cluster source, the m ass-spectra yielded via non-resonant and resonant aniline-Ar 
ionization are presented in figure 2-8. Applying bru te  force non-resonant m ulti-photon 
ionization, using the ~50m J/pu lse  193 nm  output of an ArF excimer laser (Lambda Physik 
e m g i o o ) ,  cold species in the molecular je t and all sorts of background warm molecules, 
m ostly oil, can be recognized. By disabling the pulsed valve only the background spec­
trum  is visible, thus it can be determ ined which peaks belong to species in the molecular 
beam. Aniline (93 amu) is used  as sample molecule, yielding aniline-Ar droplets of up to 
19 argon atoms. With a bond energy of D0 -3 0 0  cm ' 1 per argon atom, this implies that 
the largest clusters m ust have their ground states around a few thousand wavenumbers 
below the ground state of bare neutral aniline. Electrons stripped from  molecules in the 
ionization process, and accelerated in the electric fields applied, cause also singly and 
doubly ionized argon signals due to  electron im pact ionization of argon. The warm oil 
molecules show fragm entation via loss of CH2 groups (14 amu). For comparison, and to 
dem onstrate the enhancem ent of the detection m ethod when switching to resonant ion­
ization, the one color -.1  m j/pu lse  r e m p i  m ass-spectrum  via the Sj - s 0 of aniline-Ar is 
shown. Due to the excess energy above the ionization threshold ( ip ), dissociation of the 
ionized Van der Waals cluster yields also signal on the bare aniline channel. This signal is 
strongly reduced if applying multicolor resonant ionization schemes to energy levels be­
low the bare aniline ip .  Via this one color resonant scheme the u v  fluence needed is only 
.2 % of the fluence used  for non-resonant ionization, consequently, the warm oil back­
ground disappears in the b it-noise of the oscilloscope used  to record the TOF-spectra.
2-3 Detection schemes
For the experim ents conducted to retrieve the i r  and vibrational data of p a h s ,  mainly 
the photo-induced cluster dissociation m ethod is used. Besides this m ethod, subsidiary 
i r - u v - r e m p i  and m a t i  experim ents are done on, in particular, neutral phenanthrene. Re­
sults of i r  induced fragm entation experim ents on warm  naphthalene and phenanthrene 
cations, obtained by Oomens et al. (see ref. [124]), have been used to  support the collected 
spectra of cold species. The m ethods used are pointed out in the next sections.
(2- 12 )
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F i g u r e  2- 8, Above dashed line: Non-resonant irradiation with an ArF excimer laser yields non 
selective ionization of species inside and outside the molecular jet (mid panel). Zooms with respect 
to the yield-axis, show in particular the aniline-Ar„ progression up to n=19 (upper panel). Also a 
fragmentation progression (Am=14) of warm background oil molecules is recognized (lower panel). 
Below dashed line: The advantage of resonant excitation of aniline-Ar (major peak), yielding an 
almost background free mass-spectrum, is evident 
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F i g u r e  2 - 9 , Detection schemes used for recording the cluster dissociation spectrum of a neutral p a i i -  
Ar Van der Waals cluster (middle scheme), or to record that of a singly ionized cluster (right scheme). 
On the left: the energy level scheme of the bare p a h  is given. If ionizing the cluster resonantly no 
bare PAH-ions are detected.
In the middle: the ir  spectrum of the neutral cluster is obtained by recording the p a i i -A r  ion deple­
tion as a function of the ir  wavenumber.
On the right: the spectrum of the ionic cluster is obtained by simultaneous recording of cluster ion 
depletion and - background free - appearance of bare p a ii  cations.
2-3-1 The photo-induced cluster dissociation scheme
Recording of the i r  spectra of either the neutral ground state, or the ionic ground state 
of a p a h - n g  (noble gas) Van der Waals cluster is carried out by application of one of the 
two excitation schemes that are shown in figure 2-9.
To obtain the i r  spectrum  of a neutral ground state p a h ,  clustered with a noble gas atom, 
the cluster in the ground state is irradiated by the i r  laser before being excited resonantly 
via the S i -  S0 vibrationless transition. The corresponding transition in the bare p a h  is 
normally found at an energy several tens of wavenumbers higher. Thus, the bare p a h  
molecules, which generally outnum ber the clusters form ed in the molecular jet, are not 
excited resonantly. After excitation the cluster is ionized to its ionic ground state by the 
second uv  laser. Normally, the shift in the ionization threshold ( ip )  is even larger than 
that in the excitation step. Setting the ionization photon energy to a value ju s t above the 
ip  of the cluster avoids dissociation directly after ionization. If the i r  laser is resonant 
w ith an i r  level in the electronic ground state, and if the energy absorbed is enough to 
overcome the dissociation energy of the Van der Waals bond, dissociation of the neutral 
cluster is detected as depletion of the p a h - n g  ion intensity, resulting in  the i r  spectrum  
of the neutral species.
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Following the scheme depicted in the right panel of figure 2-9 the ir  spectrum  of the ionic 
p a h - n g  Van der Waals cluster is obtained. Detection of the i r  resonances is accomplished 
by recording the TOF-signals of bo th  the cluster-ion and the bare ion simultaneously. 
Using a scheme similar to  that which is used  to obtain u v  spectral data of p a h  cations 
[24,143], p a h - n g  Van der Waals clusters are resonantly ionized to  barely above their 
ionization threshold. At resonances of the ionic cluster, dissociation to a neutral noble 
gas atom  and a bare ionic p a h  follows absorption of i r  photons. Detection of the bare 
ion signal against zero background and norm alization of the signal to the total am ount of 
cluster-ions produced directly after uv-excitation yield an i r  spectrum  of the ionic Van 
der Waals cluster with a high s n r .
2-3-2 Subsidiary schemes (applied to jet-cooled neutral phenanthrene)
IR -U V -R E M P I
In a subsidiary experim ent bare phenanthrene in its neutral ground state is irradiated 
with i r  light of f e l i x  and subsequently irradiated w ith u v  light of a F2 excimer laser, 
which scheme is depicted in the right panel of figure 2-10. This scheme is similar to the 
one used in a form er experim ent on warm para-am ino-benzoic-acid [147], and to  that 
used  to  obtain i r  spectra of p-ethylphenol and its argon Van der Waals cluster [52].
The ionization threshold of bare phenanthrene at -6 3  654 cm4 is a little higher than 
the energy of the two u v  lines (63 450 cm4 and 63 483 cm '1) [147] produced by the 
F2 excimer laser. Therefore, only if the i r  laser is resonant with an allowed i r  transition 
and i r  photons are absorbed, ionization with the excimer laser can take place. Scanning 
the f e l  over the i r  m anifold of the neutral ground state yields the two color i r - u v -  
r e m p i  spectrum  of bare neutral phenanthrene. It should be noted that the intensities 
observed via this m ethod are not necessarily the same as those observed in the true 
i r  spectrum. The i r - u v - r e m p i  intensities depend on the product of the i r  absorption 
cross-section w ith the absorption cross-section of the ionization step. The latter does 
not have to be large in a cold molecule if ionizing from  an excited vibrational level in the 
electronic ground state of the neutral molecule to vibrational levels in the ion, and, more 
importantly, may also depend on the initially excited vibrational mode of the neutral 
ground state molecule. Although the line positions recorded should be the same as those 
observed in the true i r  spectrum, the line intensities obtained differ intrinsically.
MATI
Additional inform ation about the vibrational energy levels of ionic bare molecules and 
their Van der Waals clusters can be obtained via m a t i  spectroscopy. In essence, m a t i  
is almost equivalent to z e k e  spectroscopy [116,117,199]. Using the z e k e / m a t i  m ethod 
highly excited Rydberg levels of the neutral molecule, that are present ju s t below the 
ionic energy levels, are detected in order to reveal the ionic vibrational structure. The 
m ajor difference between m a t i  and z e k e  spectroscopy is that in z e k e  experiments, after 
electric field induced ionization, the Rydberg electrons are collected, whereas in  m a t i  ex­
perim ents the ionized Rydberg molecules are m ass-selectively collected. Mass-selective
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F i g u r e  2 - 10 ,  Excitation schemes used for subsidiary experiments on phenanthrene.
On the left: the m a t i  scheme which yields two color resonant excitation of high Rydberg levels of the 
neutral bare p a h , or of its Van der Waals cluster. Subsequently field-ionized ions are detected.
On the right: the two color r e m p i scheme used to record the i r - u v - r e m p i  spectrum o f phenanthrene. 
In the middle: the photofragmentation scheme as applied by Oomens et al. to naphthalene and 
phenanthrene, yields detection of fragmented bare warm ions following resonant i r  absorption.
detection is obviously an advantage, however, its implementation makes m ati experiment 
somewhat more difficult to conduct4 than a zeke experiment.
In contrast with all other experiments presented in this thesis, for doing m ati spec­
troscopy no ir  light source is needed. In mati, the ionization laser is scanned over the 
energy levels of the ion, as is depicted in the left panel of figure 2- 10 .
According to the Rydberg formula:
y  2 n
r , — £ 7 ______M (7-1
¿ -n e u tra l ~~ -*-1011 / c  \ 7  »( n -  <5i)-
a Rydberg series of meta-stable states of the neutral species converges to the energy lev­
els of the cation. In this formula, £neutrai and Eion represent the neutral and ionic energy lev­
els, respectively. Further, Z, RM, n, and <5i refer to the core charge, the Rydberg-constant
4A quick scan of the ‘Current Contents on Disk’ database yields that roughly 200 z e k e  
papers and less than 20 m a t i  papers have been published in the period 1991 — 2001.
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for the particular molecular m ass M, the principal quantum  number, and the quantum  
defect belonging to the angular m om entum  state I, respectively. When scanning the u v  
laser over the high Rydberg m anifolds of the neutral molecule, direct ions and highly 
excited Rydberg neutrals are produced. Shortly (-50  ns) after the ionization laser pulse, 
the application of a small electric field of 2 V cnr1 results in a spatial separation of the di­
rect ions and the Rydberg neutrals. The polarity of the small electric field is chosen such 
that the direct ions move towards the middle grid of the TOF-detector. After -1 0  ¡js the 
Rydberg neutrals are field ionized and extracted by the regular 400 V extraction pulse. 
A long tim e-delay between uv-excitation and pulsed field extraction is necessary, mainly 
for two reasons, 1 ) to provide a sufficient spatial separation of the direct ions and the 
Rydberg neutrals, and 2) the lifetime of a high Rydberg state strongly increases w ith in­
creasing principal quantum  num ber [9, 26,112,198], thus, with a long tim e-delay only 
the highest Rydberg states, ju st below the ionic energy level belonging to that particular 
Rydberg series,survive, and can be detected after field ionization and extraction. The re­
quired spatial separation between direct ions and Rydberg excited neutrals, is what makes 
m ati-experim ents intrinsically m ore difficult than  ZEKE-experiments, where normally no 
special tricks have to be applied to separate the direct electrons from the pulsed field 
stripped Rydberg electrons. In many zeke experimental setups the always present small 
stray fields are sufficient to get rid  off the direct electrons long before application of the 
extraction field.
Due to the spatial separation the direct ions gain less energy w ith respect to the m id­
dle t o f  grid than the field-ionized m ati ions. Detection of these m ati ions after field— 
ionization and extraction yields the position of the energy levels of the ion. Background 
free detection is accomplished using a reversed electric field in front of the mcp detector, 
which is adjusted such that the direct ions are bent away from  the mcp detector, whereas 
the m ati ions have sufficient energy to  pass this reflector and are subsequently detected. 
In figure 2-11 the MATi-setup and m ethod are visualized.
MATi-spectroscopy gives inform ation on the position of the energy levels of the ion, 
however, no easily determ inable selection rales apply between transitions of the Sj state 
and the, ro-vibronically severely mixed, high Rydberg states, therefore, intensities in the 
MATi-spectrum are difficult to interpret.
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F i g u r e  2- 11, Tor setup as used for m a t i  experiments. Around 50 ns after the ionization u v  laser 
pulse a small 2 V bias field provides spatial separation o f highly excited Rydberg neutrals and direct 
ions. Application o f the 400 V pulse induces field ionization o f the Rydberg neutrals. Both the direct 
ions and the field induced ‘Rydberg’ ions are accelerated towards the m c p  -detector, however, the 
Rydberg ions gain sufficiently more energy to pass the reflector field in front o f the detector. Thus 
Rydberg ions are delected against zero background. In the lower panel the effective electric potential 
between the two lowest plates is given as a function o f time.
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2-3-3  i r -induced fragmentation spectroscopy
Jos Oomens is acknowledged for conducting the fragmentation experiments and for writing the body of this section which 
was used for publication in ref. [141].
Bare p a h  cations localized in an ion trap can be fragmented when exposed to the intense 
i r  radiation field of the focused output of f e l i x , if tuned to an i r  allowed transition of the 
ion. Due to the high density of vibrational states in species of this size, i v r  typically takes 
place on the sub-ns time scale [50]. Provided transition dipole mom ent and laser fluence 
are large enough, the ions reach internal energies above their fragm entation threshold by 
sequential photon absorption during a f e l i x  macropulse. The dissociation rate depends 
on the internal energy and can easily become comparable to or faster than collisional and 
radiative decay rates [56].
Ion trap experimental setup
The experimental apparatus has 
been described in detail in a re­
cent paper [124]. Briefly, a Paul 
type quadrupole ion trap  [135] (R.M. 
Jordan Co.) is made accessible to 
ionization and fragm entation laser 
beam s as depicted in figure 2 - 1 2 . 
The toroidal ring electrode has an in­
ner diam eter of 2 cm and is fed with 
a 1 MHz radio-frequent ( r f ) voltage 
of ~ 1 000 V peak-peak. At the center 
of this electrode vapor phase neutral 
p a h  molecules at room tem perature 
are ionized by the focused 193 nm 
output of an ArF cxcimcr laser, and 
are instantaneously trapped.
Shortly after the u v  pulse, the r f  
am plitude is slightly increased for a 
short period of time, in order to eject 
contam inant fragments, induced by
to p v ie w  s id e v ie w
Fig u r e  2 -12 . The schematically depicted ion trap setup 
as used by Oomens et al. for the pholofragmenlalion 
experiments on naphthalene and phenanlhrene. Room 
temperature p a it s  are ionized with the focused 193 nm 
output o f an ArF excimer laser, yielding warm ions. A f­
ter accumulation over a few uv pulses the ions are irra­
diated with the highly focused ir  output o f  f e l ix , yield­
ing ionized pholo-fragmenls. The trap also ads as two 
plates o f a t o p  unit as becomes dear in the sideview.
Transitions are thus recorded via TOT-deledion o f  ion 
fragm ents with an ucv-deleclor.
the excimer laser, from the trap. Thus, the p a h  cation is the lightest species trapped, 
and the fragm entation products, induced by the focused i r  laser, can be detected and 
analyzed against zero background via t o f  mass spectrometry. In the setup used a mass 
resolution of m/Am -5 0  is obtainable. The relevant excitation scheme is depicted in the 
middle panel of figure 2- 1 0 .
Typically, the fragm ents produced by a few subsequent macropulses are collected in the 
trap before being extracted by application of a 200 V voltage dip to the endcap electrode 
nearest to the Mcp-detector. The m c p  transient is captured by a 10 bit digital oscillo­
scope (LeCroy 9430). The fragm ent ion yield, from which the iR-spectrum is derived, is 
recorded at the C^H,, or the H2 loss channels [47].
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2-4 Signal interpretation
Obviously, the m ulti-photon exeitation-ionization-dissoeiation schemes used  for exper­
im ents presented  in this thesis and displayed in the previous sections apply to a single 
m olecular system. In order to  relate the tim e-of-flight oscilloscope traces to a molecule 
specific param eter like the line-integrated cross-section it is necessary to find the rela­
tion between ir  laser power, i r  photon density, molecular density, and the molecular 
absorption cross-section. In the sections below the m ethod of data-reduction  applied is 
briefly described.
2-4-1  ir  spectroscopy o f neutral and cationic p a h s  
Two level approximation
After absorption of i r  photons the photon energy is rapidly redistributed over the energy 
levels of the cluster. Typical time scales for this process are on the order of pico-seconds 
to nano-seconds. Ionization, fragmentation, radiation, or collisional energy transfer fol­
lows swiftly, thus lowering the internal energy of the molecule.
Fragmentational transfer essentially occurs in two distinct processes which are 1) frag­
m entation of the molecular chromophore, and 2) dissociation of the Van der Waals clus­
ter into the bare chrom ophore and a neutral noble gas atom. For ionization and for 
fragm entation of the chrom ophore high fluences are needed to allow for m ultiple photon 
absorption in order to break the very strong bonds involved, thus, under the conditions 
employed for doing linear ir spectroscopy, their transition will be practically negligible. 
Radiative relaxation of a vibrationally excited chrom ophore scales w ith the transition 
probability for spontaneous emission, PemCv), like [162]:
n  being the direction unit vector of the em itted radiation. For i r  transitions this probabil­
ity yields radiative lifetimes on the order of m üli-seconds through a fraction of a second. 
In a supersonic molecular beam  the spread in particle velocity is strongly reduced. All 
particles move with almost the same speed in the same direction. Collisional energy 
transfer, under atm ospheric conditions a prom inent relaxation mechanism, is in the en­
vironm ent of such a beam  not im portant. In contrast to the above m entioned processes, 
Van der Waals cluster dissociation is a likely relaxation process. The Van der Waals bond 
energy is low com pared to the average i r  transition energy. Combined with the high 
density of states, due to the presence of the low frequency Van der Waals vibrational 
modes, the noble gas atom  is released from the vibrationally excited chrom ophore at 
sub-m icrosecond time scales. Thus, if conducting linear i r  spectroscopy of species in 
the collision free environment of a molecular jet, only Van der Waals cluster dissociation 
takes place on the experimental time scale, and therefore will be the dom inant relaxation 
pathway. As a direct consequence the rate-equation is described by a simple two level 
system  like presented in figure 2-13. In general this rate-equation  follows:
m(v) ~ v 3|n- (n|/imo!|m) |2, (2-14)
Nfi(v, t,r) = Wfi(v, t,r)JVi(t,r). (2-15)
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F i g u r e  2- 13 , Two level scheme applied to model 
the i r  excitation induced by f e l i x  when apply­
ing the cluster dissociation method. The final 
state ƒ  is assumed essentially empty, due to 
rapid dissociation of the cluster.
In this equation Nit w«, andiV« represent the 
num ber of clusters in the initial state, the 
transition probability rate from  the initial to 
the final state, and the transition rate from 
the initial to the final state, respectively. Ex­
citation from  the initial state i to the final 
state ƒ  is directly followed by cluster dissoci­
ation, thus, the population of final state Nf is 
taken essentially equal to the population of 
clusters dissociated, whereas the population 
of excited clusters not dissociated is practi­
cally negligible. The rate equations for this 
two level system, evaluated at the spatial lo­
cation given by r, yields [35]:
Ni(v, t,r) = -kcr(v)nVFEL(v,i,r)Ni(i,r), 
Nf(v, t, r) = -Ni(v, t,r ) ,
(2-16)
with n VFEL the density of photons w ith wavenumber v while the central frequency of the ir  
spectral envelope is set at vFEL. Further, cr(v) is the cluster’s ir  cross-section at wavenum­
ber v, and k is a proportionality constant.
Data reduction
The total transition rate is calculated by an approxim ated integration over the electro 
magnetic spectrum:
JiV^  = .V iv id v  « - k n VvrJ v RES)Ni a ( v ) d v  = - k a n ^ N i . (2-17)
The validity of this expression holds if the spectral w idth of the transition cross-section 
is m uch smaller than the spectral w idth of the IR-Iaser, which condition is likely m et in 
the dissociation experim ents conducted.
Theoretically, via deconvolution w ith the fel spectral beam  profile, this approxim ation 
would not be needed. In order to deconvolute the spectra recorded, resolutions of both  
the fee sstep size and the fee spectral beam  profile m ust be increased to a fraction of the 
w idth of the molecular transition. With the technology currently im plem ented in felix 
this cannot be accomplished. In eq. (2-17) the spectrally integrated cross-section is given 
by cr. Subsequent integration w ith respect to time yields an explicit expression for this 
cross-section:
a ~ln ( ^ )ƒ n Vvmd t (2-18)
Note that the quantities appearing on the right of this expression all depend on the spa­
tial coordinates, whereas the molecule specific integrated cross-section, appearing on the 
left, does not.
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F i g u r e  2 - 1 4 , Parameter definition in the excitation scheme for ionic clusters. A small volume o f the 
gas pulse is irradiated atxuv with a uv pulse of width 2ôxuv and temporal length Tuv■ A t the origin 
the gas pulse is irradiated with i r  light during a period ÏfeL * The spatial width of the i r  beam is 
assumed much larger than the width of the uv beam. In case of the excitation scheme for neutrals, 
first the gas-pulse is irradiated with i r  light before a fraction of this pulse is irradiated with uv light.
The fraction of clusters not dissociated, represented by M/ (M + Nf), reaches a m inimum if 
the central frequency of the IR-Iaser m atches that of the resonance, i.e., vFEL = vres, there­
fore, recording this fraction as a function of the ir wavenumber yields the integrated 
cross-section of the clusters under study, via evaluation of eq. (2-18). The integral over 
the photon density appearing in the denom inator of this expression cannot be determ ined 
easily. In the experim ent a population of Van der Waals clusters is ionized in a moving 
gas pulse. With an ir pulse length r FEL of several m icro-seconds and the gas pulse speed 
varying as a function of the carrier gas atomic m ass around [19] v~500 m s-1 (krypton), 
v  ~ 700 m s4 (argon), and v  ~ 1000 m s4 (neon), the photon density experienced by an ion 
in the gas pulse is factorized into a tem poral factor and a spatial factor:
( v t  -  x vv -  8 x m
n v (t) = n VFEL.O(i)exp I
temporal
Z
v'y
(2-19)
spatial
with y , x m , and 5xm defined as depicted in figure 2-14, ax and ay  being the standard 
deviations of the spatial intensity distribution of the ir beam. A 2D-Gaussian ir beam 
profile is assum ed. Further, n VFEL,0(t) represents the tim e-dependent density of photons 
w ith wavenumber vFEL at the centerline of the ir beam, i.e., at the z-axis (x= y= 0).
If the beam  w idth of the ir laser is substantially larger than the beam  w idth of the ion­
ization u v  laser, which determ ines the integration volume of the Van der Waals cluster 
ions, and if bo th  lasers are assum ed to  be well aligned to the molecular beam  in order 
to obtain maximum ion-signal, the param eters Sxm and y  approximately vanish. In this 
case the photon density can be taken constant, though tim e-dependent, over the integra­
tion volume. Defining t = 0 to be the m om ent the integration volume crosses the z-axis, 
eq. (2-19) reduces to:
( v i ) 2'(  t \n Vvm(t) = n VFEL,0(i) exp y— j (2-20)
In order to evaluate the integral appearing in the denom inator of eq. (2-18), a param eter 
« is added to the argum ent of the tem poral factor of eq. (2-20). Via this param eter the
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alignment of the i r  beam  to the gas pulse, which is such that the cluster dissociation sig­
nal is maximized, is simulated. Once the tem poral ir beam  profile is known the maximum 
value of the function N (a)'.
is substitu ted  in eq. (2-18). The tem poral photon density profile m ust still be related to 
m easurable param eters.
Beam profile measurements
n ei a a a- i * .i ing it is assumed that the ir  photonF i g u r e  2- 15 , Beam profile recorded perpendicular to the 0
molecular beam axis at the center of the t o f  unit. The density in  the laser beam  is factor­
fe l ix  wavenumber was set to 500 cm'1. The beam pro- ized  in  a spatial and tem poral factor.
file obtained is well represented with a Gaussian fit. The temporal intensity profile is in-
herently related to the time dependent generation of ir  photons in the f e l  cavity, there­
fore, it is determined by the settings of the electron beam, whereas, the spatial beam  
profile is primarily determined by the output mirror of the fee  cavity. Secondarily the 
beam line optics used for beam alignment and collimation have effect on the spatial laser 
beam profile. With this factorization the photon density in the ir  beam can be related 
to eq. (2-21), which then is used to compute the relative integrated cross-section. The 
spatial ir  beam profile, produced by f e l 2, is obtained at the center of the time-of-flight 
setup. The data collected match well to Gaussian profiles, in both the x  and y  direc­
tions. An example beam profile, at 500 cm4 , is shown in figure 2-15. The observed beam 
widths are wavenumber dependently varying from crx = l.25 mm at 1 500 cm4 through 
crx = 2.7S mm at 500 cm4 , with that 0.97 < ax !ay < 1.03, in the experimentally relevant 
wavenumber range.
(2 -2 1 )
................................................
-10 -5 0 5 10
off axis coordinate (mm)
The relative spectrally integrated 
cross-sections presented in this the­
sis have been com puted from  the 
ion-traces recorded via experimen­
tally determ ined param eters, such 
as the ir laser power and the 
the ir beam-profile. Via com­
puter sim ulations the time depen­
dent photon-density, as experienced 
by molecules in the molecular beam, 
and which appears in the integrand 
of eq. (2- 2 1 ), is related to the labo­
ratory frame densities, as calculated 
from the observed ir beam  param ­
eters. In the considerations follow-
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Fig u r e  2 -16 , Gaussian fits o f f e l  beam profiles recorded as a ‘function’ o f the wavenumber (x-axis). 
The upper sequence is recorded at 20 cm after the i r  pulse passes the center of the t o f  unit.
The lower sequence is recorded at 20 cm before the ir  pulse passes the center of the tof unit.
The middle sequence is recorded at the center of the tof unit.
All cones have been normalized to their energy content, i.e., all cones have equal volumes. The 
squares at the bases o f each cone represent areas o f 20x20 mm2.
In figure 2-16 the intensity profiles are visualized by 2D-Gaussian fits. In this figure the 
beam  intensity profiles are norm alized to the observed laser-power, i.e., all cones in the 
figure have the same volume. The norm alized peak intensities IVFEL0 at the centerline of 
the i r  beam  depend on the f e l  central wavenumber via the beam  w idth as:
1 Vfel.o j Vf e l , o
1
tt<x x ( v fel) o> ( v f e l ) '
(2- 22 )
On the other hand, the spectrally integrated peak intensity can also be related to the spe­
cific peak intensity lvStFEh,o'
Iv ^ P v ^ it+ a )
n VFEL>o ( t + a ) vFE, A
(2-23)
with PyFEL (t+a)  the instantaneously released i r  power experienced in the laboratory frame. 
The quantity A represents the spectral w idth of the intensity profile, via eq. (2-11) pro­
portionally scaling to the f e l  central wavenumber.
In principle, all quantities on the right of eq. (2-23) are recordable, thus yielding a quan­
tification of the time integrated photon density in eq. (2- 2 1 ), if the relation between the i r  
power observed in the molecular beam  rest frame and that observed the laboratory frame 
is specified. In the next paragraphs this relation will be discussed with use of com puter 
simulations.
Computer simulations
From earlier m easurem ents it has been observed5 that the tem poral profile of the i r  
macropulse power can be approxim ated by that of a pulse with a rising edge character­
ized with a lifetime T rise like P(t)  ~ (1 -  e x p ( - t /T rise)), and an exponentially decaying falling
5See for instance ref. [100].
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F i g u r e  2 - 17 , Computed ratios for (Pmoi) /  (Piab) as a function of the ratio of the i r  beam width and the 
distance traveled by molecules during the i r  pulse. Seven different values of r FEL are used (see text) 
in combination with the different ratios for rise and fall lifetimes of the i r  pulse, given in each panel. 
The dotted line represents block-shaped pulse case, i.e., for rise and fall lifetimes equal to zero.
edge, characterized with a lifetime Tfan. This approxim ation holds for experim ental time 
scales m uch longer than the m icropulse separation time of ns. Using such a pulse 
profile, eq. (2- 2 1 ) can be evaluated numerically only, which is done via com puter sim u­
lations. Eq. (2-21) is solved for different values of «, TriSe, Tfaii, and ax , and over a single 
macropulse, yielding the time averaged m acropulse power <Pmoi) experienced in the rest 
frame of the molecular beam. This power is subsequently divided by the time averaged 
m acropulse power observed in the laboratory frame <Piab), which power ratio is plotted 
as a function of ax /vT mL for six different values of TriSe/Tfaii, ranging from  2.2 through 
13.3, each ratio evaluated for seven different values of TriSe, ranging from  .45rFEL through 
4 .55rFEL, and displayed in figure 2-17. Finally, the plots show the limit for T rise = Tfan = 0, 
i.e., for a block-shaped pulse.
It is clearly seen that for a wide variety of rise and fall lifetimes no significant effect on 
the yielded power ratios is computed, thus, indicating that the ratio <Pmoi)/<fW  does not 
im portantly depend on the tem poral i r  pulse profile. Different ratios are followed for 
the values T rise =  3.0rFEL and 4 .55rFEL combined with lower values of TnSe/T fan only. Us­
ing standard settings for f e l 2 the recorded spectra can be treated  safely in the block 
pulse approximation. With an assum ed m acropulse length of rFEL = 4.5^s, and ax and v 
having the values earlier m entioned on page 56, the realistic experimental situation is 
represented by values of ,2<ax /vT mL<l.2.
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Determination of the integrated cross-section
Substituting eq. (2-23) into eq. (2-21), and using 
the results computed, the time integrated pho­
ton density experienced by ionized particles in 
the molecular beam  is expressed like:
6
CM
In this relation the power ratio is a function 
of the fel central wavenumber, which is ob­
tained via the beam  profile m easurem ents and o’
e’
4
eq. (2- 22), further f cocr represents a wavenum- .
ber dependent correction factor which is spec­
ified in the next paragraphs. Also, the struc­
ture of eq. (2-24) implies that the integrated 
photon density !bf, appearing in the denom ina­
tor of eq. (2-18) can be treated  independently of 
the spatial coordinates. In figure 2-18 the data 
recorded in the beam  profile m easurem ents are
2
.....................................
500 1000 1500
wavenumber (cm- )
plotted. For comparison, <0-x0>)4 is fit via the FlG1JRE 2_l8> Jnversedm laserbeam cross.
least squares m ethod to three type of curves: area as a function of the wavenumber. 
~ VfeL (pure linear), ~ v2EI (pure squared), and This quantity scales proportional to the 
<o*£jy>4 =fcvFEL(l + avFEL) (hybrid), w ith the com- Peak intensity  at the beam centerline. 
pu ted  values a=(7.6± l.2)-l0-4 (cm4 )4 and k=(l90±25)-l05 (m2cm4 )4 . The choice of fit 
relation is quite arbitrary. The norm alized intensity is merely influenced by the w idth 
of the spatial IR beam  profile, which becomes infinitely large at zero wavenumber, due 
to diffraction. Therefore, the only restriction applied to the curves fit is inclusion of the 
origin.
The exact wavenumber dependence is practically indeterminable, because the focusing 
and collimating beam  line optics may easily produce a non-linear dependence of any kind. 
Below vFEL ~ 300 cm4 fe l2  does not produce light. Consequently, the exact wavenumber 
dependence below this limit is of m inor im portance only, yielding freedom  in the choice 
of the fit relation.
Rewriting eq. (2-18) the integrated cross-section reads:
In this expression N{ and N( are the only coordinate dependent quantities left, thus, the 
argum ent of the logarithm  m ust be coordinate independent, yielding Nf = (K — DJVj. Here 
K represents the argum ent of the logarithm. With this knowledge it is understood that 
the spatially integrated ion signals, recorded w ith the oscilloscope, can be substitu ted  in 
eq. (2-18) like: i%iir=Niif. The correction factor / corr is calculated from  the curve
yielded by the block-shaped pulse, via the fit relations in figure 2-18.
Afçorr
( - P la b )
corr N,(r) + Nf(r)
Ni(r) )■ (2-25)
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For the carrier gases neon (v rFFJ.»4.5 mm), argon 
(v ira .»3.15 mm), and krypton (v rFFJ.»2.25 mm), 
the correction factors are calculated and are pre­
sented in figure 2-19.
Altogether, the integrated cross-section should 
be com puted from the experimentally observed 
traces of fractional dissociation via:
neon
argon
kryp ton
Discussion
. -----------  From eq. (2-26) it follows that the line integrated
1 cross-section scales proportional to c r ~ A I n
■ principle A scales linearly proportional to the
ear, hybrid, and squared correlation. ,4 spectral region observed. In practice spectra are 
block-shaped macropulse is used. Also the piece wisely recorded, i.e., with different laser 
dependence on the carrier gas is indicated, settings per spectral piece, causing different rel­
ative spectral w idths and different tem poral i r  profiles. This is not a major problem 
because the spectral regions recorded are uniformly scaled via overlapping transitions. 
Intensity differences due to differences in tem poral i r  profile and relative spectral width 
are thus accounted for.
The correction factor presented in figure 2-19 has been estim ated using the results 
displayed in figure 2-18 . It is seen that a slight change in the wavenumber dependent be­
havior of the spatial beam profile yields a large change in the behavior of the correction 
factor. It can be qualitatively understood that there is a tendency for the correction factor 
to scale with a higher negative power than expected from the considerations earlier made. 
More explicitly, four major approxim ations have been made: 1 ) the two level i r  excitation 
scheme, 2) the infinitely small transition width, 3) the infinitely small ionization region, 
and 4) the block shape of the tem poral i r  profile. The effects of poor approxim ations is 
briefly discussed.
In case i r  excited clusters relax via non-dissociative channels6 , the population of ion­
ized clusters detected by the spectrom eter will be higher than in the ideal two level case. 
Consequently the fraction of dissociated clusters will be lower than expected from the 
absorption cross-section. This results in an observed cross-section which is smaller than 
the absorption cross-section belonging to the i r  transition. Normally, if exciting to higher 
wavenumbers the excess energy above the Van der Waals dissociation limit is high enough 
to dissociate via dissociative levels after intram olecular vibrational redistribution of the
bIn this context ‘non-dissociative’ means that no dissociation of excited clusters appear on 
the experimental time scale.
energy. At lower wavenum bers this does not have to be the ease7 . Therefore, the correc­
tion factor at low wavenumbers as derived in the previous sections is probably too small. 
The effect of a finite transition w idth is difficult to determine. This w idth is for instance 
depending on the existing, yet unresolved, rotational substructure. If a transition w idth 
is finite the ir photon density cannot be kept fixed over the transition w idth anymore and 
will be effectively lower than  the photon density at the ir central frequency.
Thus, the line integrated cross section will be higher than expected from the dissociation 
yield observed. If all transitions have the same spectral width, which is approximately 
the case when assum ing rotational substructure, the correction factor should be slightly 
larger at low wavenumbers than has been derived earlier.
In the derivation of eq. (2-26) the time integrated photon density N ( a )  has been max­
im ized with respect to the param eter «. Imagining the uv spatial beam  profile to be 
constituted of an array of infinitely small uv laser beams, only one of these beam s can be 
located at the position represented by «. All other lines represent trajectories where the 
experienced ir power is lower. If the spatial uv profile is neat and symmetric, for example 
a Gaussian, the effective ir power experienced by ionized clusters in the gas pulse is on 
average lower than that in the ideal case with the infinitely small uv laser, thus yielding 
a smaller dissociated fraction than expected from  the transition cross-section. For high 
wavenumbers, when the ir spatial beam  profile is smaller than for low wavenumbers, this 
effect will be the largest. Therefore in this region the correction factor should be taken 
somewhat larger than derived previously.
From figure 2-17 it is concluded that the ratio of power experienced in the moving frame 
with that observed in the laboratory frame approaches unity, w ith decreasing gas pulse 
speed and the ir beam  param eters kept fixed. It is also seen that this ratio approaches 
unity  as ‘function’ of the tem poral pulse profile, i.e., the better the m atch with the block 
shape8 , the closer the ratio is to unity, if the beam  width and gas pulse speed are kept 
fixed. Combining both  observations, it is concluded that if the tem poral ir beam  profile 
differs from the block shape, the effective gas pulse speed should be taken higher when 
deriving the correction factor. In concreto, if conducting experim ents w ith argon and the 
tem poral ir profile differs significantly from  the block shape the correction factor should 
be taken in between the curves yielded for argon and for neon in figure 2-19.
The overall conclusion is that the wavenumber dependence of the correction factor is that 
belonging to a norm alized intensity / Vf e l ,o  w ith a larger second order com ponent than is 
observed. Therefore, in figure 2-19 the curve to use for correction should be one in be­
tween the quadratic and hybrid curves.
Obviously, these curves have a descending behavior with increasing wavenumber, thus 
partly neutralizing the effect of the fel spectral width A. This width is in principle pro­
portional to the fee central frequency, however, in practice it is observed that the width 
roughly levels off in the region of low wavenumbers (vFEL < 500 cm4 ).
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'See for instance [159]
8This observation is of course not applicable to an arbitrary temporal profile. More strictly 
said: the smaller TriSe and Tfan, the ...
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It appears that the factor A /COrr in eq. (2-26) is dependent on m any param eters, the effect 
of which can be determ ined only roughly. To avoid complicated data reduction and the 
suggestion of un just accuracy, the spectra recorded, and presented  in this thesis, are 
corrected w ith the easily applicable relation:
o- ~ 777—r In ( Ni Nf )  ■ (2-27)
(■Plab)
This represents the case where the correction factor f con is inverse proportional to the 
spectral w idth A. With this form ula relative intensities in small spectral regions of a few 
hundred wavenum bers w idth can be com pared well to each other. Over the full spectral 
range observed, from  300 — 1 700 c n r1, relative intensities of peaks in the red  spectral 
region may appear a little too large when comparing them  to peaks in the blue range.
2-4-2 Experiments 
Cationic Van der Waals clusters
For the determ ination of the integrated cross-section of the cationic Van der Waals cluster 
via the excitation scheme of figure 2-9, eq. (2-27) is evaluated straightforwardly. Simul­
taneous recording of the signals Nj and N f yields a reduction of all signal fluctuations 
im plem ented in the ionization scheme before irradiation with i r  light, thus yielding spec­
tra w ith a high signal to noise ratio.
Neutral Van der Waals clusters
In the case of the neutral Van der Waals cluster, only the signal of the clusters not dis­
sociated is recorded. If the cluster dissociates following absorption of i r  photons, the 
uv  excitation and ionization wavenumbers are not resonant anymore, thus, the signal of 
ionized bare species is practically negligible. Depletion of the cluster ion signal yields 
the i r  spectrum. Recording this signal is equivalent to recording N j. Consequently, the 
baseline of the signal observed is equivalent to N i+ N f . This baseline is interpolated in case 
of appearing depletion bands, and used  to obtain the signal ratio in the argum ent of the 
logarithm  in eq. (2-26). Thus, no intrinsic noise reduction takes place, as is the case with 
the ionic cluster.
Bare neutrals
The th ird  method, used  for i r  spectroscopy of the bare neutral, is i r - u v - r e m p i .  In this 
m ethod only the bare ionic signal is recorded. This signal is in principle equivalent to Nf 
in eq. (2-26). Unfortunately, no recording of the total num ber of ground state bare p a h s  
takes place. For small values of a  the population of excited p a h s  Nf is also small com­
pared to the population of ground state p a h s  before irradiation, N i+ N f , thus, N f scales 
linearly with the oscüloscope signal observed. On the other hand, for strong transitions, 
such a linearization is not possible. In case of such transitions also the two-level approx­
im ation as explained in the paragraph on page 54 is not valid anymore. Because no sink
63 |f*
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exists for the bare excited neutrals, their population grows to comparable size of that of 
the ground state p a h s .  Relaxation from  the excited state to the ground state becomes an 
im portant channel. Further, cross-sections in the u v  ionization step may depend on the 
specific ir  excited levels, and may be substantially larger for m ulti-photon excited levels 
thus show a non linear dependence on the i r  power (P*). The ion intensities observed in 
this experiment can only qualitatively be related to the cross-section.
Power dependences
From eq. (2-26) it follows that for a single photon absorption:
with k ~ A/corr- For small values of N f / ( N i  +Nf) the right hand expression is linearized from 
which it follows that the dissociated fraction of Van der Waals clusters depends on cr{pab) 
as:
Note that for a fixed wavenumber k and sigm a  have fixed values. If sequential absorption 
of i r  photons is required to overcome the dissociation energy, the dependence of the ion 
yield on the laser intensity can be more complicated as it will, for instance, depend on 
the relaxation rate of the interm ediate state. Nevertheless, it is in any case expected to 
show a higher than linear intensity dependence for low values of cr{Piab).
For linear power dependent ratios, relation eq. (2 -29) suggests that it is in principle pos­
sible to determ ine absolute i r  integrated absorption cross-sections. For doing so, the 
spectral profile of the laser, the spatial profile of the iR-beam and its overlap w ith the 
ionic Van der Waals clusters produced by the uv-lasers need to be accurately known, 
in addition to the laser pulse energy. This is further complicated by the m otion of the 
molecules into and out of the laser interaction region on the time scale of the experiment. 
All these param eters are in principle absorbed in the param eter k which depends on the 
wavenumber.
2-5 Computer simulated spectra
The ir  spectra obtained with the schemes presented in  figures 2 -9  and 2 -1 0  are com pared 
to com puter sim ulated spectra. These calculated spectra are based on the harmonic ap­
proxim ation for a m ulti-particle vibrating system, like described in section 1-3 .
Using the commercially available software package g a u s s ia n ’98 [201] relevant spec­
tra are simulated. This program  com putes the potential energy surface in  the Born­
Oppenheimer approxim ation (see page 32) using density functional theory (dft), and 
subsequently com putes the values for the ir  intensities and ir  norm al mode fundam en­
tal wavenumbers for all norm al m odes in the harmonic approximation.
<Plab> = ( l
Ni
(2 -28)
(2 -29)
2-5-1  Density functional theory  
Hohenberg-Kohn theorem
Density functional theory, originally developed by Hohenberg and Kohn [76], and fur­
ther developed by Kohn and Sham [101], simplifies the many body problem  by using the 
electronic charge density instead of the electronic wavefunction as fundam ental variable. 
It was primarily proven that in the Born-Oppenheimer approxim ation knowledge of the 
electron density p(r), depending on three spatial coordinates, is equivalent to knowledge 
of the system ’s external potential, thus, the system ’s Hamiltonian is uniquely determ ined 
once the electron density is known and vice versa, provided the electronic state is non­
degenerate. Therefore, exact knowledge of the iV-electron wavefunction, depending on 
3iV-spatial coordinates is not necessary. Secondarily it was shown that the electron den­
sity can be obtained via the variational method, and is given by the electron density 
minimizing the system ’s energy as a functional E(p(r)) of the electron density:
E(p(r))  = T(p(r) )  + J  p(r)V ion(r)dr. (2-30)
In this expression T  is a universal functional and vion represents the potential due to the 
ions. The electron density that minimizes the system ’s energy as a functional of the den­
sity via the variational m ethod then gives the electronic ground state and is the density 
from  which the quantum  mechanical observables should be determ ined. This form ula­
tion forms the basis for the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem, which originally is applicable to a 
system  in a non-degenerate electronic ground state.
Kohn-Sham equations
Kohn and Sham postu lated  that E(p(r)) can be expressed as:
E(p(  r)) = T(p(  r)) + Exc(p( r)) + |J j + J PM V iondr, (2-31)
the first two term s representing the kinetic energy T(p(r)) of a system  of non-interacting 
particles w ith density p(r), and the exchange-correlation energy £xc. The two latter term s 
express the Coulomb electron—electron and the Coulomb electron—ionic core interac­
tion, respectively. The assum ption that the electron density can be expressed as a sum 
over the Nocc occupied electron orbitals: p(r) = 'Z \4>n(r)\z, with {<£n} a set of single particle 
orbitals, and minimizing eq. (2-31) w ith respect to the electron density leads to the set of 
equations:
iVocc
P (  r )  = X
11=1
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These equations together are referred to as the Kohn-Sham equations. The self-consistent 
solution of these equations, yielded when recurrently following the arrows, will provide 
the ground state charge density of the system.
y2 + V * « )  4>n(r) = encp n
l<£n(r)| t . (2-32)
Veff(r) = Vion(r) + |r -  r'
■dr +
5p{ r)
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2 -5 -2  Implementation in g a u s s ia n ’98 
Method
Thus far, the Hohenberg-Kohn-Sham d f t  approach has not required approximations. 
In eq. (2 -31 ) the exchange-correlation term  £xc is merely defined as the difference be­
tween the exact energy E and the remaining terms. With the functional T  unknow n a 
guess for £xc is necessary. Numerous approxim ations are possible. In the application 
g a u s s ia n ’98 around twenty different m ethods, based on different functionals for the 
exchange-correlation term, are avaüable. It is not always well understood which of these 
m ethods should be applied in a particular calculation, i.e., which m ethod yields the best 
approxim ation for £xc for a particular physical system. It is a com bination of theoretical 
background, experience, available (processor) time, and further u se r’s preferences that 
determ ines the m ethod to be applied. A m ethod often applied9 in d f t  calculations of 
p a h s  uses Becke’s three param eter hybrid functional [1 5 ,3 3 ,1 4 4 ] in  combination with the 
Lee-Yang-Parr correlation functional [108 ,114 ] £"'p, conventionally abbreviated to B3LYP. 
The B3LYP functional uses three param eters (a0 ,ax, ac) which have been fit to experim en­
tally determ ined atom ization energies, ionization potentials, and proton affinities. This 
functional is im plem ented in g a u s s ia n ’98 as:
where the term s £“ DA,£“ DA, and ElcSDA are given by the local spin density exchange cor­
relation approximation, and are more explicitly described in, for instance, refs. [7 6 ,1 0 1 , 
1 3 8 ,167 ]. Further, £|88 is Becke’s 1988  gradient correction to the l s d a  for exchange [14]. 
All term s are added to yield various corrections in order to com pute a charge density 
describing the real system  as good as possible. A detailed argum entation for the use of 
these term s in this B3LYP functional goes beyond the scope of this thesis, however, can 
be found in the m entioned literature for the in terested  reader.
With use of a set of K basis functions {c//nJ the molecular orbitals from  eq. (2-32) are ex­
panded, in order to seek a numerical solution for the charge density via standard m atrix 
techniques. Obviously, for practical com putational m atters, the set {tpn} is always chosen 
finite and therefore is in general not complete. The choice of basis set depends on the 
molecular system under study and should be chosen such that the orbitals are approxi­
m ated as accurate as possible. From the, in principle unlimited, collection of basis sets, 
those commonly used  have basis functions w ith an essentially Gaussian decaying behav­
ior. Integrals over products of Gaussian functions, which appear in the calculations when 
applying the d f t  approach, can be evaluated easily, thus, speed up  the calculations. It 
will not be a surprise that in g a u s s ia n ’98 the different types of applicable basis sets use 
Gaussian behaving basis functions.
9See for instance refs. [12,13,87,107]
Basis sets
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In the calculations presented in this thesis particularly five basis sets have been applied. 
In order of increasing num ber of basis functions these sets are the 4 -3 1G , 6 -31G , 6- 3 1G", 
6- 31G"', and D95(d,p) basis sets, which should give results with, in principal, increasing 
accuracy. Basis functions in these sets consist of fixed linear combinations of Gaussian 
functions, i.e.,contractions, thus yielding functions that m atch the physical situation be t­
ter than the uncontracted functions, however, still taking advantage of easily evaluable 
integrals.
In the first four sets, proposed by Pople and collaborators [36,57-59,63], valence orbitals 
are described by a contraction of four Gaussians yielding two basis functions. One func­
tion is constructed by a contraction of three Gaussians, the fourth, uncontracted Gaussian 
then yields the second basis function. The inner shell basis functions are described by 
contraction of four Gaussian (or six in the case of 6-31G ), for each inner shell orbital. The 
D95(d,p) basis set, proposed by Dunning [42,43] after work of Huzinaga [88], consists 
of basis functions that are contractions of nine Gaussian s-functions and five Gaussian 
p-functions each.
The starred  form s refer to extended basis sets. A single star indicates that d-type func­
tions are added to the heavy atom s Li — F (atom num bers 3 — 9). In a further extension 
p-type functions are added to  the hydrogen atom s in the double-starred basis set. The 
(d,p) extension in D95(d,p) is, similarly to  the double-starred  basis set, indicating an ex­
tension with d-type and p-type functions.
Adding d-type functions to heavy atom s improves the description of polarization of or­
bitals. If an atom  is interacting with other atom s in the molecule, its charge distribution 
is different than in a stand-alone atom. Introduction of orbitals w ith higher angular m o­
m entum  states then describe the charge polarization in such an interacting atom  better 
by mixing, thus forming hybridized orbitals. Therefore, if using the polarized basis sets 
6- 31G", 6- 31G'"', and D95(d,p) better calculated results are expected than in the case of the 
4 - 3 1G and 6 -3 1G  basis sets.
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CHAPTER 3. VIBRATIONAL SPECTROSCOPY OF ANILINE'+ >,
NAPHTHALENE( + ), AND PHENANTHRENE( + )
3 Vibrational spectroscopy of aniline(+), 
naphthalene(+), and phenanthrene(+)
3-1 Aniline
In this section the i r  spectra of the aniline-Ar Van der Waals cluster and that of its 
cation are presented. The spectra are obtained via the photo-induced cluster dissocia­
tion method following the schemes viewed in figure 2-9 on page 48. The major results 
discussed in this section have been published earlier in ref. [139].
3-1 -1  Introduction
Aniline-Ar is chosen as a m odel-system  for 
these first studies using the photo-induced 
cluster dissociation method. Both bare aniline 
and the aniline-Ar Van der Waals cluster have 
been extensively studied in the past1 and their 
spectroscopies have been well documented. 
The structure of aniline is given by an aromatic 
six-membered ring with one of the hydrogen 
atom s replaced by an amine group, thus yield­
ing CkH5NH-. In the neutral (electronic) ground 
state, aniline is essentially non-planar, due to a 
barrier in the potential energy surface. The an­
gle between the amine group and the plane of 
the aromatic ring is approximately 38° [166]. 
The inversion of the amine group is accurately 
described by a symmetric double-well potential [103,148], w ith a barrier to inversion of 
526 cm-1. In the electronically excited states and in the electronic ground state of the 
ion, aniline is essentially flat [166], and is reasonably well described as a function of the 
tunnel coordinate to the fourth power. Upon clustering w ith an argon atom the mirror 
symmetry of the potential is slightly broken. An im pression of aniline-Ar in the neutral 
ground state is shown in figure 3-1.
The Si -  So vibrationless transition is used for excitation of the neutral aniline-Ar Van der 
Waals cluster. This transition is located at a photon-energy of 33 976 c n r 1 in the clus­
ter [166]. In the bare molecule this transition is blue-shifted by an am ount of 53 c n r1.
Fig u r e  3 - 1 ,  Artist's impression o f the neutral 
aniline-Ar Van der Waals cluster in the vi- 
bronic ground stale. The argon atom is po­
sitioned roughly 3.4 ,4 above the aromatic 
ring in which the C—C bond lengths are 
roughly 1.4 ,4.
1 See for instance ref. [166], and references therein.
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Ionization of the cluster is induced via subsequent absorption of u v  light at a photon 
energy of 28 181 c n r1, yielding ionization barely above the cluster’s ionization threshold. 
The excitation cross-section being relatively strong, the feeble quartz-w indow  reflection 
of the excitation u v  laser beam, generated by the N d:Y A G  pum ped dye-laser, is sufficient 
to excite a substantial am ount of clusters to  the Si interm ediate state. Therefore, such a 
window is used as beam -com biner in the experimental setup. The ionization threshold of 
the bare molecule is b lue-shifted  by an am ount of 113 c n r1, w ith respect to the electronic 
ground state.
Both the excitation and the ionization wavenumbers are easily generated with high flu­
ences, for instance with use of the Rhodamine B and Pyridine 1 dyes in  combination with 
kdp crystals, respectively. A subsidiary advantage in the neutral aniline uv  spectrum  is 
that the excitation wavenumber is larger than  the ionization wavenumber, if ionizing via 
the Si state. Thus, part of the molecular and laser beam  alignment can be done via the 
one-color rempi scheme, which is experimentally easier to implement. Aniline exhibits a 
room  tem perature vapor pressure high enough to produce enough Van der Waals clusters 
in an argon beam, w ithout additional heating of the pulsed valve.
3 -1 -2  The aniline i r  spectra  
Neutral aniline
The aniline ground state geometry is described by the point group Cs. Following eq. (1-3) 
the displacem ent representation rD is yielded by the direct product of perm utation m a­
trices p w ith rotation m atrices R, and expanded in a Clebsch-Gordan series like:
u + p u  = r  © r R © n  = (2 A' © a ”)t  © (a ' © 2a " ) r © (20a '  © i6 A ")v, (3 -d
with the translational, rotational, and vibrational subspaces indicated w ith T, R, and v, 
respectively. The characters of the irreps A' and A", together w ith those of the relevant 
reducible representations follow from  the character table of Cs, given in table 3.1.
T a b le  3 .1 , The symmetry of neutral aniline in the vibronic ground state is represented by the group 
Cs, of which the characterization of the irreps and that of relevant reducible representations are 
presented.
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3-1. ANJJ.JNE_____________________ NAPHTHALENE(+), AND PHENANTHRENE(+)
Cs A' A" r D P R r T pR r
E 1 1 42 14 3 3 3 36
IC2z 1 -1 4 4 1 1 -1 4
The Wigner-Eckart theorem  (eq.1-46) yields that, out of eight possible types of m atrix­
elements, four yield a non-zero  multiplicity n rsa. These explicit elements: <A'|A'|A'), 
<A'|A"|A"), <A"|A'|A"), and <A"|A"|A'), yield multiplicities of n rsa = l, and depend on 
a single Clebsch-Gordan coefficient ( s l ;u l \ r l )  = l, yielded by evaluation of eq. (1-47). 
Thus, the applicable symmetry selection rales are:
A ' —>A' ,A",  and
-______(3-2) 
^ 4 "  __ » A', A",
7 0 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
T a b l e  3 .2, The symmetry of cationic aniline in the vibronic ground state is represented by the group 
CZv, of which the characterization of the irreps and that of relevant reducible representations are 
presented.
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NAPHTHALENE(+), AND PHENANTHRENE(+)______________________3-1. ANILINE
c2v Ai A2 Bi Bz P P R r rR
E 1 1 1 1 42 14 3 3 3 36
C2x 1 1 -1 -1 - 4 4 -1 -1 - l - 2
IC2z 1 -1 1 -1 4 4 1 1 - l 4
IC2v 1 -1 -1 1 14 14 1 1 - 1 14
and no symmetrically forbidden transitions from the total symmetric A' vibrational ground 
state, or from  any excited state, are expected for aniline treated  in  the Cs symmetry.
Aniline cation
In the cationic ground state, aniline is essentially flat and described by a different point 
group, which is of higher symmetry than Cs that is used  for neutral aniline. The relevant 
group is C2v yielding a Clebsch-Gordan reduction for cationic aniline of:
u + p u  = r © p  © r  = (Ai  © Bi © b 2v  © ( a 2 © ^  © b 2) r ©
© (13Ai ® 4 A 2 © 7Bi © 12£2)v. (3-3)
With the character table given in table 3.2 yielding 43 possible m atrix elem ents for dipole 
transitions. For these m atrix elem ents the selection rules:
. \ ^  * . \ ^ ^ 2,
Ay * , \ , H •, H >,
- (3-4)
/>’ •/>’ , \ , \ ., and
2 * 1^2, . \ ^ , . \ 2,
are derived, leaving the ground state i r  spectrum  with four symmetrically forbidden tran­
sitions to singly excited energy levels of norm al m odes w ith A2 symmetry. The num ber of 
forbidden transitions in the i r  spectra from  vibrationally singly excited states are easily 
derived from  the selection rales and the Clebsch-Gordan series, and are 13, 7, and 12 for 
the excited states of norm al m odes w ith characters A2, Bu  and Bz, respectively.
3-1-3 Neutral aniline inversion mode
Of particular physical interest in  aniline is the inversion, or tunnel, mode. This vibrational 
mode, in which the hydrogen atom s of the amine group ‘move’ through the plane of the 
aromatic ring, is described by strongly anharmonic potentials in bo th  the neutral and the 
cationic ground state.
Similarly to  the um brella mode in the NH3 molecule, the spectrum  of the inversion mode 
in the neutral aniline ground state cannot be sim ulated correctly on basis of a vibrational 
model, that is originating from  classical physics principles only. The harm onic approxi­
mation, that is im plem ented in g a u s s i a n ’ 98 , is therefore not well suited to reproduce 
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this m ode in aniline. The energy levels of this inversion m ode exhibit a tunnel splitting 
due to the existing potential energy barrier, which can only be described by a quantum  
m echanical model that is intrinsically accounting 
for the tunnel effect.
Following ref. [74] the tunnel splitting can be 
understood  to  arise from  the doubly degener­
ate energy states E existing in a symmetric dou­
ble well potential w ith an infinite separation. In 
this potential the wavefunctions are mirrored: 
tp\(X) = tpr(-X),  w ith the subscripts referring to 
the left well and the right well, respectively.
Upon decreasing the separation to finite dim en­
sions, the degeneracy will be lifted and in first 
order approxim ation the wavefunctions of the 
thus form ed potential can be constructed from  
the single well wavefunctions: tp± = -v'7(tp]±tpr)/2 
w ith the energy levels shifting like E±=E+AE, 
where E± follow from  Htp± = E±tp±. The con­
struction of symmetric and antisymmetric wavefunctions via this procedure is schem at­
ically depicted in figure 3-2. For aniline in many cases a useful model of the tunnel 
potential is yielded by a harmonic potential perturbed by a Gaussian barrier [103].
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F i g u r e  3- 2, Two equivalent infinitively sep­
arated mirror symmetric potentials form 
a barrier potential when decreasing their 
separation. The originally degenerate en­
ergy levels split into a lower (+) level and 
an upper (-)  level.
Empirical m odel o f  the aniline tunnel potentia l energy  surface
The modeling of harmonic potentials perturbed  with a Gaussian barrier has been dis­
cussed in a paper by Coon, Naugle, and McKenzie in 1966 (ref. [31]). Using this kind of 
potential the Schrödinger equations in m ass-w eighted coordinates X  significantly reads:
(  I  f " , + I  AX2 + A cxpi (.r'.Y'S h )  Y 0, (3-5)
\ 2 ClX L. }
determ ined by the param eters A, A, and a. Planck’s constant is absorbed in these param e­
ters. In essence only two param eters are needed to determ ine the structure of the energy 
spectrum, which can be understood from  the following transform ations.
Defining alternative param eters v0, p, and B like:
, , Bexp( p) v 0 _2 v0(exp(p) -  p  - 1 )  /0 ^
A = v„, A = ----- ——----------- ,  and a  = ----------- —------------ , (3-6)
exp(p) -  p  -  1 2B
and applying a coordinate scaling eq. (3-5) is expressed in  the form:
( ¿ ^ j  + | ^ (g2 + exP (P - g 2 ) ) - ^ j < I , = 0 , (3-7)
with er a dim ensionless constant being determ ined by p and B:
? F?
<r = -----— ----------7 . (3-8)
exp(p) -  p - 1
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In figure 3 -3  the potential energy of eq. (3 -5) is 
displayed, with B, v0, and p related to basic param ­
eters of this potential. The energy level spacing 
is represented by v0. The eigenvalues E = E/v0 of 
eq. (3 -7 ) are expressed as fractions of this spac­
ing, i.e., the energy axis is norm alized to v0, of 
which the value can be empirically derived. The 
barrier height of the potential energy in eq. (3­
7) is represented by B. Consequently, the barrier 
height S  of the potential of eq. (3 -5 ) is related to 
that of eq. (3 -7 ) like 3=Bv0, which is expressed in 
figure 3 -3 . Note that the energy level spacing of the 
harmonic term  in eq. (3 -5) scales w ith v0 / vmt after 
transform ation to eq. (3-7).
Moreover, the minima of the potential energy of 
eq. (3-7) are found at g± = ±vfp, therefore, p is a 
param eter essentially describing the barrier width. 
The curvature of the unperturbed  harm onic oscil-
- 4 - 2  0 2
tunne l coord inate  (a.u.)
Figure 3- 3, The barrier potential from 
eq. (3-5). Characteristic parameters are 
described in terms of the parameters b, 
v0, and p, and show the energy level 
spacing of the unperturbed harmonic os­
cillator: v0, the barrier height: 'B^Bvo, 
and the energy level spacing of the har­
monic approximation in one of the poten­
tial minima: vweu=v„-j2p.
lator, by definition equal to v^, determ ines the energy level spacing of the high energy 
levels of the barrier potential, as if no barrier exists. On the other hand from  figure 3-2, 
if an infinite barrier is assumed, the curvature in the m inim um  of one of the potential 
wells is given by v2,en = 2pv%, thereby determ ining the energetic structure in the wells of 
the barrier potential to zeroth order.
Inversion mode wavefunctions
Applying this model to aniline in the neutral ground state, the values B= .5435, p= .23, 
and v0 = 967.6 cm4 have been determ ined [103] on basis of the three observed transitions 
J] ~-Jo= 40.8 cm4 , Î2 *-Iq= 423.8 cm4 , and h*-lo=  700.1 cm4 , for aniline at room  tem per­
ature. The barrier height of aniline thus yields S= 525.9 cm4 .
With these values substitu ted  in eq. (3-5) the Hamütonian is numerically solved via im ­
plem entation of the Numerov algorithm:
d 2qj(n)
dri2
= (V(n) -  Ej)tp(ri)
>p(n) 4>(n)
(3-9)
<pi+1 =  2<pi -  + ö 2 (Vi -  Ej)<pi
' 5® d 64>(t])\ 
24Ö drf ) i
which is particularly suited to solve iteratively the one dim ensional Schrödinger equation 
accurately up  to sixth order2 . In a loop over index i w ith step size 5, nested  in a loop
2 Obviously, the last, bracketed, term has to be omitted in the implementation.
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over index j  where E-, increases by an am ount of e per increment, stationary states and 
eigenfunctions are yielded for solutions i//E) if the sign of ip changes at infinity with re­
spect to that of the preceding solution </>E .
The norm alized squared wavefunctions, representing the probability to find the hydrogen 
atom s as a function of the norm al coordinate, are p lotted  onto a graph of the inversion 
mode potential which is shown in the lower panel of figure 3-4. The energy eigenval­
ues of the three lowest excited states are well reproduced, when comparing them  to 
the values earlier m entioned for room  tem perature aniline. From this it is concluded 
that the Numerov m ethod is correctly implemented. Additional levels are com puted at 
J4*-/()= 1 084.3 cm4 , Is ~~Iq= 1 506.7 cm4 , an d /6 ~ io =  1 986.7 cm4 .
Neutral aniline-Ar inversion mode
Attachm ent of an argon atom  breaks the m irror symmetry of the tunnel potential. To 
first order this can be described by adding an antisymmetric, continuous, term  to the 
potential in eq. (3-5). Although the distortion of the potential is only small — according 
to ref. [166] the energy difference between the minima of the wells is on the order of a 
few tens of wavenumbers — the effect on the wavefunctions is large.
A simple antisym m etric distortion is yielded by adding a linear function of the tunnel 
coordinate, V' = aX, to eq. (3-5). Following ref. [166] three values of a are chosen such 
that the m inimum of the well at the argon side (‘syn’) of the Van der Waals cluster shifts 
up  by an am ount of 10 cm4 , 20 cm4 , or 30 cm4 , whereas the opposite well (‘anti’) shifts 
down by the same am ounts. Effectively, this distortion shifts the Gaussian barrier along 
the tunnel coordinate. The frequency v0 is unaffected whereas 2? is slightly increasing. 
Also the minima undergo a slight shift along the tunnel coordinate.
First order perturbation  theory, is used  to calculate the perturbations of the wavefunc­
tions and energy levels:
w ith the notations and |v ‘) standing for the i lh order perturbation term  of the n lh en­
ergy level cq. n lh state. Although, resulting from  the antisymmetric distortion, to first 
order perturbation  the energy levels are unaffected, the wavefunctions undergo severe 
changes particularly those corresponding to  the lowest eigenstates.
Using a basis of the seven lowest unperturbed  states, the states are com puted to first 
order perturbation. The results are given in eq. (3-11). In this equation the notation 
used  connects the upper, mid, and lower values at each m atrix element to the respective 
applied linear distortions, yielding an energy shift of ±10 cm4 , ±20 cm4 , and ±30 cm4 , 
evaluated at the minima of the unperturbed  potential energy function. An exact zero is 
used  for those elements vanishing by virtue of symmetry. From this m atrix it is directly 
observed that only the Iv0) and the ]vi > states, i.e., states that are below the potential bar­
rier, are significantly affected by the perturbation, and that the effect grows strongly with 
increasing perturbation. In the upper panels of figure 3-4 the perturbed  wavefunctions 
are plotted.
(3-10)
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inversion coordinate
F i g u r e  3 - 4 , Bottom panel: tunnel potential for bare aniline with the computed energy levels on basis 
of empirical data. The calculated probability distributions |{n |n)P  for the location o f the hydrogen 
atoms are displayed for the lowest six stationary states.
Mid panel: shifting the left well down by 30 cm r', and simultaneously shifting up the right well by 
the same amount, thus simulating clustering with an argon atom on the right side of the potential, 
yields slight differences for the probability distributions in the upper four states. For comparison also 
the unperturbed potential and probability distributions are displayed.
Top panel: addition of an argon atom to the aniline chromophore yields severe changes of the 
probability distribution for states below the barrier. Distributions are shown for well-shifts of &E=0 
(solid), ±10 (dotted), ±20 (dashed), and ±30 cm'1 (solid).
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The hydrogen atom s spend roughly 78% (±10 cm4 ), 94% (±20 cm4 ), and 98% (±30 cm4 ) 
of their time on the ‘an ti’ side of aniline, in the vibrational ground state, whereas in the 
first excited state they are found 77% (93%, 98%) of their time on the ‘syn’ side. For the 
higher excited states the effect to tunneling is m uch less pronounced, however, there still 
is m ore probability to  find the hydrogens on the ‘anti’ side for the even levels, where 
the opposite applies for the odd levels. Apparently, the slight perturbation of the tunnel 
potential yields a dramatic consequence to the tunnel behavior of the hydrogen atoms 
for the energy states present below the potential barrier.
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Transition intensities in the tunnel potential
In order to determ ine the transition intensities the dipole m om ent as a function of the 
tunnel coordinate has to be derived. In a simple model only the angle /? of the dipole 
m om ent with respect to the benzene plane varies as a function of the tunnel coordinate. 
Also, the tunnel coordinate is only varying as a linear function of the angle « of the \H  • 
plane, with the angle H N H kept fixed. Thus, w ith respect to the m utually orthogonal 
!.v, v ,r  i-axcs, the dipole m om ent is expressed like:
'cos(j6(X))'' *c o s ( a ( X ) k l ) s'
V = l/il sin(j6(X)) ~ sin (a(X)kl ) . (3-12)I 0 ) \  0 )
With the r-ax is being defined in agreem ent with table 3.1, the x -  and y -axes are cho­
sen parallel and perpendicular to the benzene plane, respectively. In the argum ents of 
the cosine and sine k and I represent a proportionality constant and the (fixed) N H 
bond length, respectively. With «, p, and I calculated via a geometry optim ization with 
g a u s s i a n ’98 using the B3 LYP functional and the D95(d,p) basis set, it is yielded that 
«= 33.4°, p= 22.5°, and 1 = .99A in the optim ized geometry. The proportionality constant 
then reads k= .68A4 .
76
T a b l e  3 .3, Values for the intensities of overtone transitions computed with the empirical tunnel po­
tential for neutral aniline. Values for aniline-Ar are simulated by adding a small anti-symmetric 
distortion.
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transition: intensity An ±10  cm 1 ±20 cm 1 ±30 cm'
h —Io : Kvi l/u|vo)P 34.6 13.2 1.63 .03
I2 - I 0 : ](V2]lJ]Vo)]2 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
h - I o  ■ \{V'i\lJ\Vo)\2 1.62 .81 .26 .11
/W o  : I (l'4 l/j|l'o> P .07 .08 .04 .03
/.W o : 1 (l'5 |/u|l'o> P .01 .01 .00 .00
The relative intensities expected from  the G aussian-perturbed-harm onic model can now 
be calculated via eq. (1-34) and yield for bare aniline and the aniline-Ar Van der Waals 
cluster the values given in  table 3.3. As a consequence of the strongly perturbed wave- 
functions, yielding alternating ‘an ti’ and ‘syn’ preference for the hydrogens in the even 
and odd states, respectively, transitions from  the ground state to odd states are sup­
pressed, w ith respect to those to even states. In particular, it is indicated that the ex­
pected intensities of the h  *-/o and the I3 ~-Io transitions, relative to the h  *-/o transitions
In the aniline cation the potential 
along the tunnel coordinate is as­
sum ed to be barrierless, implying a 
planar geometry. Although not so 
extensively studied as the inversion 
m ode of neutral aniline, the cationic 
potential follows an approximately 
quartic function of the inversion co­
ordinate [166]. This dependence is 
also yielded via a potential energy 
scan using d f t  at the B3LYP level 
w ith the application g a u s s i a n ’ 9 8  : 
use of a sole quartic term  provides 
good fit of the potential energy sur­
face yielded by the g a u s s i a n ’ 9 8  
scan. Also for this potential the har­
monic approxim ation cannot be ap­
plied (see for instance the footnote(s) on page 25), therefore the Numerov algorithm is 
used  to calculate the energy levels for this particular potential. Because only one degree 
of freedom is involved the relative positions of these levels are fixed, and can be scaled 
to an experimentally observed transition. The relative energy levels are plo tted  in a fig­
ure of this potential in figure 3-5. Although the inversion mode in the aniline cation is 
observed [168,198] at h  *-/o- 656 — 658 cm4 previously, the value of 652 cm4 used  in 
the figure is that found in the cluster dissociation spectrum  recorded and presented in 
one of the next paragraphs.
drastically fade w ith decreasing tunnel probability. 
The aniline-(Ar) inversion mode in the cation
inversion coord inate
F i g u r e  3- 5, Probability distributions for the location of 
hydrogen atoms found for the aniline cation. A quartic 
potential is used to model the inversion potential. The 
wavenumber axis is scaled to the (n = 1 )«- (n = 0) transi­
tion observed in the cluster dissociation experiments. At­
tachment of an argon atom yields negligible effects on the 
potential and the probability distributions.
To study this potential in the aniline-Ar cation a similar distortion as in  the neutral 
Van der Waals cluster is assumed. For this quartic potential only m inor effects are pro­
duced by adding a small antisymmetric distortion. It is therefore expected that, in con­
trast to the neutral aniline-Ar tunnel m ode transitions, those of the aniline-Ar cation 
resemble that of the bare aniline cation m uch better. The intensities of the two low­
est transitions, calculated using the expression of the dipole m om ent of eq. (3-12), are 
tabulated in table 3.4.
T a b le  3 .4 , Values for the intensities of overtone transitions computed using a quartic ‘tunnel’ poten­
tial for cationic aniline.
transition: intensity An+(-Ar) 
h - I o  : Kvil/ulvo)!2 1.00 
h - I o -  .03
3-1-4 Photon induced cluster dissociation  i r  spectra o f the aniline-Ar Van 
der Waals cluster and its cation
Neutral aniline
In the upper part of figure 3-6 the m easured i r  absorption spectrum  of jet-cooled a n i l i n e  
Ar as recorded via the left scheme depicted in figure 2-9 on page 48 is shown. The spec­
trum  is originally m easured in depletion, bu t is transform ed into an absorption spectrum  
to allow a direct com parison w ith the calculated i r  absorption spectrum, shown in the 
lower part of figure 3-6. In the experiment, care is taken to avoid saturation of the i r  
depletion signal. In addition, it has been verified on the strongest transitions that the ab­
sorption intensity scales linearly w ith the I R -Ia s e r  intensity, and therefore it is concluded 
that i r  m ulti-photon excitation an d /o r sequential i r  single-photon absorption is not im ­
portan t under the present experimental conditions. The spectrum  recorded is corrected 
for variations in the i r  fluence over the scan-range. The spectrum  is also corrected for 
slow fluctuations in the aniline-Ar content in the beam  as well as for slow changes in 
the u v  laser induced ionization efficiency during the recording of the spectrum  by ref­
erencing the baseline of the spectrum  to the aniline-Ar ion signal intensity as m easured 
in alternating shots, while the i r  laser is off. The observed w idths of the lines in the 
spectrum  are almost exclusively due to the linewidth of f e l i x .
For comparison, also i r - u v  double resonance experim ents on the bare aniline molecule 
have been conducted, in that case detecting the depletion of the vibrational ground 
state population of aniline via one-color ( 1 + 1 ) - r e m p i  at the electronic origin (around 
34 029 cm4 , [95]) after m -laser induced population transfer to vibrationally excited lev­
els. Similar spectra to the one shown in figure 3-6 were obtained this way. A complication 
that arises here is that the u v  laser wül also be sensitive to  vibrationally excited levels, 
if f e l i x  induced ‘hot band transitions’ coincide w ith the electronic origin, thus, making 
the double resonance signals observed harder to in terpret unambiguously. In addition, 
the maximum attainable depth  of the depletion signal in the bare aniline molecule prac­
tically never reaches the maximum attainable depth  of 100% as in the cluster, leading 
to an inferior s n r  in the spectrum. Consequently, the depletion m ethod of the Van der
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500 1000 1500
wavenumber (cm-1)
F i g u r e  3- 6, Aniline-Ar spectrum observed compared to the calculated spectrum of aniline. The peaks 
marked are attributed to the inversion mode transitions and not well reproduced by the calculations.
All other peaks are readily assigned.
Waals cluster, often referred to as the ‘m essenger m ethod’, also appears to  be the su­
perior m ethod to retrieve inform ation on the i r  spectrum  of the bare neutral jet-cooled 
aniline molecule. Obviously, the ‘m atrix-shift’, due to  the presence of the single argon 
atom, m ust be in terpreted  carefully, in order to extract accurate vibrational frequencies 
for the bare molecule from  the spectra of the cluster. A lthough shifts observed are gen­
erally lim ited to  a fraction of a percent of the corresponding wavenumber [166,181,198], 
significant effects have been reported  for specific low-frequency out-of-p lane vibrational 
m odes in the Si state of aniline [32]. In addition, specific Van der Waals m odes might com­
bine with i r  active m odes of the aniline molecule, leading to Van der Waals side-bands in 
the i r  spectrum  of the cluster, which, of course, are not present in  the i r  spectrum  of the 
bare species.
In the lower part of figure 3-6 the calculated ir  absorption spectrum of neutral aniline is 
shown. The spectrum is computed using d f t  at the B3LYP level with the D95(d,p) basis 
set as implemented in gau ssia n '98 . Additional spectra are computed with the 4- 31G,
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6- 3 1G, 6- 3 1G*, and 6- 3 1G" basis sets, which are presented in section 3-4. No scaling of the 
calculated frequencies is applied. With the standard 6- 3 1G* and 6- 3 1G" basis sets, only 
slightly higher vibrational frequencies are obtained than for the D95(d,p) set, however, 
use of either the 4 - 3 1G or the 6- 3 1G basis set yields significant spectral differences, in 
particular for frequency and intensity of the mode corresponding to the inversion mode. 
The calculated stick spectra are convoluted w ith a Gaussian line-shape 5 cm4 (fwhm).
As frequencies and intensities are calculated in  the harmonic approximation, the inver­
sion m ode of aniline as well as the possible occurrence of overtones of this inversion 
m ode in the ir  absorption spectrum  will obviously not be reproduced correctly by the 
calculations. This is particularly misleading as it involves the strongest line at 603 cm4 
in the calculated spectrum, which, for that reason, has been broken and is m arked by 
an arrow in the spectrum  viewed. This calculated frequency actually corresponds to the 
curvature evaluated at the m inim um  of one half of the inversion m ode potential. The 
m odel w ith Gaussian barrier yields this value v = v0^ 2 p= 656 cm4 , for values of p = .23 
and v0 = 967.6 cm4 . Experimentally, it is known [103] that the lowest energy levels for 
the inversion mode of bare aniline in the S0 state are at 41, 424 and 700 cm4 . The strong 
ir  absorption-line that is found at 423 cm4 in the observed absorption spectrum  can 
therefore be safely assigned to the transition from the ground state level to the lower 
com ponent of the tunnel-split v = l + level of the inversion mode. On the high frequency 
side of this mode a Van der Waals side-band is visible. With a wavenumber difference of 
15 cm4 this Van der Waals mode likely corresponds to  the symmetric (long-axis) bending 
mode of the cluster [134].
Apart from  this mode, the only significant discrepancy between the observed and cal­
culated IR spectrum  is a relatively strong band observed in the experimental spectrum  
at 1 084 cm4 which is not present in the calculations. Nevertheless, in the double-well 
potential model from  the previous sections, the transition subsequent to the 700 cm4 
overtone is calculated at 1 084.4 cm4 . A lthough an intense band at this wavenumber has 
been reported  previously [49] in the spectrum  of warm aniline vapor, it was not recog­
nized as an inversion mode overtone band. The resonance at 1 084 cm4 in the spectrum  
of jet-cooled  aniline-Ar is assigned to this overtone transition on basis of the com puted 
energy levels. Note that the com puted value is corresponding to this overtone in bare ani­
line at room  tem perature. The close correspondence w ith the observed band position for 
jet-cooled aniline-Ar, m ust be in terpreted  as partly accidental. The intensity observed 
for this transition is m uch larger than expected from  the com puted results viewed in 
table 3.3. Also the absence of the 700 cm4 overtone is not completely understood  from 
the calculations. Adding an argon atom  should suppress this transition bu t it is not ex­
pected to vanish completely. Recent observations of the aniline-Ar;. system  in the (1|1) 
configuration, i.e., an argon atom  at each side of the aromatic ring, thus restoring the 
symmetry of bare aniline, shows that also for that system  large intensities for (v+ 2 ) ~ v  
overtones are yielded [160]. An explanation m ight be given by the very poor approxim a­
tion of the distortion of the inversion mode in  the calculations. It should be noted  that 
the distortion applied only gives a qualitative picture of changes in the wave-functions 
and potential. For instance, the observed line-shifts between bare aniline transitions and 
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T a b l e  3 .5, Observed and calculated wavenumbers (vVib) for neutral aniline(-Ar) in cufK Computed 
integrated cross-sections (int) are given in km/moL Except from the I3 +-I0 inversion mode overtone,
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only m i  modes with a corresponding mode in the gas-phase spectrum are presented.
a n i l i n e  n e u t r a l
calculated observed
cluster diss. Ar~MTa
aniline aniline-Ar aniline
Cs Vvib int. Vyib Vvib
A' 220 6.5
A" 280 20.7
A" 379 .3
A" 414 .3
A' 503 76.1 499
A' 529 4.1
A' 603 269.3 '~424
A" 625 .4
A' *3 700 2.1 ....1 700.0
a' 701 29.9 688 688.4 I 690.3
752.4
754.5 
754.8
a' 761 83.1 755 755.4 
755.7
756.4
757.4
a" 822 .0
a' 824 3.5 822 821.8 I 822.3
a' 878 9.4 867 874.7 I 877.1
A" 959 .0
A' 977 .3
A' 998 .7
a' 1 041 5.2
A" 1 062 4.0
A' *4 1 084 . 1 ....0 *4 1 084 [ 1 080.0 1 084.6
a" 1 128 6.2
a" 1 172 2.0
a' 1 191 9.0
f 1 280.5 1 281.2
A' 1 300 54.8
1
1 281.5 
1 282.3 
1 283.0 
1 283.8
A" 1 354 .0
a" 1 365 8.3 1 315
A" 1 494 1.7
r 1 502.8
A' 1 524 66.7 1 496 1 503.4 
1 504.6
A" 1 631 6.7
A' 1 646 7.0
1 617.6
a' 1 665 169.4 1 610 | 1 619.6 1 621.0 
1 623.7
a' 3 174 14.6
a" 3 175 2.2
a' 3 190 4.8
a" 3 196 35.1
a' 3 213 12.2
a' 3 581 18.4
a" 3 689 12.8
a: Ref. [53].
*n: Aniline tunnel mode i n —lo overtone. Computed values for n  = l are yielded with d f t  calculations in g a u s s ia n ’98 using
the semi-empirical b s ly p  functional, whereas values computed for higher n are yielded using the Numerov algorithm in the 
empirical Gaussian perturbed harmonic potential as described earlier in this section.
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those in the Van der Waals cluster via eq. (3-10) imply that the symmetric term s in the 
distortion are not negligible as was assumed. Besides that, the anharmonicity of the tu n ­
nelpotential may lead to significant coupling of the inversion mode with other vibrational 
modes of aniline which m ight be observed via enhanced intensities of overtone transi­
tions of the aniline tunnel mode. In fact this mode is not a norm al mode anymore, i.e., 
it is not intrinsically decoupled from other vibrational m odes as is the case for modes 
in the harmonic approximation. The only drawable conclusion from the data observed is 
that the model of the inversion mode potential applied here is far from  ideal.
All other m odes in the experimental spectrum  have a clear correspondence to m odes in 
the calculated spectrum, bo th  in frequency and in relative intensity, and even the rel­
atively weak lines, in particular in the 1 000 — 1 200 cm-1 region, can be tentatively 
assigned to the corresponding features in the calculated spectrum. It appears that the 
calculated frequencies are on the average approximately up to 3% too high. In table 3.5 
a complete list of all the calculated frequencies of the norm al m odes of neutral aniline 
is given together with their character and their calculated i r  absorption intensity. Also 
the relevant overtones as calculated in the Gaussian perturbed harmonic oscillator po­
tential are listed. The assignm ent of the lines observed for aniline-Ar to the calculated 
modes is also indicated in this table. The accuracy of the experimentally determ ined 
frequencies is around 0.3% of these frequencies. In this table com parison is made with m i  
spectroscopic data [53] recorded by Gee et 
a l The classification of the aniline m odes ac­
cording to the convention commonly used for 
benzene-derivatives [188] has been omitted.
From a visual inspection of the eigenmodes u s­
ing a com puter anim ation it appears that for 
a substantial fraction of the m odes such an 
assignm ent is not unambiguous, probably the 
reason for the widely varying assignm ents that 
appear throughout the literature.
The aniline Ar-Mi experiments on aniline [53] 
yielded the spectrum  for neutral aniline as 
viewed in figure 3-7. The s n r  and spectral resolution obtained in the m i experiment 
are m uch better than those obtained in the cluster-dissociation experim ent applied to 
jet-cooled neutral aniline-Ar. However, some of the lim itations of m i spectroscopy are 
also indicated: parts of the spectrum  are lost due to absorption bands of the optics used 
in the m i experimental setup. Furthermore, a gradually increasing baseline is yielded, in­
dicating losses of i r  light, which is attributed  to scattering of photons by the Ar-matrix. 
Also spectral features of im purities are observed. Bands indicated with # are of CO2 and 
H2O. The features with decreased absorbance in the >1 500 cm-1 region are attributed  to 
atm ospheric water vapor. The relative intensities of aniline bands observed in the cluster 
dissociation experiment are in agreement with those observed in m i experiment. Also 
the band positions in bo th  experiments are in very close correspondence. Even the band 
position of the inversion mode overtone, observed at 1 084.6 cm-1 in the m i experiment
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wavenumber cm'1
F ig u r e  3- 7, Matrix-isolation spectrum of neu­
tral aniline in argon as recorded by Gee et al., 
and published in ref. [53].
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is reproduced well, though, in the m atrix this band is observed with less relative intensity. 
This change in intensity could indicate a slight difference between the tunnel potential 
in the gas-phase Van der Waals cluster and that in the matrix, and m ight be explained
by similar argum ents as was done for the 
large intensities of the overtone transitions ob­
served for gas phase aniline.
Particularly, m atrix-interaction is dem on­
strated in figure 3-8, showing bandsplitting 
observed in the Mi-experiment, which can be 
attributed to aniline molecules in m atrix sites 
of different symmetry, or to differently ori­
ented molecules in equivalent m atrix sites. 
The effects, however, rem ain limited to a few 
wavenumbers, indicating that the effects of 
m atrix-interaction to the vibrational transi­
tions in aniline are very little.
I 695 760 768 780 1278 12831288 1488 15031508 1615 16201825 3485 3500 3506
wavenumber cm
F ig u r e  3- 8, Line splitting due to matrix inter­
action for neutral aniline as recorded by Gee 
et al. and published in ref [53].
Aniline cation
In the upper part of figure 3-9 the observed ir  absorption spectrum  of the aniline-Ar 
cation as recorded via the right scheme depicted in figure 2-9 is shown. Even though 
there are only on the order of 10 — 100 aniline-Ar ions produced per u v  laser pulse, 
the background-free detection scheme that is used enables a spectrum  to be recorded 
for the ion with a sn r  that is substantially better than that for the corresponding neutral 
cluster. The three strong lines in the 600 — 800 cm-1 region all have a weak Van der 
Waals side-band, approximately 12 cm-1 higher in energy, assigned to one of the bending 
m odes of the cluster [181,198]. In no case a side-band at lower frequency is observed, 
thus explicitly dem onstrating that the Van der Waals cations are laser-prepared in their 
vibrational ground states. In the lower part of figure 3-9 the calculated ir  absorption 
spectrum  of the bare aniline ion is shown. The ionic inversion mode, indicated with an 
arrow, is still not well described by a harmonic potential, and is therefore not accurately 
reproduced in the calculations. This particular mode is calculated at 608 c m 1, and is 
again broken in intensity in the spectrum  displayed. The inversion mode in the aniline 
cation is observed [168,198] at 656 — 658 c m 1, and is found approximately 5 cm-1 lower 
in the aniline-Ar cation [181]. Thus the observed peak at 652 cm-1 is identified with the 
h - J 0 transition in the cluster ion. All the other observed peaks up to 1 200 cm-1 can be 
readily identified with lines in the calculated spectrum. At higher frequencies the experi­
m ental spectrum  suffers from a significantly lower m -laser intensity in combination with 
an increased spectral bandw idth of the iR-laser. It appears that the strongest lines in 
the calculated spectrum  in this spectral region can still be identified in the spectrum  ob­
served, however, not unambiguously. Either the integrated cross-sections do not m atch 
as nicely as they do in the lower frequency part of the spectrum, or, the strong line ap­
pearing at 1 671 cm-1 in the calculations is still outside the wavenumber range observed, 
and the structure at 1 583 is due to a combination of the inversion mode or the 622 cm-1
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Figure 3-9, Cluster dissociation spectrum of the aniline-Ar cation compared to that calculated for 
the bare aniline cation. Again, if disregarding the marked peaks attributed to the inversion mode, 
band assigments are clearly made.
mode w ith one of the m odes apparent in the 900 cm4 region. An argum ent for both  
ideas m ight be that the strong mode, com puted at 1 671 cm4 , is representing the \H  • 
scissor mode, which might be coupled to the strongly anharmonic inversion mode, and 
therefore, also might not be well indicated in the calculations. Unfortunately, the range 
directly above 1 700 cm4 is not covered w ith f e l i x  operating in the 1 GHz mode, which 
is a necessary condition in  order to conduct linear i r  spectroscopy. Therefore, it has not 
been checked if more bands are present in the high wavenumber range.
The observed strong line at 1 317 cm4 is not reproduced in  the calculations, and is, 
in analogy to the spectrum  of neutral aniline-Ar, assigned to the I, <-10 overtone tran ­
sition; the overtone of the inversion mode in the aniline ion has [168,198] been re­
ported  at 1 323 — 1 325 cm4 , and is found approximately 10 cm4 lower in the aniline 
Ar cation [181]. Also in the case of cationic aniline the intensity for this overtone is 
m uch different, and larger, than expected from  the calculations for the quartic potential 
as viewed in  table 3.4. The reason for this is not understood  bu t might well be the same 
as in the case of neutral aniline.
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T a b l e  3 .6, Observed and calculated wavenumbers (v^b) for cationic aniline(-Ar) in cnr'. Computed 
integrated cross-sections (int.) are given in km/mol.
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*n: Aniline tunnel mode I n - f a  overtone. Computed values for n  = l are yielded with d f t  calculations in g a u s s ia n ’98 using 
the semi-empirical b s ly p  functional, whereas values computed for higher n are yielded using the Numerov algorithm in the 
empirical quartic potential as described earlier in this section.
—: Dipole forbidden ir transition.
*: 622 cm”1 overtone {tentative).
**: 622 652 cm”1 combination band {tentative).
Not unambiguously.
The two weak features at 1 230 cm4 and 1 270 cm4 have no counterparts in the cal­
culated spectrum  either, and might be due to  the overtone of the mode observed at 
622 cm4 and the combination of this mode w ith the anharm onic inversion mode, respec­
tively. A complete list of the calculated frequencies of the m odes of the aniline cation 
is given in table 3.6, together w ith their symmetry assignm ent and calculated integrated 
absorption cross-section. The assignm ent of the observed lines for the cluster cation is 
also indicated.
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In recently conducted m i experiments, presented in ref. [ 5 3 ] ,  neutral aniline was deposited 
in an argon matrix, together with the electron scavenger SF6, and subsequently irradiated 
with a KrF excimer laser. Without the additional SF6 molecule the electron-ion recom bi­
nation rate was too high to observe cation formation. There was no direct observation of
cation bands possible, not even with the pres­
ence of this molecule. Evidence for cation 
form ation was found only after correction for 
the neutral i r  spectrum  recorded before irra­
diation with the u v  laser, and com parison of 
the spectral features observed with the gas­
phase data. The m i results are presented in 
figure 3-10. Obviously, the background free 
detection m ethod applied in the cluster dis­
sociation experiment yields a m uch higher 
s n r .  Even a strong mode, like the inver­
sion mode, is observed with a low s n r  in the 
m i experim ent3 . The species selective detec­
tion scheme in the dissociation experiment, on
Aniline/SFg/Ar before KrF irradiation :
Anillne/SFj/Ar after 10mn KrF irradiation :
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F ig u r e  3- 10 , Matrix isolation spectra of ani­
line cations as recorded by Gee et al. and pub­
lished in ref [53]. Ionic transitions are found 
via the difference of spectra recorded before 
and after uv irradiation.
the contrary, allows for a proper assignment of modes to cationic aniline bands. This 
way, the gas-phase cluster dissociation experiment provides good reference data for mi 
studies on cationic species.
In the inset of figure 3-9 it is shown that even at rather low frequencies clear resonances 
are observed, in particular at 442 cnr1 and at 386 c m 1. For both of these resonances 
as well as for the strong resonance at 622 cnr1 the fraction of iR-laser induced disso­
ciation products is measured as a function of m-laser intensity, the results of which 
are shown in figure 3-11. If absorption of a single ir  photon leads to the appear­
ance of aniline ion dissociation products, the aniline-Ar ion dissociated fraction will, 
in accordance with eq. (2-29), have a (l-exp (-cr(iW )) dependence on the IR-laser inten­
sity. In particular, for low values of the fraction dissociated this fraction will depend 
linearly on the IR-laser intensity, whereas, for sequential single photon processes this 
will be a higher than linear dependence. From the measured curves of fractional dissoci­
ation, shown in figure 3-11, it is concluded that the vibrational levels at 622 cnr1 and at 
442 cnr1 are located above the dissociation energy of the ionic aniline-Ar cluster, whereas 
the level at 386 cnr1 is located below this energy.
Thus it is concluded that the dissociation energy D0 of the neutral aniline-Ar Van 
der Waals cluster is considerably lower than the previously reported values of around 
400 c n r1, concluded [118] from experiments bracketing the dissociation energy in the Si 
state of aniline between 442 c n r1 and 460 c n r1. Using an empirical value of (-113±2) c n r1 
for the shift of the ionization potential of aniline upon clustering with an argon atom, 
which is in good agreement with values reported by others [40,181,198], the bracketing 
of the dissociation energy in the Van der Waals cation between 386 c n r1 and 442 c n r1 
implies D0 for the neutral aniline-Ar Van der Waals cluster to be larger than 273 c n r1, 
still, below 329 c n r1. Although this upper value is rather low relative to other reports
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F i g u r e  3- 1 1 , The dissociated fraction of aniline-Ar cations recorded as a function o f relative i r  power 
for the modes found at 386 (i), 442 (i), and 622 cm r ' (}), respectively. Both linear (—) and squared 
(--) fits are displayed. The 386 cmr' mode cannot be fitted with a linear curve. The 446 cmr' 
mode yields no significant difference between the linear and the squared fit, however the four high 
power datapoints suggest a linear dependence, rather than a squared dependence. The dependence 
recorded for the 622 cm~' mode either shows a linear or less than linear correlation.
as well as to m odel calculations [134], it is im portant to note that all of these exper­
im ental upper and lower values for D0 have been obtained via m onitoring the vibra­
tional pre-dissociation in  the Si state of the cluster. If the timescale for vibrational 
pre-dissociation in  this electronically excited state is substantially longer than the ra­
diative lifetime of this state, which is around 7 ns [166], vibrational pre-dissociation will 
not be noticed. Recent experim ents conducted by Satink et al. have yielded dissociation 
lifetimes of several hundreds of nanoseconds for the neutral cluster [160]. Thus, in  the 
dissociation scheme employed, the vibrational pre-dissociation is allowed to occur on a 
timescale that is two to three orders of m agnitude larger, and it is therefore not unex­
pected that a more stringent upper limit for the dissociation limit is found.
Note further that a similar situation exists for the benzene-A r cluster, where sophisti­
cated experimental m easurem ents point to an upper limit for D0 of 340 cm4 , signifi­
cantly lower than theoretical results, and where it is rem arked that 'as a general trend all 
theoretical results are larger than the experimental upper limits' [102]. 
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3-2 Naphthalene
In this section the i r  spectrum  of the naphthalene-A r Van der Waals cluster cation is 
presented. The spectrum  is obtained via the photo-induced cluster dissociation method 
following the relevant scheme presented in figure 2-9 on page 48. Comparison is made 
with m i spectra as obtained by Hudgins et al., and with the photo-fragm entation spectrum  
as obtained by Oomens et al., earlier reported in ref. [78] and ref. [124], respectively. 
Furthermore, com parison with spectra com puted using d f t  at the B3LYP level is made. 
The major results discussed in this section were published earlier in ref. [140].
3-2-1 Introduction
Naphthalene (CioHs) is the smallest of the 
six-membered m ulti-ring p a h s . Its structure 
is given by two aromatic hexagonal rings a t­
tached to each other. Naphthalene exhibits a 
flat geometry, like is shown infigure 3-12.
The Si -  So vibrationless transition is used 
for excitation of the neutral naphthalene-A r 
Van der Waals cluster, which is located at a 
photon-energy of 32 006 c n r 1 in the cluster 
[185,189]. In the bare molecule this transition 
is blue-shifted by an am ount of -15  cm-1.
Ionization of the cluster is induced via sub­
sequent absorption of uv  light at a pho­
ton energy of 33 601 cm 4 [189] (observed at 
33 594 c n r 1 in ref. [185]), yielding ionization 
barely above the cluster’s ionization threshold.
The ionization threshold of the bare molecule 
is blue-shifted by an am ount of 85 c n r1, with respect to the electronic ground state.
The excitation cross-section is very small, nevertheless, the vibrationless Si -  So transi­
tion is a dipole allowed transition CBau“ 1-^)- Other transitions in the Si — S0 vibronic 
spectrum, for instance the 8,1, transition at SiOij+436 c n r1, that are dipole forbidden, 
show up with large intensities [27,172], This odd behavior is addressed by Herzberg and 
Teller [73], and more recently via an alternative mechanism by Orlandi and Siebrand [128]. 
As a consequence of a nearby lying triplet state the Born-Oppenheimer approxim ation is 
no longer valid. Vibronic coupling with this triplet state yields the increased lifetime 
of the Si state. Lifetimes ranging from 800 through 1 000 ns have been reported [16] 
for different Si vibronic levels via fluorescence spectroscopy under jet-cooled conditions. 
Ionization delay scans in which the delay between the ionization and excitation u v  pulses 
is scanned to nano-second precision yield traces as shown in figure 3-13. In these r e m p i  
experim ents the tem poral w idths of the u v  laser pulses are on the order of Atuv~7 ns.
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F ig u r e  3 - 12 . Artist's impression o f the 
naphthalene-Ar Van der Waals cluster in its 
neutral or its cationic vibronic ground state. 
The argon atom is positioned roughly 3.4 ,4 
above the aromatic rings in which the C—C 
bondlengths are roughly 1.4 ,4.
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The time delay between the excitation and ion­
ization pulse is controlled by a DG535 delay­
generator (Stanford Research Systems). If using 
two separately pum ped dye lasers such scans are 
done prior to the cluster dissociation experim ents 
to find the optim um  in tem poral overlap for the 
gas pulse and the two u v  pulses.
At first sight, the lifetime of bare naphthalene in 
its first electronically excited singlet state, seems 
to be around t ~ 2 5 0  ns, which is a substantially 
lower value than  the previously m entioned range. 
However, this is very likely a m isinterpretation of 
the ion yield curves. The lower values for the 
lifetimes probably result from  walk off of excited 
molecules from  the ionization region. With a ve­
locity of around - 7 0 0  m /s the gas pulse travels 
approximately - . 7  m m  in a m icrosecond delay. 
The diam eters of the u v  laser beam s are tightened 
to around - .5  mm, thus, the spatial overlap of 
the ionization laser w ith the excited naphthalene 
is lost for excitation-ionization delays of (sub)- 
microsecond timescales. Therefore, the curves 
for bare naphthalene as shown in figure 3-13 
should not be in terpreted  as lifetime curves for 
naphthalene. They indicate however that the life­
time of the Si state of bare naphthalene is longer 
than the indicated decay time.
In the cluster the lifetime is reduced by at least 
a decade, as displayed in figure 3-13. For this 
molecular system  the gas pulse walk off from 
the laser interaction region is negligible. No 
deconvolution of the u v  laser pulses has been 
applied, which explains the rising edge of the 
curves which is around -1 0  ns width. Reasons 
for the decreased lifetime could be a different po­
sition for the triplet state in the cluster, and /o r 
the increased density of states due to the p res­
ence of low frequency Van der Waals modes, 
inducing a stronger coupling to the S0 state. How­
ever the Si state of this system  has not been stud­
ied more thoroughly in these preliminary experi­
ments.
In accordance with ref. [16], no significant differ-
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F i g u r e  3- 13 , Ion yields recorded for the 
S, state of naphthalene and for that of 
naphthalene-Ar while scanning the tem­
poral delay between excitation and ion­
ization laser pulse. The curves indicate 
that the lifetime for the bare molecule in 
the Si state is much longer than that for 
the cluster in the corresponding state. No 
differences are found for the lifetimes of 
the S, ground vibrational state and the S, 
436 cm-1 excited state, in both the bare 
molecule and the Van der Waals cluster.
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ences are observed between the excited state lifetimes obtained via the vibrationless 
S i(0 )-S 0(0) transition or via the vibronic transition Si(436)-S0(0) to the 436 cm4 mode 
in the Si state, both for the cluster as well as for the bare molecule.
The relatively long lived first electronically excited state suggests for an i r - u v - r e m p i  
experim ent applied to bare neutral naphthalene, similar to the one described in section
2- 1 0 , however, applied from  the Si state instead of the ground state, and with the strongly 
ionizing output of the excimer laser replaced by the gently ionizing dye laser output. In 
this case the i r  spectrum  as seen from  the interm ediate electronically excited state would 
be recorded. An attem pt to exploit the i r - u v - r e m p i  scheme for this particular situation 
yielded no practical results. This is probably caused by the small am ount of excited neu­
trals, due to the small cross-section for the transition to the Si state, in combination 
with small cross-sections for the u v  transition to the ionic states. The t~ 2 5 0  ns lifetime 
which is available for absorption of i r  photons then is still too short.
The first electronically excited state in the ion has been observed via photo-electron spec­
troscopy [163] and is at roughly ~6 000 cm4 above the ionic ground state. Both the 
excitation and the ionization wavenumbers are easily generated w ith high fluences, for 
instance with use of the DCM and Rhodamine B dyes in com bination with k d p  crystals, 
respectively.
A disadvantage of the excitation energy being lower than the ionization energy is that 
if ionizing from the Si state, also ionization of ground state neutrals via vibrationally 
excited states of the Si state, following the one-color rempi scheme, may occur. The 
warm ionized clusters thus produced will rapidly dissociate and cause a background sig­
nal on the bare naphthalene TOF-channel on the oscilloscope. With a difference of only 
~ 1  600 cm4 between excitation and ionization wavenumber serious work has to be done 
to avoid one-color rempi signal via the strong vibronic combination bands appearing be­
tween 1 582 through 1 635 cm4 in the Si state [27],
Another problem  arising from  the excitation and ionization wavenumber being almost 
equal is the co-alignm ent of the uv  beam s in the experimental setup. The lack of a 
‘standard’ m irror or plate with sim ultaneous sufficient reflectivity for one and sufficient 
transm ittance for the other u v  color asks for either applying an expensive narrow -band 
di-electric coated mirror, or using an alternative alignment m ethod. For the experim ents 
w ith naphthalene the latter option has been chosen. The two u v  beam s are aligned with 
a very small angle between both  beams, and coupled into the setup w ith use of a single 
broad-band  di-electric coated mirror. Both beam s overlap at the center of the TOF-unit. 
Naphthalene exhibits a room  tem perature vapor pressure which is too low to generate 
enough Van der Waals clusters in  an argon beam. Therefore, the pulsed valve is addition­
ally heated to a tem perature of 50 °C. In the subsequent jet-expansion, the next problem 
shows up: not only naphthalene-A r Van der Waals clusters are produced, bu t also a lot of 
(naphthalene)n clusters form in the molecular beam. These clusters might have their ion­
ization thresholds lower than the naphthalene-A r cluster and be (non-)resonantly ionized 
by the excitation and ionization laser pulses. As a consequence of the orthogonal Wiley- 
McLaren tof setup, where the velocity com ponent of the ions along the molecular beam
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T a b l e  3 .7, The symmetry of neutral and that of cationic naphthalene in their vibronic ground states 
are represented by the group D2h, of which the characterization o f the irreps and that of relevant 
reducible representations are presented.
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D2h Ag Big Bz B3 g Au - ^ l u B2 u B3 u rD P R j r r rR rv
E 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 54 18 3 3 3 48
c 2x 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 0 0 - 1 - 1 - 1 2
c 2v 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 - 1 - 2 2 - 1 - 1 - 1 0
c 2, 1 - 1 - 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 1 0 0 - 1 - 1 - 1 2
I 1 1 1 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 0 0 - 3 - 3 3 0
IC2x 1 - 1 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 - 1 2
i c 2v 1 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 0 0 1 1 - 1 0
IC2, 1 - 1 - 1 1 - 1 1 1 - 1 18 18 1 1 - 1 18
axis is neutralized by an electric field4 , particularly adjusted  for the naphthalene(-Ar) 
cation, these heavy m ass clusters do not arrive at the Mcp-detector, if ionized. Due to 
the i r  laser pulse also dissociation of these ‘dark clusters’ may occur, while scanning this 
laser. Thus yielding bare naphthalene cations that are detected at the naphthalene t o f  
on the oscilloscope which might confuse the original naphthalene-A r cation spectrum. 
Recording the naphthalene-A r t o f  thus becomes im portant for this reason also. Only 
signals observed at the bare naphthalene t o f  that correspond to an equal decrease ob­
served at the naphthalene-A r t o f  belong to the spectrum  of cationic naphthalene.
It is observed that form ation of dark clusters strongly depends on the heating tem per­
ature of the pulsed valve, which is set to the 50 °C earlier mentioned, mainly for this 
reason. At this tem perature still enough naphthalene-A r clusters are formed, whereas as 
good as negligible signal is yielded for dark clusters. A ttem pts to reduce the fraction of 
(naphthalene)n clusters in the molecular beam  by increasing the argon stagnation p res­
sure, thus reducing the fraction of naphthalene in the naphthalene argon mixture, yielded 
no positive effect due to degradation of the molecular beam.
This sum m ary of physical properties show naphthalene to be a m uch more challenging 
molecule to apply the photo-induced cluster dissociation experim ent to than  aniline.
3-2-2 The naphthalene i r  spectrum  
Naphthalene neutral and cation
The naphthalene ground state geometry is described by the point group D2h in bo th  the 
neutral and the ionized ground state. The displacem ent representation for naphthalene 
is, for this point group, decom posed into:
utrDu = rT © rR © rv = (b1u © b 2u © b 3u)t  © (Blg © B2g © B3g)R@
© (9Ag © 3Big © 4B2g © 8B3g © 4AU © 8-Sxu ® 8.£>2u ® 4£>3U)'', (3-13) 
yielding the character table viewed in table 3.7.
The irreducible com ponents of the dipole operator being of Blu, B2a, and B3a character, the
4Which plates have not been drawn for clarity in figure 2-7 on page 45
selection rules derived for dipole transitions under the D2h symmetry are:
■ P lP , (3-14)
a , f i e  {u,g} a  a =t= fi
i,j e  {1 , 2 ,3} a  i =f= j
yielding symmetrically dipole forbidden i r  transitions from the Ag characteristic vibra­
tional ground state to 28 singly excited levels of norm al m odes of Ag, Blg, B2g, B3g, and 
Au character. This leaves only 20 dipole allowed i r  transitions in  the naphthalene i r -  
spectrum, of which four are in the C—H stretching region around 3 300 cm4 , and there­
fore, are not expected in the wavenumber range observed.
From singly excited norm al vibrations, the num bers of dipole forbidden transitions yield 
32 (from the initial levels of Blg character), 32 (B2g), 28 (B3g), 33 (Au), 28 (Blu), 27 (B2u), and 
32 (fl3u).
3-2-3 The naphthalene-Ar neutral and cation  i r  spectra
Application of the cluster dissociaton m ethod to the neutral naphthalene-A r Van der 
Waals cluster yielded one strong resonance, at 782 cm4  and with an s n r  of roughly 
seven, in the 500 — 1 600 cm4  range. Weak resonances are detected at 1 124, 1 381, 
and 1 496 cm4 , as is displayed in figure 3-14. The calculated spectrum  of neutral bare 
naphthalene also shows only one strong transition in  this wavenumber range, however, 
com pared to transitions in the cation, this transition is still of only m oderate intensity, 
as can be seen from figure 3-27 on page 119. The weak transitions are close to weak 
transitions calculated at 1 145 cm4 , 1 409 cm4 , and 1 549 cm4 , respectively.
Due to lack of other lines in the spectral ranges observed, no overlap with the 782 cm4 
resonance could be established, in order to relate intensities in the high wavenumber 
spectral interval recorded. In the figure the calculated trace is used  to scale the inte­
grated cross-section in the high wavenumber part of the spectrum  to the cross-section 
of the 782 cm4  transition. The positions observed are in good agreement w ith observed 
values of 782, 1 129, 1 391, and 1 513 cm4 , as obtained via m i  studies [78,174,175], 
which in general yield a m uch better s n r  and spectral resolution than the dissociation 
m ethod applied on the gas phase neutral species. With the indication from  the calculated 
spectrum  that outside the wavenumber region observed no relatively strong transitions 
are expected, that m ight be detected w ith a low s n r , no additional attem pts to record the 
i r  spectrum  of neutral naphthalene-A r were undertaken. The low s n r , that originates 
from  the weak Sx -  S0 vibrationless transition, makes weak m odes practically invisible, 
therefore, further research has been solely com m itted to  recording of the i r  spectrum  of 
cationic naphthalene-Ar.
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Fig u r e  3 - 14 , Spectrum o f neutral naphthalene-Ar recorded via the cluster dissociation method. No 
overlap between the spectral traces in the upper right panel and the upper left panel was established. 
To make comparison possible, the intensities in the trace in the upper right panel are scaled using 
the intensity computed for the 1 549 cm~~1 mode. Three resonances are emphasized with a running 
average over ten datapoints which is plotted in gray.
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F i g u r e  3 - 15 , Cluster dissociation spectrum of the naphthalene-Ar cation compared to spectra of the 
bare naphthalene cation. Arrows indicate newly observed transitions. The fragmentation spectrum of 
warm naphthalene cations has been recorded by Oomens e t  a l. and has been published in ref [1241
The observed IR spectrum  of the naphthalene-A r cation is shown in the upper panel 
of figure 3-15 and shows m ajor bands at positions listed in table 3.8. The bandw idths 
observed are almost solely due to the f e l i x  bandwidth. Also the photo-fragm entation 
spectrum  of cationic bare naphthalene as recorded by Oomens et al. (ref. [124]) is shown. 
The calculated spectrum  of the cation of bare naphthalene is shown in the lower pan­
els of the same figure. In this spectrum, the band  positions and band  intensities are 
com puted using the B3LYP m ethod with Dunning’s D95(d,p) basis set as im plem ented in 
g a u ssia n ’98 . Additional spectra using the 4 - 3 1G, 6- 3 1G, 6- 3 1G*, and 6- 3 1G** basis sets 
have been yielded. Convolution of the spectra w ith a Gaussian lineshape ( f w h m  = 5 c n r1) 
yields the spectra shown in the figure.
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T a b l e  3 .8, Observed and calculated wavenumbers (vvlb) for cationic naphthalene(-Ar) in cnr1. Com­
puted integrated cross-sections (int.) are given in km/mol.
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n a p h t h a l e n e  i o n
ca lcu la ted o bserved
c lu s te r diss. Ar-M ia p h o to  frag.k
n a p h th a le n e 4- n a + -A r n a p h th a le n e 4- n a p h th a le n e 4-
D 2h V vlb in t. Vvlb V vib Vvib Vvib
b 3u 161 2.8
AU 185 —
Bl u 354 .1
Blg 378 -
b 3u 429 23.0 41 0
B2g 438 -
B3g 468 -
Ag 509 —
AU 565 —
b 2u 601 8.3 589 582
B2g 753 -
B l g 756 -
A g 773 —
b 3u 781 113.3 759 758.7 749
B l \ i 801 .1
A u 875 —
Bj,g 931 -
B ig 939 -
B l g 979 -
b 3u. 1 000 2.4
AU 1 020 —
B2g 1 023 -
b 2u 1 033 10.8 1 019 1 023.2 1 016 1 017
A g 1 062 —
B3g 1 114 -
B l u 1 119 2.6 1 121
b 2u 1 186 17.6 1 168 1 173
A g 1 199 —
r 1 214 .9  1 215  i
b 2u 1 233 215.1 1 215 1 1 218 .0  1 2 18  Î 1 208
B3g 1 255 -
B l u 1 302 8.5 1 284
B l u 1 4 20 29.2 *1 393 1 400 .9  1 401 1 394
A g 1 4 26 -
b 2u 1 4 27 19.6 **1 393
B3g 1 4 58 -
A g 1 4 94 —
B3g 1 511 —
r 1 525.7 1 519  i
B l u 1 551 85.5 1 523 1 1 528.8 1 525 Î 1485
b 2u 1 564 30.0 1 539 1511
A g 1 628 —
B3g 3 208 -
B l u 3 210 .4
b 2\i 3 211 .6
A g 3 212 —
B3g 3 224 -
B l u 3 225 .6
b 2u 3 235 1.2
^ g 3 236 —
a: Left column: Ref. [78]; Right column: Ref. [174].
b : Ref. [124].
—: Dipole forbidden ir transition.
V*: Unresolved band; See text.
The spectrum  calculated com pares very well to the calculated spectrum  reported  in litera­
ture [13], Comparing the experimentally observed spectrum  w ith the calculated spectrum  
makes undoubtedly clear that an almost complete IR spectrum  is yielded in the wavenum- 
ber range observed. Contrasting to the observed spectrum  for neutral naphthalene even 
weak m odes can be detected with an acceptable s n r .  In figure 3-27, displayed in section
3-4, the com puted integrated cross-sections for neutral naphthalene can be directly com­
pared to that of the naphthalene cation, and shows that the m agnitude of i r  transitions 
in bo th  spectra spans the same range. Particularly, the 782 c n r 1 mode observed in the 
neutral cluster is com puted of equal intensity as the mode detected at 759 cm4 in the 
ionic cluster, w ith a s n r  of 20 through 30. Thus, the power of the noise reduction, in trin ­
sically im plem ented via eq. (2-27) while applying the dissociation scheme to cationic Van 
der Waals clusters, is explicitly dem onstrated in these experim ents on naphthalene. 
Comparison of the observed spectrum  to the spectrum  calculated yields unam biguous 
assignm ents of all strong modes. Experimentally yielded bandpositions as well as the rel­
ative bandintensities agree well w ith those computed. In a 3D com puter anim ation of the 
calculated vibrational displacem ents a good im pression of the specific m odes involved in 
the spectrum  observed is given. At the blue side of the strong transitions at 759 cm4 
(C—H out-of-plane bending mode) and 1215 cm4  (C—C stretching mode) Van der Waals 
bands w ith a frequency spacing of ~ 15 cm4  reveal the cluster nature of the species ob­
served. These bands can be assigned to one of the Van der Waals bending m odes [189]. 
Data obtained in A r-m atrix-isolation experim ents [78,174], also listed in table 3.8, show 
good agreement to data recorded in this experiment. Not reported in these spectra, how­
ever, are the m odes indicated with arrows in figure 3-15, i.e., two low frequency m odes 
at 410 and 589 cm4  together w ith m odes at 1 121, 1 168, and 1 284 cm4 . From m atrix­
isolation spectra of neutral naphthalene obtained by Hudgins and co-workers [78] it is 
likely that the ionic m odes observed at 1 121 and 1 284 cm4  are screened by the presence 
of strong bands of the neutral species near these positions. The other three m odes not 
observed in m atrix-isolation experim ents do not coincide w ith strong bands of neutral 
m atrix-isolated naphthalene. A lthough the low frequency spectral region was searched 
in the Mi-experiment [78], no bands were observed, whereas in the photo-induced disso­
ciation experim ent the two bands at 410 and 589 cm4 are readily detected.
The feature at 1 393 cm4 cannot be resolved by felix but is likely corresponding to 
the two com puted m odes tabulated at 1 420 (*1 393) and 1 427 cm4  (” 1 393), which 
is indicated by the asymmetric lineshape showing a shoulder to the blue. The m ode at
1 539 cm4  is assigned to the mode com puted at 1 564 cm4 . Additional weak features are 
observed in  the 1 000 - 1 600 cm4  region of the spectrum. The origin of these features 
is unknown, but they might be attributed  to iR-active combination bands, or perhaps, 
originate from  the symmetry breaking due to the argon atom  attached. The symmetry 
is at least lowered to that of the point group D2 which is isom orphic to the group C2v of 
which the character table is presented in table 3.2. Transitions to m odes of Au, Ag, and 
Big character, forbidden in the D2h representation become allowed transitions to A x and 
B2 m odes in the C2v representation. Particularly these m odes are present in the calculated 
spectrum  nearby the positions of the observed weak modes. In other small molecules, 
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such as benzene, where the effect of the Van der Waals bond between the argon atom and 
the molecule is relatively large, similar effects have been observed [10,159J. Furthermore, 
the calculations show that no iR-active modes are expected higher than 1 600 c n r 1 be­
sides the C—FI stretching m odes above 3 000 c n r 1, which are calculated as weak features 
in the cation.
The photo-fragm entation spectrum  of cationic naphthalene behaves as expected, with 
line broadening and little redshift com pared to the ir  spectrum  recorded for gas-phase 
jet-cooled  cationic naphthalene-Ar, and which mainly originate from anharmonicities 
[93J. Relative intensities and positions compare well, thus the spectrum  of the warm 
cation is readily assigned. It is concluded that cationic naphthalene reveals no unex­
pected physics via its ir  spectrum.
From the i r  power dependence of the dissociated fraction of ionic clusters at the 410 c n r 1 
resonance a < l - e x p !-<r (Plab) )) behavior is observed, indicating cluster dissociation follow­
ing single photon absorption. Using an ip shift due to the presence of the argon atom of 
Aip— 85 c n r 1, as published in ref. [189J, an upper limit of the bond energy D0 < 325 c n r 1 
of the neutral Van der Waals cluster is obtained, which is lower than published [185,189J 
calculated bond energies, which are around 430 — 435 c n r 1. This upper value is similar 
to the one found for the aniline-Ar cluster (page 86 ), for which the bond energy has been 
bracketed in between 273 and 329 c n r 1.
3-3 Phenanthrene
In this section the IR spectra of the phenanthrene-A r Van der Waals cluster in its neutral 
and its cationic ground state are discussed. In addition, spectra of the perdeuterated 
phenanthrene-A r and the phenanthrene-N e Van der Waals cluster cations are presented,
to g e th e r  w ith  th e  ir - u v - r e m p i  sp ec tru m  o f  
n eu tra l b a re  p h en a n th re n e .
The spectra are obtained via the photo­
induced cluster dissociation m ethod follow­
ing the schemes presented in figures 2-9 and
2-10 on page 48. The m ajor results discussed 
in this section have been published earlier in 
ref. [141J.
3-3-1 Introduction 
Three ring p a h s
With increasing num ber of hexagonal rings 
also the num ber of possible configurations of 
rings increase. For three-ring aromatic struc­
tures already three possible configurations ex­
ist, with chemical structure form ulas C13H9 and C14H10. Of these three species the iso­
m ers anthracene and phenanthrene, both  following the latter formula, are stable and aro­
matic in the neutral state. Anthracene, which is planar, consists of three rings in a linear
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F i g u r e  3 -16 . Artist's impression o f  the 
phenanthrene-A r Van der Waals cluster in its 
neutral or its cationic vibronic ground state. 
The argon atom  is positioned roughly 3.4 ,4 
above the aromatic rings in which the C—C 
bondlengths are roughly 1.4 ,4.
sequence, thus exhibiting D2h symmetry, analoguously to naphthalene. In phenanthrene, 
being also planar, the three rings form an angle, and therefore this molecule must be de­
scribed by a point group of lower symmetry: C2v. This group is identical to the one used 
to characterize the symmetry of cationic aniline. The third possible geometry, a planar 
configuration of D3h symmetry with three rings arranged in a compact triangular shape, 
is a radical in the neutral state. In the cationic state, however, this structure becomes 
aromatic. Therefore it is certainly an interesting molecule in the field of laboratory as­
tronomy [87,191]. Unfortunately, the jet-cooling mass-spectrometer provides no means 
to generate a sufficient amount of this type of p a h  cation, which is for that reason only 
of limited interest for experiments applying the photo-induced dissociation schemes as 
presented in this thesis.
The studies in this section will focus on the phenanthrene-Ar Van der Waals cluster, of 
which an impression is displayed in figure 3-16. This molecule is chosen as a represen­
tative of a three ring p a h  in favor of anthracene, mainly because it has a significantly 
higher vapor pressure than anthracene. Pulsed valve heating is needed to a temperature 
of 75 °C instead of the much higher temperature of several hundreds degrees Celsius, 
that is needed for anthracene, which is a temperature high above the heating limit of the 
pulsed valve.
Cluster dissociation spectra o f phenanthrene
The Si <- S0 vibrationless transition is used for ex­
citation of the neutral phenanthrene-Ar Van der 
Waals cluster. In the cluster this transition is 
resonant with a photon-energy of 29 314 cm4 , 
with a blue-shift of -12  cn r1 for the correspond­
ing transition in the bare molecule. The lifetimes 
of the Si states in the bare neutral and in the 
argon Van der Waals cluster are mutually com­
parable and are on the order of several tens of 
nanoseconds. Scans of the ionization uv pulse 
delay with respect to the excitation laser pulse 
yield exponentially decaying curves as displayed 
in figure 3-17. Ionization of the cluster is induced 
via subsequent absorption of uv light with a pho­
ton energy of 34 275 cn r1, yielding cluster ions in 
their vibronic ground states. Using this combina­
tion of uv photons, bare phenanthrene, with its 
i p  at 63 654 cn r1, is not ionized resonantly. Both 
the excitation and the ionization wavenumbers are easily generated with high fluences, 
for instance with use of the Pyridine 1 and Rhodamine B dyes, and k d p  crystals.
Similar to the naphthalene experiment, when studying phenanthrene also ionization of 
ground state neutrals via vibrationally excited states of the Sx state, following the one- 
color r e m p i  scheme, may occur. Fortunately, the w a v e n u m b e r  difference between exci-
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F i g u r e  3 - 17, Lifetimes o f the Sj state o f  
phenanthrene and phenanthrene-Ar. As 
for naphthalene, also for phenanthrene a 
shorter lifetime is recorded for the Van 
der Waals cluster compared to that o f the 
bare molecule.
tation and ionization color is much larger than in the naphthalene case, thus yielding 
more freedom to set the ionization laser just above the cluster i p . The S2 electronically 
excited state is at an energy around 1 000 cm4 higher than the ionization uv color [120]. 
Although this is a very broad transition, with a f w h m  of several tens of wavenumbers 
due to the state’s short lifetime, the gap between the ionization photon energy and the 
transition wavenumber energy is still too large to induce an observable contribution to 
one color r e m p i  signal of the ionization laser alone.
The uv excitation and ionization laserbeams can very well be combined using a di-electric 
coated mirror (Spectra Physics) that is normally used to separate the second harmonic 
output of a Nd:YAG laser, from its third harmonic output, which are at the wavelengths 
532 and 355 nm, respectively. The reflectivity of the mirror used is still substantial at 
the excitation wavelength (-341 nm), whereas at the ionization wavelength (-292 nm) it 
is as good as negligible. In order to retrieve information about the effect of the Van der 
Waals interaction on the IR spectrum of cationic phenanthrene, the clusterdissociation 
experiments have been repeated with the phenanthrene-Ne ionic cluster. For the same 
reason the perdeuterated phenanthrene-Ar cation has been subject to study applying the 
dissociation scheme via the corresponding intermediate state. Recording of the corre­
sponding spectrum of neutral perdeuterated argon cluster and that of the hydrogenated 
neon cluster yielded no viable results, due to much weaker lines (see also figure 3-27 
where the computed absolute  integrated cross-sections of different species are compared 
to each other) in combination with the much lower s n r  when applying the dissociation 
method to neutral clusters.
Besides the cluster-dissociation experiments, the physical properties of phenanthrene al­
low for additional experiments following the i r - u v - r e m p i  and m a t i  schemes displayed 
in figure 2-10 on page 50, applied to the bare neutral molecule. These experiments yield 
spectral data which can be used to draw conclusions on the effect of the noble gas atom 
to the vibrational modes and transitions upon clustering.
3 -3 -2  T he p h en a n th ren e  i r  sp ec tru m
The phenanthrene geometry in the neutral and in the cationic ground states is described 
by the point group C2v. The characters of the irreps of this point group have already been 
presented in table 3.2. The displacement representation for phenanthrene is expanded in 
terms of irreps like:
u +rDu  = r  © r  © r  =  ( a x © b l © b2)t © (a 2 © b l © b2)r©
© ( 2 3 A 1 © 11A2 © 10BX © 22B2)v, (3-15)
yielding for the relevant reducible representations the character table of table 3.9.
The symmetry selection rales for dipole transitions follow from eq. (3-4), and yield for 
phenanthrene in the totally symmetric vibrational neutral and cationic ground states 11 
dipole forbidden i r  transitions to singly vibrationally excited states of normal modes with 
A2 character. From vibrationally excited A2, £x, and B2 characteristic levels the numbers 
of symmetrically forbidden i r  dipole transitions amount 23, 10, and 22, to vibrational 
states of Ai, B2, and £x character, respectively.
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T a b le  3.9, The symmetry o f phenanthrene in its neutral or cationic vibronic ground state is repre­
sented by the group C2v, o f which the characterization o f the irreps has been presented earlier in 
table 3.2. The characterizations o f relevant reducible representations for phenanthrene are listed 
below.
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c2v rD P R rT rR rv
E 72 24 3 3 3 66
c 2x 0 0 -1 -1 -1 2
IC27 0 0 1 1 -1 0
IC2v 24 24 1 1 -1 24
3 -3 -3  i r  sp ec tra l s tu d ies  on n eu tra l a n d  ca tionic  p h en a n th ren e  c lu stered  w ith  
a noble g a s  a to m
The cluster dissociation spectrum of neutral phenanthrene is presented together with 
that of the ir-u v-rempi spectrum of bare neutral phenanthrene.
Spectra resulting from ir cluster dissociation spectroscopy applied to cationic phenan­
threne clustered with argon and with neon, together with those of perdeuterated cationic 
phenanthrene clustered with argon are presented. Additional information on vibrational 
modes of bare ionic phenanthrene is yielded via a mati spectrum, and via an iR-photo- 
induced fragmentation spectrum.
All spectral data are tabulated in table 3.10 (neutral phenanthrene), table 3.11 (ionic 
phenanthrene), and table 3.12 (ionic perdeuterated phenanthrene), and are compared to 
literature spectra [80,83,86], and calculated spectra implementing the B3LYP method with 
Dunning’s D95(d,p) basis set in gaussian ’98 . Additional spectra with the 4-31G, 6-31G, 
6-31G*, and 6-31G** basis sets have been computed and are displayed in section 3-4.
Neutral phenanthrene
In figure 3-18 the cluster dissociation spectrum of neutral phenanthrene-Ar is presented, 
and compared to a calculated spectrum of neutral bare phenanthrene. Zooming in on the 
red and the blue part of the spectrum, containing weak lines, figure 3-19 is yielded. The 
spectrum agrees well with the calculated IR spectrum. All lines observed can be unam­
biguously assigned to the lines computed.
The positions of the two most prominent lines have also been recorded in neutral bare 
phenanthrene, using the i r - u v - r e m p i  scheme presented in figure 2-10 on page 50. Via 
this scheme the exact wavenumbers of both transitions in bare neutral phenanthrene are 
retrieved. However, the intensities are difficult to interpret. They not only depend on the 
i r  transition probability, but also on the probability of the ionizing transition.
Using i r - u v - r e m p i ,  small ionization cross-sections and non-linear i r  absorption behav­
ior with respect to the i r  intensity result in weak ion signals prohibiting recording of 
more lines of the neutral bare species. It has been observed that when changing from 
two-color-REMPi via the Dn^Sx ^S0 scheme, which has been particularly applied for pur­
pose of alignment, to the i r - u v - r e m p i  scheme, the ion yield decreases with a factor 40 
with the IR laser being resonant with the strong transition observed at 734 cnr1 (observed 
at 735 cnr1 in the Van der Waals cluster).
iff 100-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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F i g u r e  3 - 18 , Spectra o f neutral phenanthrene recorded via three different experimental methods. 
The upper two traces show the spectrum as recorded via monitoring dissociation o f the Van der Waals 
cluster and via i r - u v - r e m p i  applied to the bare molecule. The stick spectrum represents the matrix 
isolation spectrum recorded in an argon matrix by Hudgins et al. and is compiled from data earlier 
published in re f [83J. The lowest trace shows the computed spectrum for neutral phenanthrene.
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F i g u r e  3 - 1 9 , Zooming in on the blue and red spectral part o f the cluster dissociation spectrum shows 
that also weak modes are well reproduced by calculations.
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Figure 3-20, Comparing the cluster dissociation spectrum of neutral phenanthrene-Ar to the ir -  
uv-rempi spectrum recorded for bare neutral phenanthrene yields shifts of line positions within the 
experimental error only.
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T a b le  3.10, Observed and calculated wavenumbers (vvib) for neutral phenanthrene(-Ar) in cn r1. 
Computed integrated cross-sections (int.) are given in km/mol.
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hydrogenated phenanthrene neutral
calculated observed
cluster diss. IR-UV-REM PI Ar-Mia
phenanthrene ph-Ar phenanthrene ph
C2v Vvib int. Vvib Vvib Vvib
■®1 439 8.5 424
1?2 500 .8 493 494.0
■®1 511 5.1 511
B¿ 623 6.2 618
r 617.5 
1 618.8
B¿ 720 2.2 710 710.2
B-[ 733 2.1 714 714.5
B-[ 752 97.3 735 734 735.0
B-[ 835 60.0 812 812 812.8
B¿ 883 2.3 864 864.9
B-[ 887 19.6 876 877.6
B-[ 966 5.6 948 948.2
B¿ 1 009 2.3 1 001
r 1 002.5 
1 1 003.7
1?2 1 054 7.6 1 041
r 1 039.9 
i  1 044.3
1 265 11.2 1 251 r 1 245.8 Í 1 250.6
-4l 1 328 2.6 1 304 1 302.9
a: Ref. [83],
It has also been observed that, after attenuation of the ir  fluenee by 3 dB the ion-yield 
vanishes completely, indicating a strong non-linear dependence on the ir  fluenee.
Within experimental errors the line positions are the same as those of the Van der Waals 
cluster. After application of a linear correction for the ir  fluenee, the intensity ratio 
(100/80) between both lines observed differs significantly from that (100/37) observed 
in the cluster dissociation spectrum, however, with the power dependence unknown for 
both transitions, it is unclear how to interpret this difference.
Cationic phenanthrene
Using the methods described earlier the ir spectrum of phenanthrene clustered with an 
argon atom in its ionic ground state is recorded. In figure 3-21, the spectrum observed 
is compared to a calculated spectrum of bare cationic phenanthrene. In contrast to the 
spectrum of neutral phenanthrene-Ar, not all peaks observed are directly reflected in the 
calculated spectrum of bare cationic phenanthrene. In this calculation, yielding results 
in reasonable agreement with formerly presented calculations [106], the stick-spectrum 
is convoluted with a 5 cn r1 fwhm  Gaussian. Compared to the observed spectrum the 
400 — 900 c n r1 and the 1 400 — 1 700 cm4 ranges are reproduced well by calculations. 
In these ranges the calculated lines appear to be blue-shifted on the order of a few percent 
(<3%). Also the relative line intensities agree well with those observed. However, in 
the 900 — 1 400 cm4 region major discrepancies exist between the observed and the 
calculated spectra. In the spectrum recorded, more lines, with different intensities than 
expected from the calculations, are observed.
|  ^ > 1 0 4 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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F i g u r e  3- 21, Spectra o f cationic phenanthrene clustered with argon (upper panel, upper trace) and 
clustered with neon (upper panel, lower trace) compared with the stick spectrum o f the matrix- isolated 
cation (middle panel) as obtained by Hudgins et al. (ref [86J). Further comparison is made with the 
calculated spectrum for the bare cation (lower panel). Between the spectra o f the argon and the 
neon cluster, fundamental vibrational frequencies as calculated are indicated. Solid bars represent 
i r  allowed transitions, whereas dotted bars indicate transitions forbidden by symmetry. Finally, the 
insets show that at low wavenumber weak lines can still be detected well.
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F ig u r e  3- 22, Perdeuterated phenanthrene-Ar cation compared to the calculated spectrum of the 
bare perdeuterated cation. The upper panels show the low wavenumber region in more detail.
* I  ^ > 1 0 6 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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F i g u r e  3- 23, Below 800 cwf1 the m a t i  spectrum is free of one color background signal. In the lower 
panel the spectrum for bare phenanthrene is displayed. Again the bars in between the two traces 
indicate fundamental transitions. In the upper two panels the m a t i  spectrum of bare phenanthrene 
is compared to that o f the phenanthrene-Ar Van der Waals cluster. Two lines are readily observed. 
Around 80 cm:1, and with some imagination, a third weak transition in the cluster m a t i  spectrum 
can be recognized.
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Especially the strong band at 1 095 cn r1 unexpectedly shows up slightly broader than 
surrounding peaks, and with a shoulder to the red suggesting substructure. The calcu­
lated lines in this region are also show significantly blue shifted from the observed peaks. 
In an attempt to address the unexpected spectral features observed, the spectrum of 
cationic phenanthrene clustered with a neon atom is recorded in the 575 — 1 350 cn r1 
range. The Van der Waals bond energy of the phenanthrene-Ne cluster is less than that of 
the phenanthrene-Ar cluster. Also, the mass of neon is only half that of argon. Therefore, 
with an electronic shift of 2 cm4 (which amounts to 12 cn r1 in the argon cluster) upon ex­
citation via the Si state and an increased bond energy of 28 cm4 (compared to a value of 
65 cn r1 in the argon cluster) in the ionic ground state with respect to the neutral ground 
state, a much weaker interaction between the neon atom and the phenanthrene chro­
mophore in the ionic ground state is expected. For that reason the ionic phenanthrene- 
Ne spectrum should resemble the spectrum of bare cationic phenanthrene better. The 
spectrum observed is presented in the upper mid panel of figure 3-21. Comparing the 
cationic phenanthrene-Ne spectrum to that of phenanthrene-Ar it is clearly seen that, 
within experimental errors, all lines are reproduced at the same positions and with the 
same relative intensities in both spectra. Minor shifts (<5 cm4 ) to the blue appear in the 
1 200 c n r1 band. Noting that the uncertainty in the f e l ix  output in this wavenumber 
region is at best .1% (-1.2 c n r1) of the central wavenumber, the agreement between the 
spectrum of cationic phenanthrene clustered with argon and that of phenanthrene clus­
tered with neon is very good. Effects of Van der Waals interaction on the band positions 
due to the presence of the noble gas atom seems negligible.
Additionally, the spectrum of cationic perdeuterated phenanthrene clustered with argon 
is recorded. This spectrum is presented in figure 3-22. together with the calculated spec­
trum of the bare perdeuterated cation. Again, good agreement with calculations exists in 
the 400 — 800 c n r1 and the 1 300 — 1 600 c n r1 regions, whereas the 800 — 1 300 c n r1 
region shows additional peaks. In the low frequency region, the double peak observed at 
562 and 565 c n r1 is reproduced well by the calculations. Inspection of the intensity de­
pendence of the ionic bands on the ir  fluence shows a linear correlation for the 455 c n r1 
mode and a higher than linear correlation for the 349 c n r1 mode of the perdeuterated 
phenanthrene cation.
In order to clarify the unexpected behavior of the observed ionic phenanthrene spectra 
in the 1 000 cn r1 region, also the m a t i  spectrum of bare neutral phenanthrene, yield­
ing information about the vibrational energy levels of the cation, is recorded in the
0 — 800 cnr1 range above the i p . Coincidences with broad features of the strong S2*-S0 
band (-35 386 c n r 1, ref. [120]) of neutral phenanthrene, caused by one color r e m p i of the 
ionization laser alone, hindered reliable spectroscopy at wavenumbers above 800 cm4 , as 
is particularly visualized in figure 3-24, where a comparison is made with the one color 
r e m p i  spectrum over the S2 — S0 band. The r e m p i spectrum as recorded by Bakker [11] 
compares very well to literature spectra [120]. Note that only a small fraction of ~ l%  of 
the direct ions produced via the one color REMPi-scheme manage to arrive at the m c p - 
detector, due to the presence of the discrimination electric field in front of the detector 
as depicted in figure 2-11 on page 52. The reason why direct ions can still pass this
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discrim ination field likely lies in the huge am ounts of direct ions produced. Due to space 
charge effects the small bias field, applied to separate direct ions from  Rydberg neutrals,
is strongly influenced on a local scale. However, 
in the 0 — 800 cm '1, a clean m a t i  spectrum  is 
observed, which is shown in the lower panel of 
figure 3-23. Comparison with the calculated line 
positions of cationic phenanthrene show that the 
strongest bands besides the ground state peak 
are positioned at m odes of A, and Az symmetry, 
and /o r at positions where fundam ental modes 
are dose  together.
The m a t i  spectrum  of the phenanthrene-A r Van 
der Waals cluster is recorded in the 0 — 250 cm4 
region, which was also recorded by Bakker, and 
displayed in the upper panel of figure 3-23. It 
shows two bands, at 80 and 239 cm4 , besides the 
peak corresponding to the ionic ground state. The 
bare ion shows corresponding bands at 78 and 
239 cm4 with comparable intensities.
In addition to the experim ents on jet-cooled 
cationic phenanthrene, the ir  spectrum  of the 
warm  bare phenanthrene cation is recorded by 
Oomens, using the photo-fragm ention m ethod 
described in section 2-3, and is com pared to the spectrum  obtained via cluster disso­
ciation of the phenanthrene-A r cation. The resulting spectrum  is shown in figure 3-25, 
in which figure com parison is made to the cluster dissociation spectra of cationic 
phenananthrene-A r and phenanthrene-Ne.
It is observed that band intensities show a near linear dependence on the ir  fluence, 
and that different bands scale only slightly different with increasing fluence. Therefore, 
to first order, a linear correction for the ir  fluence is applied. The spectrum  of warm 
cationic phenanthrene shows an expected agreement with that of jet-cooled cationic 
phenanthrene-A r, i.e., with broadened bands shifted to the red com pared to those of 
the jet-cooled cation [93]. The low frequency bands in the 600 — 1 000 cm4 range are all 
present. The peaks unexpectedly appearing around 1 000 cm4 in the cluster dissociation 
spectra of cold cationic phenanthrene appear in the warm spectrum  as a plateau.
Three of the four prom inent peaks, observed at 1 138, 1 275, and 1 571 cm4 in the d u ste r 
spectrum, are also present in the warm  cationic spectrum  at 1 129, 1 259, and 1 540 cm4 , 
respectively. However, the fourth strong band, observed at 1 095 cm4 in the cluster dis­
sociation spectrum, cannot be recognized anymore in the spectrum  of the warm cation.
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0 500 1000
wavenumber (cm- ')
Fi g u r e  3 -2 4 . Ma t i  spectrum o f bare neu­
tral phenanthrene compared to the one 
color r e m p i  spectrum via the S? state o f 
this molecule. The intense peak at the 
origin represents the ionic ground state. 
Scanning the ionization laser via the Si 
over the D0 state yields the m a t i  spec­
trum. Simultanuously, the S? — S0 tran­
sition is excited and yields strong back­
ground signal.
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F ig u r e  3-25, Spectrum o f  cationic warm phenanthrene (upper trace) compared with the spectrum  
obsen’ed for the jet-cooled cationic phenanthrene-A r cluster. In the lower trace the spectrum  o f  the 
jet-cooled phenanthrene-N e cationic cluster shows very good similarity with the phenanthrene-Ar 
cluster spectrum, particularly for the line positions.
3-3-4 Discussion 
Jet-cooled neutral phenanthrene
The spectral data of d u s te r  dissociated neutral phenanthrene are com pared to m i data 
[83], and are presented in table 3.10. In m i experim ents with neutral molecules the s n r  
is much better then when observing cations in such experiments. Also the sensitivity is 
higher due to higher density of the species of interest. Comparing the spectra yielded 
with the m i m ethod to the cluster dissociation experiments, the same argum ents apply. 
In com bination with the higher spectral resolution obtained in m i spectroscopy, more 
distinct lines are observed using this m ethod than  in the d u s te r  dissociation experiment. 
However, the latter experim ent shows two lines at 424 and 511 c n r 1 that are not observed 
via m i spectroscopy. Comparison of line positions in both types of experim ents yields al­
m ost negligible shifts, all on the order of a wavenumber. Also the relative intensities 
observed agree well in both types of experiments, except from  the 812 c n r 1 mode, which 
shows up  with a significantly lower intensity (37% relative to the 735 c n r1 band) in the 
gas phase spectrum  then in the m i spectrum  (69% relative to the 735.0 c n r 1 band). The 
line positions of the two m ost prom inent lines, as observed in the ir - u v - r e m p i experi­
ment, show negligible shifts com pared to the cluster dissociation and m i data, thereby 
indicating that the interaction between the argon atom(s) and the aromatic chrom ophore 
is very weak.
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T a b l e  3 .11 , Observed and calculated wavenumbers (vvlb) for cationic phenanthrene(-Ar/Ne) in cnr1. 
Computed integrated cross-sections (int.) are given in km/mol.
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phenanthrene
C2v Vvib
cluster diss. 
p h + -Ar p h + -Ne
Vvib Vyib
Ar-MJ
p h +
Vvib
photo fragm. 
p h + 
Vvib
p h T
Vvib
ph -Ar 
Vvib
B |
AZ
4 1 
-4 1 
2^
42 
4 1 
B\ 
Bz 
B | 
Bz
41
42 
Bz
41
42
c B]
41
c B] 
Bz 
0 0 B ] 
0 0 B ]
42'
42
B]
41Bz
Bz
Bz
41Bz
A,
84
1.05
238
240
384
404
41.4
433
478
487
546
552
591.
71.1. 
708
71.1. 
71.5 
778 
778 
778 
792 
859
I. 443 
I. 450 
I. 464
I. 584 
I. 606
I. 645
.2
1.1.3 
.7 
.3 
3-1. 
.7
41..3 
.0
41..3 
.5
57.7
57.7
4.5
1.9.3
65.9
1,2 .2
1.1.5.3 
21,8.2
1.8.9
581. 580 582.5 578
**61.5
695 694 694.9 684
756 755 756.3 744
835 836 836.2 826
855 855 838
872 872
882 883 874
969 968
985 985 985
997 997
. 01.8 1. 01.9
. 036 1. 036 1. 042.1, 1. 034
. 063 1. 064
. 095 1. 096
r 1. 096.6 
i 1. 1,02.9
. 1.23 1. 1.23 1. 1,29.9
. 1.38 1. 1.39
r 1. 1,36.6 i 
i 1. 1.39.8 1 1. 1.29
. 1.77 1. 1.76
. 201. 1. 203
. 21.6 1. 220
. 228 1. 231.
. 257 1. 262 1. 258.9 
r 1. 264.9 
t 1. 267.4
1. 228
. 275 1. 276 r 1. 277.8 ( I 1. 283.0 I 1. 259
. 292 1. 294 1. 299.4
. 345
. 423
. 434 1. 432.0
. 447 1. 443
. 488
. 521. 1. 51,3.4
. 535 1. 551..4
. 558 1. 558.6
. 571. 1. 565 
(complex)
1. 540
78
96
366
372
398
402
465
480
541.
575
80
239
759
780
I. 623
a : Ref. [86].
b : Ref. [1241.
*: 78 -239 cm -1 com bination  band  {tentative).
**: 2 3 9 -3 7 2  cm -1 com bination  b and  {tentative).
rr : identical norm al m odes.
—: First colum n: not assigned; Third colum n: d ipole fo rb idden  ir  transition .
!« ,V
T a b l e  3 .12 , Observed and calculated wavenumbers (Vytb) for the perdeuterated phenanthrene(-Ar) 
cation in cm:1. Computed integrated cross-sections (int.) are given in km/mol.
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perdeuterated phenanthrene ion
calculated observed
cluster diss. A r-M ia
phenanthrene^] q phJ]Q-Ar Phdl.Q
C2v Vvib int. Vvib Vvib
B ] 361. 1.2.8 349
1?2 406 .3 400
1?2 461. 3.1, 455
1?2 572 36.1, 562
B ] 579 45.5 565 566.7
B ] 628 1.1. 61.2
B ] 677 1.4.5 660
B ] 765 2.8 749
— 799
— 829
— 844
— 855 856.2
— 864
— 894
— 953
— 961. 958.5
— 971.
— 995
— 1. 01.2 1. 01,3.4
— 1. 01.7
— 1. 022
— 1. 050
— 1. 056
— 1. 082
— 1. 1.1.0 1. 1.1,4.8
— 1. 1.36
— 1. 1.58
— 1. 1.74 1. 1.76.6
1?2 1. 284 1,87.7 1. 1.94 1. 1,94.1,
— 1. 202 1. 201.6
— 1. 21.4 1. 21,3.5
1?2 ]. 321. 97.2 1. 220 1. 221,.5
— 1. 227 1. 230.4
1?2 ]. 366 36.4 1. 342 1. 344.2
— 1. 405 1. 400.3
1?2 ]. 489 58.9 1. 455 1. 459.5
4 i 1. 542 94.3 1. 506 1. 507.0
1?2 ]. 569 279.4 1. 522 r 1. 525.9 t 1. 528.0
-4i ]. 61.6 9.9 1. 547 1. 547.0
—: Not assigned.
The relative intensity of the 812 e n r1 mode is more than twice as high as in the case of 
cluster dissociation. Noting that the intensities in the i r - u v - r e m p i  spectrum scale with 
a more than linear, yet unknown, dependence on the i r  fluence, interpretation of the 
intensities observed via this experimental method is speculative only.
The jet-cooled phenanthrene cation
Cationic phenanthrene-Ar data obtained via cluster dissociation spectroscopy are com­
pared to m i spectroscopic data, observed in the 560 — 1 580 c n r1 range. The paper [80] 
in which the m i spectral data of the phenanthrene cation has been presented originally, 
did «of include the 850 — 1 240 c n r1 region. However, as a result of the gas phase cluster 
dissociation data recently published in ref. [141], which is presented in this section also,
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Hudgins and coworkers have revised [87] the m i measurements and have made available 
the newly obtained data, including bands in the 850 - 1 240 c n r1 region. All data are tab­
ulated together in table 3.11 and are displayed in the lower mid panel of figure 3-21. It is 
seen that in the range studied the line positions observed agree remarkably well. Relative 
intensities, however, differ, which can be explained by the low sensitivity of the direct 
absorption method used in m i experiments. For instance, the 581 c n r1 band is observed 
in the gas phase with a relative intensity of 31% of the strongest band, which is observed 
as a distinct peak at 1 571 cm-1, and with a s n r  of around 20 (for the 581 c n r1 band). 
In the original m i experiment [80] this feature is observed as a ~ 1% baseline depletion at 
582 cm4 , with a s n r  of ~3, and a relative intensity of 22% of the strongest band, observed 
at 1 565.0 c n r1 as a complex and broad structure. In the 1 240 — 1 310 c n r1 range, the 
line shifts between m i and cluster dissociation spectra are somewhat larger.
The newly obtained m i spectral data in the 850 — 1 240 c n r1 region, where the gas 
phase data differs most from the calculated i r  spectrum, show a good match with the gas 
phase data when considering line positions. The earlier suggested substructure in the
1 095 cmH band as observed in the gas phase spectrum, is in the m i spectrum resolved. 
However, the relative intensities in the region revised, are found a factor three lower than 
observed in the gas phase data, which might be originating from a low s n r ,  though, alter­
native explanations for this observation will also be discussed in section 3-3-4. The gas 
phase experiment yields good reference data for the m i experiment, that, on the other 
hand, yields much better spectral resolution from which backwards reference is made. 
Comparison of gas phase perdeuterated cationic phenanthrene-Ar cluster data to m i 
spectral data [80], all tabulated in table 3.12, again shows line shifts not larger than 
~5 cm '1 between data recorded via both types of experiments. These very small shifts ob­
served between spectra of phenanthrene cations embedded in an argon matrix and those 
of cations clustered with a single argon or neon atom, demonstrate that the interaction 
with the noble gas atom(s) is only very little. From the observed linear dependences on 
the i r  laser fluence at the 455 cm '1 resonance and the non-linear dependence on this flu­
ence at the 349 cm '1 resonance, both of the perdeuterated cation, the Van der Waals bond 
energy of the argon atom in the cationic cluster is bracketed between these two energies. 
Thus, with an observed shift of the ionization threshold of the cluster compared to that 
of bare ionic phenanthrene of A ip  -65 cm '1, the dissociation energy D0 of the neutral Van 
der Waals cluster can be bracketed between 284 cm '1 <D0 < 390 cm '1. It is assumed that 
the dissociation energy for the perdeuterated molecule is comparable to that of the hy­
drogenated molecule. The interval derived is in good agreement with previously observed 
limits of the dissociation energies of aniline, benzene, and naphthalene [139,140,159]. 
The low value of D0 of the perdeuterated phenanthrene cation again indicates a minor 
interaction of the argon atom with the aromatic chromophore.
From the observed m a t i  data of bare phenanthrene and its Van der Waals cluster, which 
are tabulated in table 3.11, compared to the calculated fundamental modes of cationic 
phenanthrene, it is concluded that in the 0 — 800 cm '1 region the m a t i  spectrum of 
bare phenanthrene agrees with the mode pattern calculated. Combining this observation 
with the observation of two low frequency modes of bare ionic phenanthrene at 78 and
239 cm4 , which are also present in the m a t i  spectrum of the cluster, at 80 and 239 c n r1 
and with similar intensities, respectively, confirms the previous conclusion that in the 
frequency range below 800 c n r1 the i r  spectra observed via cluster dissociation behaves 
as expected from calculations.
The warm phenanthrene cation
The photo-fragmentation spectrum of the warm phenanthrene cation shows an expected 
pattern. However, the intense peak, showing up at 1 095 c n r1 in the gas phase spectrum 
of jet-cooled phenanthrene-Ar cation, cannot be recognized anymore in the spectrum of 
warm cationic phenanthrene. This spectrum is recorded starting from room temperature 
phenanthrene vapor. Therefore, after uv  ionization the phenanthrene cations are at least 
as warm as room temperature. Sequential absorption of single i r  photons at, slightly 
anharmonic, modes then happens between all (v' = n + 1) — (v" = n) transitions, if the 
v"  = n  state is populated in the warm ion. This causes the broad and slightly redshifted 
bands observed.
The absence of the 1 095 c n r1 band in the spectrum of the warm cation, observed with 
high intensity in the spectrum of cold cationic phenanthrene, is not explained well by this 
model. A possible explanation for the absent 1 095 c n r1 band will also be included in the 
discussion of the 900 — 1 400 cm4 range in the following section.
The 900 — 1 400 cm 1 spectral range o f  the phenanthrene cation
Focusing on the 900 — 1 400 c n r1 spectral range of ionic phenanthrene, in which more 
modes and modes with different intensities are observed than expected from calculations, 
it is seen from figure 3-21 that, if i r  forbidden transitions to modes with A2 character, 
present in this frequency region, are taken into account, enough fundamental modes exist 
to account for the anomalous structures, therefore, three possible explanations for these 
structures are discussed:
1) A symmetry lowering induced by the presence of the noble gas atom, 2) coupling of 
Van der Waals modes with fundamental modes of the chromophore, as is observed in 
previous work [32], or 3) coupling of the ground state fundamental vibrational modes of 
the chromophore with those of the first electronically excited state of the cation.
1) Although the geometrical symmetry pointgroup of the cluster cation is no longer C2v 
as is the case for the bare cation, the vibrational wavefunctions do not undergo signifi­
cant changes in harmonic potentials due to the only small Van der Waals interaction. An 
anti-symmetric perturbation, like that used to describe the perturbation of the tunnel 
mode in aniline, would induce a small geometry shift but, to first order, would keep the 
harmonic potential unperturbed. The wavefunctions thus are the well-known Hermite 
polynomials, though, little shifted along the normal coordinate axes, while the transition 
energies are unaffected. In this case the A2 modes become i r  active modes, and will be 
observable in an i r  spectrum, due to the induction of an out-of-plane component of the 
dipole moment, varying as a function of the normal coordinates.
This suggests that not only extra modes in the 900 — 1 400 c n r1 should be observed, but
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also extra modes in the 400 — 900 e n r1 should be observable. Also the difference between 
either clustering with an argon atom or with a neon atom should be pronounced due to 
the much weaker interaction of neon with the aromatic chromophore than that of ar­
gon. In the spectrum of the perdeuterated phenanthrene cation extra structures at lower 
frequencies should have been observed as well. A lowering of symmetry should also be 
present in the neutral cluster, yielding similar spectroscopic changes in the spectrum of 
neutral phenanthrene, which are not observed. Also, formerly recorded spectra of smaller 
aromatic systems, i.e. aniline, benzene, and naphthalene, only show evidence of symme­
try lowering due to the presence of a noble gas atom to a very small extent [10,140]. 
That is, except for the intrinsically oddly behaving tunnel mode in neutral aniline, that is 
extremely sensitive to adding an argon atom as reported in one of the previous sections. 
Potential energy surface scans for normal modes yield almost perfectly harmonic poten­
tials for modes in the 900 — 1 400 c n r1 range. From these arguments it seems unlikely 
that a lowering of the c2v symmetry due to Van der Waals interaction is the origin of the 
unpredicted structures observed in this region.
2) Previously reported experimental results [32] on aromatic Van der Waals clusters show 
that anomalous line shifts, can occur particularly for out-of-plane modes, when compar­
ing cluster spectra to those of the bare aromatic species. The origin of these shifts is 
interaction of Van der Waals modes with fundamental vibrations of the chromophore in 
Van der Waals clusters.
However, these anomalies are only limited to a few specific modes per molecule, and give 
rise to overtones and combination bands. They seem to have no further effect on other 
fundamental modes. They also depend strongly on the kind of noble gas atom present 
in the Van der Waals cluster. In the spectra of cationic phenanthrene-Ar and -Ne clus­
ters, anomalies are observed in a wide frequency range. Clustering with an argon atom 
also should yield a different spectrum than when clustering with a neon atom, which is 
not observed. Because these anomalies particularly apply to out-of-plane modes, the 
modes observed should be very sensitive to deuterium substitution. Therefore, anoma­
lies should be observed at lower frequencies or be absent in the spectrum of cationic 
perdeuterated phenanthrene. It is observed though, that in this latter spectrum, the 
anomalies are present in almost the same (800 — 1 300 cm4 ) range as is the case with 
cationic hydrogenated phenanthrene. The structures observed in the cluster dissociation 
spectra of cationic phenanthrene seem not to be consistent with anomalous shifts caused 
by interaction of fundamental vibrational modes with Van der Waals modes, as observed 
in other aromatic systems before. Therefore, it is concluded that these structures are not 
induced due to this kind of interaction.
3) In general, closed shell neutral p a h s  have a relatively low lying s2 electronically ex­
cited state. This property can be qualitatively understood to originate from an inner shell 
transition as is depicted in the left panel Clar-diagram in figure 3-26. Related to this, the
D, electronically excited state in the ionized p a h  is also a relatively low lying state, as is 
understood from the right panel of this figure. For phenanthrene the m a t i  experiments 
already showed the difference between the S2 and the Si states to be around ~6 000 cm4 .
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From photo-electron spectroscopy experiments 
[163] it is observed that the cation exhibits its 
first electronically excited state at a wavenum- 
ber of not more than around ~2 300 cm4 , which 
value is very much comparable to those of the 
cationic fundamental vibrational transitions. Al­
though this value is not known with high accu­
racy, assuming vibronic coupling between vibra­
tional states of the ground state with those of 
the electronically excited state is reasonable.
As in the introductionary section about naphtha­
lene where a similar situation exists in which the 
vibrational states in the S, state are vibronically 
coupled to states in the nearby lying triplet state, it is not surprising that calculations 
conducted with gaussian ’98 and implementing dft yield confusing results. The Born­
Oppenheimer approximation used while applying dft calculations is poor in cases of 
significant vibronic coupling. In particular the corroboration experiments on the ionic 
phenanthrene-Ne cluster, and on perdeuterated cationic phenanthrene-Ar, yield spectra 
supporting this viewpoint.
In the perdeuterated cation anomalies are observed in the same range as in the hydro­
genated case. Assuming shifts between electronically excited states due to zero point en­
ergy shifts upon deuteration and due to different interaction with the noble gas atom in 
different electronic states only, the shifts of these states are limited to tens of wavenum- 
bers. This is inferred from the zero point energy shifts as observed for bare neutral 
phenanthrene (-90 cm4 for the Si.«— S0 transition, and an i p  shift of Ai p — 33 cm4 ), and 
the only small shifts in the electronically excited states in the bare hydrogenated molecule 
compared to that clustered with a neon or an argon atom. The region where coupling is 
observed in the hydrogenated species then should be almost the same as that of the 
perdeuterated species, which is in agreement with the i r  spectra recorded. In the neutral 
molecule no low lying electronically excited state exists, thus also the good agreement of 
the i r  spectrum of neutral phenanthrene with the calculated spectrum is explained.
The absence of the 1 095 cm4 band in the spectrum of the warm cation can also be under­
stood from the viewpoint of an existing low lying electronically excited state. As earlier 
mentioned, potential energy scans of several normal modes around ~1 000 cm4 , con­
ducted with gaussian ’98 , show almost harmonic vibrational potentials. Although the 
absence of the 1 095 cm4 band can be explained by a strongly anharmonic vibrational 
potential there is no reasonable indication from the potential energy surfaces calculated 
that supports the assumption that one particular mode is strongly anharmonic.5 How­
ever, if coupling between the first electronically excited state and the vibrational manifold
5In cases where the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is valid the potential energy surface 
of ground state neutrals and cations is reasonably well reproduced by g a u s s i a n ’98 as 
is for instance verified with the tunnel potential in neutral and cationic aniline, yielding a 
potential barrier and a quartic potential, respectively. For this molecule it is the harmonic 
approximation, applied after calculating the potential energy surface, that is problematic.
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F ig u r e  3- 26, Clar-diagram typical for a 
neutral closed shell p a i i . The inner shell 
transition is of relatively low energy. In the 
right panel it is indicated that the first elec­
tronically excited transtition in the cation is 
therefore found at a low energy.
of the ground state cation exists, significant intensity changes and line shifts may occur, 
as a consequence of the strongly perturbed potential energy surface.
Still, two other strong bands in the affected region are readily observed in the spectrum 
of the warm cation. Realizing that in the warm cation i r  transitions are induced mainly 
between vibrationally excited states, it is well possible that at room temperature the ini­
tial vibrational states are already excited around or above the first electronically excited 
state. This could indicate that the 1 095 c n r1 band, which behaves obviously differently in 
the warm cation than all other modes observed, already involves an electronic transition. 
The absence of this band then can be explained by coupling between the ground state 
vibrational mode with modes of the first electronically excited state. The spacing of vi­
brational modes in this first electronically excited state is different with respect to those 
of the cationic ground state, thus, transitions starting from initially differently excited 
vibrational levels of the electronic cationic ground state to the vibrational states of the 
first electronically excited state of the cation do not add up around a central frequency 
anymore, thus no strong peak is observed.
However, to draw firm conclusions on this idea, more experimental data together with 
calculations at a higher level than B3Lyp, taking into account the vibrational-electronical 
interaction between states, are needed.
3-4 Calculated spectra
Generally d f t  calculations using the B3Lyp functional should yield better results when 
changing from the 4-31G via the 6-31G to the polarized 6-31G* 6-31G" or D95(d,p) basis 
sets. However, the quality of spectra yielded with the D95(d,p) basis set, that is used for 
calculations presented in this thesis, is sometimes disputed, in particular for calculations 
of ionic spectra.
For instance, during the submission phase of ref. [141] it was suggested that this was 
particularly the case for the calculated spectrum of cationic phenanthrene, because the
4-31G basis set yielded much stronger lines in the 1 200 c n r1 region, and that an abnormal 
shift of these lines alone could already explain the unexpected spectral features observed. 
It was therefore recommended to recalculate the spectrum with either the 4-31G or the 
6-31G* basis set.
Doing such calculations is not a big issue anymore. With the gaussian ’98 software 
continuously running over two processors, and taking advantage of the highly increased 
processor speeds presently available, it took only five days to compute the forty spectra 
presented in this section. To make a transparant comparison possible, all spectra com­
puted are presented unsealed on the next pages.
The results show undoubtedly that, for all spectra presented, the differences computed 
with different basis sets are particularly pronounced between those sets not containing 
polarized basis functions and sets containing these functions. Furthermore, the effect 
of adding polarized basisfunctions of d-type basisfunctions to the heavy atoms present 
(carbon and nitrogen atoms), i.e., changing from the 4-31G or 6-31G to the 6-31G* basis 
set, the largest change is observed. This is in agreement with the empirical determination
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that adding d-type functions to heavy atoms is more important than polarized functions 
to the hydrogen atoms [173]. Subsequent addition of s-type functions to hydrogen yields 
only slight changes. Comparing the spectra computed with the 6-31G”  and the D95(d,p) 
basis sets to the observed i r  spectra, it is concluded that the D95(d,p) basis set yields 
results at least as good as the 6-31G”  basis set. From close inspection of the intensi­
ties and positions of structures observed at 688 cnr1 (neutral aniline), at 1 393 cnr1 
(naphthalene cation), at 710 and 714 cn r1 (neutral phenanthrene), at 835 — 882 cnr1 and 
at 1 423 — 1 488 cnr1 (phenanthrene cation), and at 562 and 565 cnr1 (perdeuterated 
cationic phenanthrene), it can be tentatively argumented that the D95(d,p) yields even 
slightly better computational results than the earlier recommended 6-31G* basis set, and 
certainly a better result than obtained with application of the unpolarized 4-31G set.
The significant changes visible in the spectra calculated for the phenanthrene cation in the
1 050 — 1 500 cnr1 region, are not in agreement with earlier reported differences [106] 
between spectra, yielded for other p a h  cations with application of the 4-31G and the 
6-31G* basis sets. For the spectra of these other p a h s  essentially only different blueshifts 
were obtained, whereas in the phenanthrene case also severe differences in line intensi­
ties are yielded.
The same applies to the aniline neutral and cationic spectra calculated. However, here 
the changes only apply to the inversion mode. Although it can be easily understood that 
this mode cannot be reproduced well by the algorithms implied in the g a u s s i a n ’98 ap­
plication, it is interesting to note that the argument for the failing calculation was the 
application of the harmonic approximation. The potential surface of this tunnel mode 
is at the B3LYP/D95(d,p) level calculated with barrier for the neutral, and qu artic  poten­
tial for the cation. From the strong shifts of this mode between calculations applying 
the unpolarized versus those applying the polarized basis sets, it is concluded that the 
force constants, i.e., the second order derivative of the potential surfaces for the neutral 
and cationic aniline inversion mode evaluated at their minima, is extremely sensitive to 
adding d-type polarized basis functions. An explanation for this behavior has not been 
searched for. It asks for a deeper theoretical understanding of d f t ,  the B3LYP functional, 
and the effect of polarized basis functions in these particular molecular systems.
From the spectra calculated the overall conclusion is that polarized basis function are 
important in simulations of i r  spectra of p a h s .  With the discrepancies between spectra 
observed and the spectra computed with the 6-31G*, 6-31G” , and D95(d,p) basis sets be­
ing much larger than the mutual discrepancies between the spectra yielded from these 
three basis sets, it does not seem to be of real importance which of these to use.
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F i g u r e  3 - 2 7 , Calculated (B3LYPA^ >9 5 (d,p)) absolute integrated cross-sections for the species presented 
in this thesis (except from neutral perdeuterated phenanthrene). Large differences are yielded for 
species in different hydrogenation and ionization states.
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F ig u r e  3- 28, Calculated spectra for neutral aniline using d f t  at the B3LYP level, with five different 
basis sets, from bottom to top with increasing number of basis functions. The upper trace displays 
the spectrum observed for neutral aniline-Ar.
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F i g u r e  3- 29, Calculated spectra for cationic aniline using d f t  at the B3LYP level, with five different 
basis sets, from bottom to top with increasing number o f basis functions. The upper trace displays 
the spectrum observed for cationic aniline-Ar.
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F ig u r e  3- 30, Calculated spectra for neutral naphthalene using d f t  at the B3LYP level, with five 
different basis sets, from bottom to top with increasing number o f basis functions. The upper trace 
displays the spectrum observed for neutral naphthalene-Ar.
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F i g u r e  3- 31, Calculated spectra for cationic naphthalene using d f t  at the B3LYP level, with five 
different basis sets, from bottom to top with increasing number of basis functions. The upper trace 
displays the spectrum observed for cationic naphthalene-Ar.
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F ig u r e  3- 32, Calculated spectra for neutral phenanthrene using d f t  at the B3LYP level, with five 
different basis sets, from bottom to top with increasing number o f basis functions. The upper trace 
displays the spectrum observed for neutral phenanthrene-Ar.
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F i g u r e  3- 33, Calculated spectra for cationic phenanthrene using d f t  at the B3LYP level, with five 
different basis sets, from bottom to top with increasing number of basis functions. The upper trace 
displays the spectrum observed for cationic phenanthrene-Ar.
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F ig u r e  3- 34, Calculated spectra for neutral perdeuterated phenanthrene using d f t  at the B3LYP 
level, with five different basis sets, from bottom to top with increasing number o f  basis functions. The 
spectrum for the neutral perdeuterated phenanthrene-Ar cluster was not recorded due to the very 
low i r  transition cross-sections.
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Figure 3-35, Calculated spectra for cationic perdeuterated phenanthrene using d ft  at the B3LYP 
level, with five different basis sets, from bottom to top with increasing number o f basis functions. The 
upper trace displays the spectrum observed for cationic perdeuterated phenanthrene-Ar.
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3-5 Comparison with urns
Using the clusterdissociation method five p a h s  were subjected to study of which the i r  
spectroscopy of the three largest is particularly presented in this thesis. Neutral pyrazine 
(C..VH.) was studied by Remmers ef al. (ref. [149]) in the triplet groundstate. Benzene 
(C6H6) is still under study by Bakker ef al. (refs. [10,159]).
Together with the molecules aniline, naphthalene, and phenanthrene which are presented 
in this thesis, these molecules are considered to be too small to contribute significantly 
to uiR-emission. As remarked in the introductionary sections, this conclusion is based 
on the relative intensities of the u i r s  as well as the environmental conditions, pointing 
to p a h  cations containing around -50  carbon atoms. A comparison of the p a h  spectra 
presented in this thesis to the u i r  spectrum presented in figure 1-1 is shown in figure
3-36. In this figure the spectra of neutral (left panel) and ionized (right panel) aniline, 
naphthalene, and phenanthrene, together with the observed u i r  spectrum of n g c  7027 
(upper panel: solid gray trace) are compared to a stick u i r  spectrum (upper panel: solid 
black trace; lower panels: solid gray trace). The stick spectrum represents each band’s 
integrated intensity, as presented by Beintema ef a l  [17].
Clearly, none of the six spectra obtained via the cluster dissociation experiments resem­
ble the u i r  spectrum well. In particular the intense band observed at 891 cm4 in the 
u i r  spectrum has no corresponding band in any of the dissociation spectra. Regarding 
the other u i r s  it is evident that for the ‘true’ p a h s  naphthalene and phenanthrene, the 
spectra of the neutral species show a very poor resemblance. In the high wavenumber 
region no intense bands are present. In the u i r  spectrum, this is the region with the 
largest integrated band intensity. The spectra of the cations of these species show better 
resemblance. The peaks in the >1 000 cm4 range carry most of the integrated intensity. 
This observation supports the idea that for p a h  sizing up to 50 carbon atoms the neutral 
representatives only add a minor contribution to interstellar i r  emission. The spectra 
of cationic naphthalene and phenanthrene show relative intensities in reasonable agree­
ment with those observed in the u i r  spectrum presented. Although the band positions 
observed for these ions are not exactly matching the u i r  positions, they are found within 
the bandwidths of the u i r s .  Therefore, these molecules remain viable candidates to exist 
in the interstellar p a h  blend and to contribute to u i r  emission.
The resemblance of both neutral and ionized aniline with the u i r  spectrum is difficult 
to interpret. It is unclear how the strongly anharmonic inversion mode will show up in 
an emission spectrum. It is possible that for highly excited levels of this mode transi­
tions still add up to broad bands. The harmonic potential with Gaussian perturbation, 
as is used for modeling the neutral aniline inversion mode, probably yields such a result. 
High above the barrier the potential behaves harmonic, yielding equidistant energy level 
spacing. Transitions in the quartic potential as is used to model the cationic inversion 
mode will not add up around a central frequency. The energy level spacing increases 
with increasing occupation number. For both the neutral and ionized aniline also over-
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Fi g u r e  3-36 , From bottom to top: observed spectra for aniline, naphthalene, phenanthrene, and 
the u i r  spectrum o f  n g c  7027 are displayed together with the integrated intensities per band o f this 
latter spectrum (in gray).
tone transitions can bear significant intensity and compete w ith fundam ental transitions. 
Other transitions in the neutral and in cationic aniline ir  spectrum  do not show much 
resemblance w ith the u ir  emission spectrum. Therefore, it is not likely that aniline con­
tributes significantly to the u i r s .
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3-6 Conclusions
Combining a ‘standard’ molecular beam apparatus with the unique performance charac­
teristics of an intense and widely tunable i r  free-electron laser yields a versatile spec­
trometer, capable of measuring i r  spectra of internally cold aromatic molecules and their 
Van der Waals clusters. In the three photon i r - u v  double resonance schemes employed in 
this study, true i r  absorption spectra of jet-cooled p a h - n g  clusters are obtained, greatly 
facilitating the spectral assignment as both line-positions and line-intensities can be com­
pared to calculated spectra, and interpreted to a large extent.
Explicit comparison with Mi-spectra demonstrates the technical limitations and advan­
tages appearing in both types of detection methods. In the absence of matrix-interaction, 
and exploiting the advantage of a species selective and sensitive detection scheme, espe­
cially spectra of cationic p a h s  are detected with a substantially better s n r  than is obtain­
able in Mi-spectroscopy. For neutral species, where no background-free detection can 
be accomplished, Mi-spectroscopy is the favorable method in terms of s n r .  The spectral 
resolution obtained in m i spectroscopy is also much larger than in the cluster dissocia­
tion experiment, if in the latter experiment a f e l  is used as i r  light source.
Modes observed in both types of experiments generally agree well, both in line-position 
and relative intensity. However, in spectra yielded from m i experiments, and particularly 
for ionic species, not all modes are observed nor can be unambiguously assigned to the 
i r  spectrum of the cationic p a h  under study.
It is concluded that the noble gas atom has only a minor effect on the vibrational lev­
els of p a h s ,  which is indicated from the good agreement between modes observed in 
Mi-spectra, as well as from corroboration measurements on PAH-Ne clusters and bare 
neutral and cationic p a h s .  In the noble gas matrix, matrix effects leading to line-splitting 
due to different geometries of matrix sites, can be a limitation to band assignments.
A serious limitation of the cluster dissociation method is the cooling and cluster forma­
tion. In a molecular jet the size of molecules is determined by the amount of energy that 
can be carried away per noble gas atom. With the present technology, effective cooling 
and Van der Waals cluster formation is possible for molecules of the size of coronene 
(C24H12), whereas in the m i experiments the sizes of species under study can be much 
larger. In order to yield a high enough vapor pressure, p a h s  of the size of coronene must 
be heated to temperatures high above (>250 °C) room temperature, demanding either the 
use of specialized high temperature resistent pulsed valves, laser desorption setups, or a 
continuous jet experiment.
‘Standard’ calculations conducted applying d f t  on the B3LYP-level are sometimes over­
simplified, and can be interpreted well only if the molecular system’s dynamics are known 
otherwise, for instance from experimentally obtained spectra. Interactions like Herzberg­
Teller interaction or Jahn-Teller interaction may perturb the potential energy surface sig­
nificantly, thus, vibronic coupling can be present to a significant level. Consequently, 
application of the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is not always allowed. Also other 
types of interactions, like for instance accidentally present Fermi-resonances, or the pres­
ence of anharmonic modes, like the tunnel mode in aniline, may as well cause significant
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differences between spectra observed and spectra computed.
It is explicitly noted that the vibrational analysis implemented in the commercially avail­
able application g a u s s i a n ’98  , which is based on a computed potential energy surface 
under the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, followed by the harmonic approach, as ex­
plained in the first chapter of this thesis, does not necessarily produce correct i r  spectra. 
However, comparison of these calculated spectra with those experimentally recorded, en­
ables scientists to determine quickly the ‘interesting’ parts of the spectrum, i.e., those 
parts that are not well reflected by the calculations, and therefore, must bear different 
physics than is applied in the calculations.
Calculated results obtained with different basis sets might show sensitivity of normal 
modes to the potential energy surface. Regions where discrepancies can be expected 
might thus be indicated and treated with particular attention. However, it cannot be 
stated that this rule covers all unexpected spectral behavior. A theoretical description 
of this sensitivity to polarized basisfunctions should be given first in order to find the 
parameters that are relevant for this kind of discrepancies appearing in the computed 
spectra. At least, with the high processor frequencies presently available in computers, 
it seems valuable to compute spectra with different types of basis sets. Particularly, this 
applies to sets with and without polarized basis functions, for example those applied in 
this thesis: 4-31G , 6-31G , 6-31G*, 6 - 31G**, and D95(d,p).
For the systems particularly presented in this thesis, basis sets including polarized basis­
functions and those not including them, showed such sensitive modes in regions where 
the i r  spectra observed significantly differed from the corresponding calculations.
From i r  photon intensity dependences at low wavenumber modes of cation ic p a h -A i  clus­
ters it is found that the dissociation energy of the neu tral clusters are roughly 300 cm4 . 
The size of the p a h  does not seem to matter much for this value, which is consistent with 
the short interaction range of the Van der Waals coupling.
The cluster dissociation experiments with p a h - n g  Van der Waals clusters hold great 
promise for the study of optical properties of jet-cooled p a h s  in general. In particular, 
such studies might yield the required laboratory data to be able to draw firm conclusions 
on the possible role of these (or other) p a h s  in circum- and interstellar environments.
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4 Samenvatting
Eén van de belangrijkste speetroseopisehe puzzels in de hedendaagse astrofysica vormt 
het vinden van een verklaring voor de ‘Unidentifted InfraRed bands’ (u ir s ) .  Sinds hun 
ontdekking, in het begin van de jaren zeventig, zijn deze u i r s  waargenomen in de spec­
tra van allerlei interstellaire objecten, zoals planetaire nevels en reflectie nevels, in de 
gedaante van een reeks intense, spectraal brede, emissiebanden in het infrarood (ir ), bij 
specifieke golflengten tussen de 3 en 13 /im. Er zijn objecten bekend waar meer dan 
50% van de i r  emissie wordt gemeten in deze specifieke banden. De waarneming in een 
breed scala van interstellaire (en zelfs extra-galactische) objecten suggereert een drager 
die alom vertegenwoordigd is in de (vele) verschillende milieus die in het heelal kunnen 
voorkomen. De golflengtes waarbij de u i r s  worden waargenomen zijn zodanig specifiek 
en herkenbaar in de spectra, dat ze inmiddels onder meer voor calibratie doeleinden wor­
den gebruikt. Het is dus van groot belang om meer duidelijkheid omtrent de dragers van 
deze banden te krijgen, en zodoende de natuurkundige en chemische principes van het 
ontstaan van deze banden te begrijpen. Tot op heden zijn deze dragers nog onbekend, 
hoewel er wel sterke vermoedens bestaan omtrent hun aard.
Uitgaande van modellen passend bij de interstellaire gas- en stofwolken, die voornamelijk 
worden gekarakteriseerd door lage (-50 K) temperaturen en lage deeltjes dichtheden, 
werd aan het begin van de jaren tachtig duidelijk dat de u ir s  eigenlijk alleen goed kunnen 
worden verklaard door moleculen in de gasfase. Aangezien de waargenomen bandposi- 
ties karakteristiek zijn voor aromatische C—C en C—H strekkings- en buigingsvibraties 
is niet lang daarna het verband met Polycyclische-Aromatische Koolwaterstoffen (p a k s ) 
gelegd. Deze klasse van moleculen ontleent zijn naam aan de opbouw van moleculen uit 
meerdere ringvormige structuren (polycyclisch), hun karakteristieke geur (aromatische) 
en hun opbouw uit voornamelijk koolstof en waterstof atomen (koolwaterstoffen). In het 
dagelijks leven komen p a k s  algemeen voor in bijvoorbeeld verbrandingsresten, zoals u it­
laatgassen van auto’s, of in de vorm van mottenballen (naftaleen), of in een ‘peaty’ malt 
w hisky;-)
Een interessante vraag die beantwoord moet worden is of er inderdaad grote hoeveel­
heden organische moleculen zoals p a k s  in het heelal als dragers van de u ir s  aanwezig 
kunnen zijn. De fysische eigenschappen van p a k s  zijn daarvoor gunstig. Het zijn in het 
algemeen stabiele moleculen die goed kunnen overleven in extreme milieus zoals de in­
terstellaire ruimte, waar ultraviolette (uv) fotonen (lichtdeeltjes) de dienst uitmaken. Na 
absorptie van zo’n uv foton wordt de opgenomen energie snel omgezet in vibrationele 
energie van het molecuul, dat daardoor tijdelijk heel heet wordt, tot wel zo’n 1 000 °C. 
Wegens hun stabiliteit zullen p a k s  niet snel fragmenteren en dus niet op die manier
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hun energie verliezen en afkoelen. Het afkoelingsproees voor dit soort vibrationeel geëx­
citeerde moleculen gebeurt onder standaard aardse omstandigheden (-2 0  °C, -1  bar) 
voornamelijk door energie overdracht van warme moleculen op koudere moleculen via 
botsingen. Echter, in de interstellaire ruimte zijn de moleculaire dichtheden zodanig laag 
dat botsingen tussen afzonderlijke moleculen niet vaker plaatsvinden dan hooguit een 
paar keer per dag tot een paar keer per jaar. Als gevolg hiervan wordt een ander afkoe- 
lingsmechanisme belangrijk. In de interstellaire ruimte koelen de p a k s  voornamelijk 
af door het uitstralen van i r  licht. Dit uitstralen van licht gebeurt bij molecuul speci­
fieke golflengten. Gelukkig liggen deze golflengten voor de meeste p a k s  op ongeveer 
dezelfde plaats in het spectrum, in het bijzonder bij die golflengtes die gerelateerd zijn 
aan de eerder genoemde strekkings- en buigingsvibraties, die sterk met de u i r  golflengtes 
overeenkomen. De tijd die een molecuul nodig heeft om één i r  foton uit te stralen is van 
de orde van milli-seconden. Aangezien de energie van een gemiddeld uv foton vergelijk­
baar is aan die van enkele tientallen tot wel honderd i r  fotonen, heeft het molecuul in 
principe niet meer dan een paar seconden nodig om via emissie van i r  licht al zijn door 
uv excitatie verkregen energie weer kwijt te raken. De kans dat het molecuul net binnen 
die tijd tegen een ander molecuul botst en zo energie zou verliezen is verwaarloosbaar 
klein. Ook is in het algemeen de dichtheid van uv fotonen wel zo laag dat niet binnen 
een paar seconden weer een nieuw uv foton wordt opgenomen, zodat het molecuul ook 
daadwerkelijk kan afkoelen tot de ‘omgevingstemperatuur’ van enkele tientallen Kelvin. 
De aanwezigheid van grote hoeveelheden p a k s  in de interstellaire ruimte kan door mid­
del van solide en experimenteel ondersteunde modellen worden verklaard. De vorming 
van deze moleculen kan bijvoorbeeld plaatsvinden in de nabijheid van koolstofrijke rode 
superreuzen, een bepaalde klasse van sterren die zich in één van de laatste fases van hun 
levensloop bevinden. Tussen de elementen die door deze sterren in de ruimte worden 
geblazen zitten grote hoeveelheden koolstof, dat met het alom in het heelal aanwezige wa­
terstof reageert tot koolstof- en koolwaterstofketens. Uit deze ketens kunnen vervolgens 
relatief eenvoudig p a k s  ontstaan. Als de p a k s  uiteindelijk in de uiterst ijle moleculaire 
gaswolken in de interstellaire ruimte zijn beland, kan er voldoende i r  licht uitgestraald 
worden om te worden waargenomen, omdat het formaat van deze gaswolken gigantisch 
is. De wolken kunnen zich over enkele lichtjaren uitstrekken - een lichtjaar komt overeen 
met ca. 1013 km.
Zelfs nu p a k s  zeer goede kandidaten lijken te zijn om een verklaring voor de u i r s  te 
leveren, blijft de vraag ‘welke p a k s  dan?’ onbeantwoord. Er bestaan namelijk p a k s  in 
alle soorten en maten. De kleinsten bestaan uit enkele tientallen atomen, waarvan naf- 
taleen (ChjHs) een voorbeeld is. De grootsten kunnen gemakkelijk enkele duizenden tot 
tienduizenden atomen bevatten. Tevens zouden de p a k s  nog andere elementen dan kool­
stof en waterstof kunnen bevatten. Met name stikstof- en zuurstofatomen kunnen in 
allerlei PAK-varianten voorkomen. Zoals al gezegd, voor al deze moleculen geldt dat de 
relevante strekkings- en buigingsvibraties op ongeveer dezelfde plaats in hun spectra op­
treden, waardoor, als gevolg van optelling, sterke en brede emissiebanden kunnen worden 
verklaard door een mengsel van p a k s .  De relatieve intensiteiten van de banden uit het 
u i r  spectrum, bijvoorbeeld die banden die aan C—C en C—H strekkingsvibraties kunnen
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w o r d e n  to e g e k e n d , g e v e n  e e n  m a a t v o o r  d e  v e r h o u d in g  v a n  w a te r s to f-  e n  k o o ls to fa to m e n  
v a n  h e t  p a k  m e n g s e l  in  k w e s tie , w a a r m ee  v e r v o lg e n s  d e  g r o o tte  v a n  re lev a n te  p a k s  u it  
h e t  m e n g s e l  k a n  w o r d e n  a fg e seh a t.
Uitgaande van een mengsel van p a k s  als dragers van de u ir s  volgt uit de waargeno­
men relatieve intensiteiten van deze emissiebanden dat een klasse van waarschijnlijke 
kandidaten wordt gegeven door enkelvoudig positief geïoniseerde moleculen ter grootte 
van 20 tot 50 C-atomen. Om vast te stellen of deze PAK-ionen hypothese een geschikte 
hypothese is, is het noodzakelijk juist van deze ionen de ir  spectra te meten in een 
laboratorium-experiment, in omstandigheden die de interstellaire condities zo dicht mo­
gelijk benaderen, om zodoende de relevante optische parameters van deze moleculen te 
achterhalen.
In een ideaal experiment zou de emissie straling van PAK-ionen met spectrale resolutie 
worden gemeten na excitatie met een uv foton. Lastig bij dit soort spectroscopie is de 
interpretatie van de verkregen spectra. Dit komt onder meer omdat niet precies bekend is 
hoe de energie van een geabsorbeerd uv foton zich over de vibrationele toestanden van 
een p a k  ion verdeelt, en zodoende kan de gemeten ir  straling via allerlei onverwachte 
overgangen in het molecuul vrijkomen. Een ander lastig punt van deze spectroscopische 
methode is dat de uv excitatie niet resonant gebeurt, dus niet via een molecuulspecifteke 
absorptielijn, waardoor het niet zeker is dat gemeten ir  fotonen ook daadwerkelijk door 
de p a k s , die worden bestudeerd, worden uitgestraald. Desondanks geven de op deze 
manier verkregen spectra een goede indruk hoe de in het heelal optredende sterke ir  
emissie zou kunnen ontstaan. Deze spectra leveren zo een zeer relevante bijdrage aan de 
oplossing van het u ir  vraagstuk.
Door in plaats van ir  emissie spectra de ir  absorptie  spectra van koude ionen te meten 
kunnen fundamentele parameters zoals lijnposities en (relatieve) lijnintensiteiten uitste­
kend bepaald worden. In tegenstelling tot de emissie-spectroscopische methode kan een 
molecuul in een zeer goed gedefinieerde toestand gebracht worden door middel van reso­
nante uv absorptie, dus via molecuul-specifteke overgangen, waardoor heel goed bekend 
is wat de status van het molecuul is waarvan het spectrum wordt gemeten. Deze goed 
gedefinieerde toestand kan heel goed de grondtoestand van het ion zijn. Als nu dit ion via 
een ion specifieke overgang een ir  foton kan opnemen en vervolgens geregistreerd kan 
worden bij welke golflengte en met welke waarschijnlijkheid dit gebeurt, is in principe 
het spectrum gemeten. Met behulp van deze fundamentele parameters (golflengte en ab­
sorptie waarschijnlijkheid) kunnen dan weer de ir  emissie modellen verbeterd worden, 
waardoor ook emissie spectra beter te begrijpen zijn. Echter, ook de bepaling van ir  ab­
sorptie spectra is zeker niet eenvoudig. Het blijkt uiterst lastig om voldoende PAK-ionen 
koud, in de gasfase en in een botsingsvrije omgeving te brengen, om vervolgens hun spec­
tra te bepalen. In de laatste decennia zijn zeer geschikte methoden ontwikkeld om door 
middel van gepulste moleculaire bundels, ook wel ‘jets’ genoemd, van jet-gekoelde neu­
trale p a k s  de uv spectra te bepalen. In dit soort jets kunnen kleine hoeveelheden p a k s  
afgekoeld worden, terwijl ze in de gasfase blijven. Door deze kleine hoeveelheden wordt 
het praktisch onmogelijk om door middel van directe absorptie technieken nauwkeurige 
spectroscopische metingen te verrichten. Dit soort metingen komen dan namelijk neer
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op het meten van een zèèr klein verschil tussen de intensiteit van het i r  licht voordat 
en nádat het licht de moleculaire bundel is gepasseerd. Bij jet-experimenten verdrinken 
deze verschillen normaal gesproken in de achtergrondruis.
Directe absorptie metingen werden dan ook tot voor kort voornamelijk uitgevoerd door 
neutrale p a k s  in te vriezen bij temperaturen van 20 Kelvin of lager in een ijs (matrix) 
van het edelgas argon (in sommige gevallen ook wel neon) waarin slechts in geringe mate 
wisselwerking tussen de p a k s  en de atomen van de matrix optreedt. Door vervolgens 
deze p a k s  te ioniseren door de matrix met uv licht te bestralen, kan het i r  spectrum van 
de geïoniseerde p a k s ,  die in de matrix aanwezig zijn, door middel van directe absorptie 
worden gemeten. De moleculaire dichtheden zijn bij dit type experiment voldoende hoog 
om in ieder geval de sterke lijnen in de i r  spectra van PAK-ionen te kunnen waarnemen. 
Jammer genoeg is deze matrix-isolatie techniek toegepast op ionen niet gevoelig genoeg 
om ook zwakke lijnen te meten. Er zijn vèèl moleculen nodig om een klein verschil in 
absorptie te kunnen meten. Zelfs door toevoeging van elektron acceptoren, die de bij 
ionisatie vrijgekomen elektronen absorberen, blijkt maar een kleine fractie van de neu­
trale moleculen onder invloed van het uv licht te ioniseren en geïoniseerd te blijven. 
Zodoende blijft de achtergrondruis een beperkende factor bij het bepalen van spectra 
van geïoniseerde p a k s .  Een ander nadeel bij de matrix-isolatie methode is dat de me­
thode niet selecteert tussen de spectra gemeten voor de verschillende bestanddelen van 
de matrix. Naast het ionisch p a k  spectrum worden met name de absorptielijnen van de 
neutrale p a k  en eventueel ook die van allerlei verontreinigingen in de matrix gemeten, 
zodat uitgebreide correlatiemetingen nodig zijn om het spectrum van de PAK-ionen te 
identificeren. Verder is de invloed van de matrix op de gemeten lijnposities en -sterktes 
onduidelijk. Intensiteiten zouden kunnen veranderen en lijnposities zouden kunnen ver­
schuiven door de interactie tussen de edelgas atomen van de matrix en het te bestuderen 
PAK-ion.
Bij uv-matrix-isolatie-spectra van PAK-ionen zijn met name de optredende lijnverschui- 
vingen door metingen overtuigend aangetoond. Hier blijkt het moeilijk voorspelbaar hoe 
bij een specifieke p a k  de lijn verschuiving als gevolg van de matrix interactie zal ver­
lopen. Voor de iR-spectra is echter nog niet duidelijk in welke mate deze verschuivingen 
optreden. De interactie tussen p a k  en edelgas matrix is overwegend van elektronische 
aard. Bij uv spectroscopie worden voornamelijk elektronische overgangen gemeten die 
dus inherent verstoord worden door de matrix. Bij i r  spectroscopie, daarentegen, worden 
voornamelijk vibrationele overgangen gemeten, waarvan onduidelijk is hoe ze met in de 
matrix optredende vibraties wisselwerken. De verwachting is steeds geweest dat bij i r  
spectroscopie de lijnverschuivingen wel zouden meevallen, vergeleken met die gemeten 
in uv spectra. Het ontbrak tot nog toe echter aan referentie metingen om deze gedachte 
te staven. Een belangrijke vraag bij de matrix-isolatie spectroscopie methode, toegepast 
in het i r  op ionische p a k s ,  blijft dus in hoeverre deze matrix spectra overeen komen met 
gasfase spectra van koude PAK-ionen.
Bij het FOM-instituut voor Plasmafysica ‘Rijnhuizen’ in Nieuwegein wordt sinds 1998 met 
succes een geavanceerde techniek toegepast die het mogelijk maakt selectief achtergrond- 
vrije i r  spectra van gasfase koude PAK-ionen te meten. De techniek is gebaseerd op
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resultaten van andere groepen, die hebben aangetoond dat de i r  energieniveaus en over- 
gangsintensiteiten van PAK-ionen vergeleken met die van PAK-Ar Van der Waals cluster­
ionen vrijwel dezelfde zijn. De bij deze experimenten gemeten afwijkingen zijn in het 
algemeen van de orde van 0 .5% of minder. In het licht van de brede structuren gegeven 
door de u i r s  zijn i r  spectra van deze Van der Waals cluster-ionen goed genoeg om con­
clusies te trekken.
In Nieuwegein wordt de gebruikersfaciliteit f e l i x  (Vrije-Electronen Laser voor Infrarode 
experimenten) gecombineerd met een moleculaire bundel opstelling. Neutrale p a k s  wor­
den door verhitting in de gasfase gebracht en met argon gas vermengd. Dit gasmengsel 
wordt gepulst in een vacuümkamer geëxpandeerd waarbij afkoeling tot temperaturen 
vergelijkbaar met die in de interstellaire ruimte optreedt. Als gevolg van de expansie 
krijgen de p a k s  allemaal ongeveer dezelfde snelheid als de argon atomen van de bundel 
waarin ze meevliegen. Hierdoor botsen ze vrijwel niet meer. De lage temperatuur en de 
botsingsvrije omgeving maken formatie van (zwak)gebonden PAK-Ar Van der Waals clus­
ters mogelijk.
Door deze clusters resonant met twee kleuren laserlicht tot net boven de ionisatiedrempel 
(ip ) te exciteren worden selectief cluster-ionen in de grondtoestand gevormd, die niet 
kunnen dissociëren. Daarvoor moet immers eerst nog de Van der Waals bindingsenergie 
worden toegevoerd. Dat gebeurt door de cluster-ionen aan i r  FELix-licht bloot te stellen. 
Door de golflengte van de i r  laser stapsgewijs te scannen zal het cluster-ion energie op­
nemen zodra de i r  golflengte resonant is met een i r  overgang van het cluster-ion. Het 
cluster zal dan zeer snel dissociëren tot een PAK-ion en een neutraal Ar-atoom.
Door het massaverschil tussen het cluster-ion en het vrije PAK-ion kunnen deze met be­
hulp van een massa-spectrometer selectief worden gedetecteerd. Op deze manier kan 
door middel van simultane registratie van het PAK-ionen signaal en het cluster-ionen 
signaal, uit de fractie gedissocieerde clusters als functie van de i r  golflengte, een achter- 
grondvrij i r  absorptie spectrum met hoge signaal/ruisverhouding worden gegenereerd. 
Uit zulke spectra kunnen belangrijke optische parameters worden afgeleid waarmee mo­
dellen met betrekking tot de u i r s  kunnen worden verbeterd.
Ter ondersteuning van het gemeten spectrum van het ionisch Van der Waals cluster wordt 
dit spectrum in alle gevallen vergeleken met een berekend spectrum van het vrije p a k ­
ion. Bij de p a k s  die inmiddels op deze manier zijn bestudeerd blijkt steeds dat het 
waargenomen spectrum van het geïoniseerde Van der Waals cluster redelijk tot goed 
overeenkomt met het berekende spectrum. Daar waar verschillen optreden kunnen deze 
altijd worden verklaard vanuit de eigenschappen van het vrije PAK-ion. Verder blijkt uit 
vergelijkingen met matrix-isolatiespectra dat de spectra van de gas-fase Van der Waals 
clusters steeds vrijwel dezelfde resultaten opleveren als die van de PAK-ionen uit de ar­
gon matrix, met name voor de lijn posities. Bij de laatste methode worden echter niet 
altijd zoveel lijnen gemeten, voornamelijk door de veel kleinere signaal/ruis verhouding, 
die inherent is aan directe absorptie technieken. Inmiddels zijn de resultaten van de 
cluster dissociatie spectra uit dit proefschrift gebruikt als referentie spectra voor matrix- 
isolatie-experimenten, met als resultaat dat meer lijnen uit de laatstgenoemde spectra 
zijn toegekend.
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Als gevolg van de verwaarloosbare wisselwerking van de edelgas atomen met de vibra- 
tionele toestanden van de p a k s  en hun ionen, zowel in de Van der Waals clusters als in 
de matrix, kan de laatstgenoemde methode nog steeds als zeer relevante methode wor­
den toegepast, met name voor grotere moleculen, die in een moleculaire jet niet koud te 
krijgen zijn. Of in situaties waar simpelweg geen vrije-elektronen laser voorhanden is. 
Verder kan worden geconcludeerd dat de simulatie van i r  spectra met behulp van een 
computer nog steeds niet eenvoudig is. Om binnen redelijke tijd berekeningen uit te voe­
ren met gebruik van computers, zijn verregaande vereenvoudigingen nodig. Berekenin­
gen kunnen aanzienlijk afwijkende spectra van de waargenomen spectra van PAK-ionen 
opleveren.
De in dit proefschrift gepresenteerde resultaten tonen aan dat de clusterdissociatie- 
methode om i r  spectra van PAK-ionen te meten kan worden aangemerkt als een belang­
rijke stap op weg naar de ontrafeling van de ‘Unidentifted InfraRed bands’.
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